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Abstract
In recent years, the recognition of the importance of social concepts for successful
conservation outcomes has led to a growing interest in the relations between gender and
leadership on the one hand, and conservation on the other. This study aims to extend the
current understanding of these relations by shining light on the – until now highly
underexposed – intersection of gender, leadership, and conservation. I do so by examining
the lived experiences of 24 female grassroots conservation leaders, with a focus on the
interactions between sociocultural norms on gender, leadership and conservation and the
struggles and practices of female conservation leaders. Using a feminist political ecology
lens through which I approach gender, leadership, and conservation as normative and
performative constructs, I demonstrate that the struggles experienced by female leaders
in conservation are rooted in the power differences that are shaped by certain intersecting
social categories – which I have labeled exclusionary axes – as well as in sociocultural
norms and the rather unique traits of conservation as a field of work. As such, power
differences, norms and the position of conservation leader are interpreted as interacting
structures that govern the lives of FCLs by means of shaping struggles that contribute to
the exclusion of these women from the field of conservation. Since various concepts,
notions and phenomena are believed to be associated with both the frequency and impact
of struggles, they form an additional layer to the interactions between norms and
struggles. Female conservation leaders also wield their agency in relation to struggles by
means of complex and sometimes paradoxical acts of both adhering to and deviating from
gender norms in the context of leadership and conservation. This duality was found in both
the direct and deliberate responses to struggles as well as in the way female conservation
leaders do conservation leadership. Whereas the former entails practices that aim to cope
with and prevent struggles for the benefit of female conservation leaders themselves, I
interpret the latter as a suite of acts that re-shape the structures that obstruct them, as
well as other marginalized individuals, to do conservation. These acts are part of a
leadership approach that I have called compassionate conservation leadership. Rather
than a single leadership style, I conceptualize compassionate conservation leadership as
a suite of post-heroic leadership styles in which relationships, long-term thinking,
empowerment and (un)doing gender hold a central but paradoxical position. I demonstrate
how in their enactment of compassionate conservation leadership, female conservationists
enact beliefs that are socially understood as feminine which in turn enables themselves
and others to eventually challenge prevailing norms and notions on gender and – to a
lesser extent – race in conservation. I hypothesize this leadership approach to be informed
by the lived experiences of the female conservation leaders, their empathic ability and
notions of social justice, but also by the outlook of enhanced conservation effectiveness.
Through acts of compassionate conservation leadership, female conservation leaders
negotiate problematic norms on gender, leadership and conservation to contribute to a
more just and inclusive conservation sector.
Keywords: compassionate conservation leadership, doing gender, undoing gender,
feminist political ecology, intersectionality

vii

1 Introduction
1.1

Problem statement

Although biological sciences still largely form the fundament upon which conservation
practices and policies are constructed, there is an increased recognition that biological
knowledge alone does not always lead to desired conservation outcomes (Mascia et al.,
2003). The realization that “conservation is about people as much as it is about species
or ecosystems” (Mascia et al., 2003, p. 649) has resulted in a growing interest towards
the social factors that underlie conservation failures and successes. Two of such factors
are gender and leadership, both of which have increasingly been addressed in the
literature. This section explores how these factors have so far been linked to conservation,
with the aim of identifying gaps in our current knowledge on the relationships between
gender, leadership, and conservation. First, I will provide an overview of the existing
research on the role gender plays in conservation science and practice. Secondly, I will
elaborate on the emerging field of conservation leadership. Then, I will discuss how the
current knowledge on gender and conservation and conservation leadership has failed to
address the experiences of female conservation leaders and the role sociocultural norms
might play in shaping these experiences. I will end this section by exploring how an
intersectional approach to gender, leadership and conservation can fill these gaps.
Research on gender and conservation has mainly dealt with gender disparities in
conservation science and practice, exclusion of women from conservation practices and
the impact of gender inclusion on conservation outcomes. For example, inquiries about
the role of gender in the conservation science community have revealed gender biases in
the authorship of papers on African lion research (Bauer et al., 2019) and ecology (Martin,
2012), gender disparities in the funding of ecological research (Martin, 2012), and a
skewed gender balance in editorial boards of conservation journals (Liévano-Latorre et al.,
2020; Pettorelli et al., 2013), all at the disadvantage of women. Furthermore, initiatives
to make conservation and ecology conferences gender-inclusive have thus far not achieved
their intended goals (Tulloch, 2020). Explanations for these patterns were only
occasionally addressed, but included the presence of a dominant masculine culture (Bauer
et al., 2019), systemic bias towards men (Martin, 2012), and gender-based discrimination
(Tulloch, 2020). Similarly, Sardelis and Drew (2016) noticed a skewed gender balance at
conservation symposia, but also found that an increase in female organizers of
conservation conferences increased the number of women speaking at these conferences.
They contribute this skewed balance to prevailing stereotypes of women, gender
inequalities in salary and career opportunities, and the male-focused orientation of male
scientists in, for example, inviting peers as speakers at a conference. On the other hand,
gender does not have an influence on the acceptance rate of submissions to the journal
Biological Conservation (Primack et al., 2009), but no underlying explanations for these
findings were given.
Research on the intersection of gender and conservation is not limited to experiences
within the academic realm. Various scholars have described the gendered nature of natural
resource use and the costs of human-wildlife conflicts (Ogra, 2008) and climate change
(Terry, 2009), which they relate to cultural norms on femininity and on the gendered
division of labor and decision making. A failure to thoroughly understand and adequately
address gender norms has resulted in the exclusion of women from conservation practices,
for example in the context of Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) and REDD+ programs
(Kariuki & Birner, 2016) and community-based marine conservation management (BakerMédard, 2017). Other drivers of women’s exclusion from conservation practices include
reinforced gendered cultural narratives and male-dominated land tenure (Carter, 2019;
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Kariuki & Birner, 2016). These findings are all the more significant when put in light of the
international calls for reducing gender disparities in natural resource access and use, and
for increasing gendered participation in decision making in natural resource management,
all made nearly three decades ago (e.g. the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development of 1992; Convention on Biological Diversity of 1993; Convention on
Climate Change, 1992) (Kariuki & Birner, 2016).
On the flipside, the impact of reducing gender disparities on the outcomes of conservation
practices has also received a noteworthy amount of attention in the literature. The
inclusion of women as participants and/or decision makers in community-based
conservation initiatives has been linked to enhanced effectiveness in forest conservation
(Agarwal, 2009; Agrawal et al., 2006), fisheries management (Sultana & Thompson,
2008), reforestation (Sodhi et al., 2010), and climate change mitigation (Cook et al.,
2019). These findings have been attributed to differences in behavior between men and
women (e.g., in rule compliance and enforcement) (Agarwal, 2009; Agrawal et al., 2006;
Cook et al., 2019), gendered differences in environmental knowledge (Agarwal, 2009),
the ability of women to better address community needs through participatory processes
(Sultana & Thompson, 2008), and the unwillingness of women to support initiatives from
which they were initially excluded (Sodhi et al., 2010), Furthermore, the inclusion of
women in natural resource management is associated with increases in collaboration,
solidarity and conflict resolution, which has been attributed to women’s already existing
reliance on collaboration and informal networks to deal with the multitude of their
responsibilities in the domestic sphere. (Westermann et al., 2005). Other research
suggests that although gender mainstreaming in community-based conservation might
have positive implications for both humans and wildlife, formal and systematic gender
inclusion activities and policies are non-existent in the context of Indian NGOs (Ogra,
2012). Lundberg (2018) indicated that gender inclusion policies are not always effective,
as the establishment of gender quotas in Norwegian conservation management boards did
not challenge the masculine hegemony. She argued that the policies’ focus on counting
women instead of truly understanding gender roles and identities has been central in the
ineffectiveness of these policies.
Finally, another body of research has inquired whether and how conservation attitudes are
gendered. It has been found that attitudes towards conservation practices, conservation
issues, and protected areas and environmentally friendly behavior are gendered (Arjunan
et al., 2006; Czech et al., 2001; Martino, 2008; Tindall et al., 2003). All of these studies
suggest that women tend to display more positive attitudes towards conservation and
engage more in environmentally friendly behavior. Again, explanations for these patterns
remain largely absent, with only (Czech et al., 2001) attributing the gendered difference
in conservation attitudes to socially-instilled practices and their resulting view of nature.
Next to gender, another social phenomenon that has increasingly been linked to
conservation practices and outcomes is leadership. Although still understudied (Bruyere,
2015; Manolis et al., 2009), research on the relationship between conservation and
leadership has gained traction over the past decade. Since effective leadership is
considered an important factor for conservation success (Black et al., 2011; Bruyere,
2015; Dietz et al., 2004; Englefield et al., 2019; Manolis et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2012;
Sutton, 2015), the vast majority of the literature on conservation leadership deals with
the question of what constitutes effective leadership. There is a general consensus among
conservation leadership scholars that “leadership is defined by behaviors and strategies,
not traits or characteristics” (Senge, 2006, as cited in Bruyere, 2015, p. 378), which shifts
the focus of the question towards inquiring what strategies define effective conservation
leadership. While elaborating on these skills and behaviors in detail exceeds the scope of
this introduction, it is worth recalling the dominant perspectives on this topic. Generally,
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the ‘command and control’ and ‘best practices’ paradigms that have dominated
conservation leadership for a long time are rejected because their assumptions about the
clear boundaries of problems and linear problem-solving do not align with the complex
nature of conservation challenges (Black & Copsey, 2014; Black et al., 2011, 2013; Game
et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2012). Alternative paradigms proposed in the literature include
systems thinking (Black et al., 2011; Dietz et al., 2004) and adaptive management
(Bruyere, 2015; Haubold, 2012; Manolis et al., 2009), although the use of the latter has
been criticized as adaptive approaches are by definition unusable in complex socioecological systems (Game et al., 2014). More specifically, behaviors and skills highlighted
by the literature as contributing to effective conservation leadership include interpersonal
skills (Dietz et al., 2004; Englefield et al., 2019; Straka et al., 2018), developing clear and
long-term visions (Black et al., 2011; Bruyere, 2015; Dietz et al., 2004; Straka et al.,
2018), building coalitions and partnerships (Bruyere, 2015; Dietz et al., 2004; Manolis et
al., 2009; Straka et al., 2018), and defining a clear purpose (Black, 2015).
It is worth mentioning that in defining these attributes, little to no attention has been given
to the influence of culture on these attributes (Straka et al., 2018). More broadly, Manolis
et al. (2009) argue that conservation leaders have the (moral) obligation to increase
diversity by including underrepresented groups in conservation practices. This call is
echoed by Green et al. (2015), who stress the importance of diversity and the inclusion of
multiple beliefs, perspectives and backgrounds into the conservation community for
success. Additionally, Corrigan et al. (2020) called for greater diversity in the group of
participants
in
conservation
leadership
training,
which
also
implies
the
underrepresentation of specific groups of people in conservation leadership. The body of
research on gender and conservation listed above indicates a clear underrepresentation of
women in both conservation science and practice. Furthermore, it suggests that the
inclusion of women in conservation is likely to result in positive conservation outcomes.
Combining these outcomes with the increasing emphasis put on leadership as a factor for
conservation success, it is surprising that the intersection of gender, conservation and
leadership has received little attention so far. A search query conducted on January 25th,
2022, containing the terms “gender AND (conservation OR “biodiversity conservation”)
AND leadership” in the ‘all years’ (1945-2022) Web of Science database yielded only 88
results, of which a further inspection revealed that only three of those truly targeted the
intersection of gender, conservation, and leadership. Women participation in formal
decision-making in forest management formed the topic of one of these articles (Kahsay
et al., 2021), whereas the other two articles discuss the challenges and supports perceived
by United States-based women conservation leaders, both in general and in the context
of motherhood (Jones & Solomon, 2019; Jones et al., 2020).
Exploring this intersection deeper has both scientific and social relevance. Integrating
conservation leadership and gender enables researchers to address questions about why
women are underrepresented as conservation leaders, and what the influence of culture
is on this gender disparity, a question raised by Straka et al. (2018). Alternatively,
combining gender and leadership with conservation practice also facilitates research on
the interaction between sociocultural norms concerning gender, leadership, and
conservation and the experiences of those female conservation practitioners who find
themselves in (either formal or informal) leadership positions. Gender and leadership are
often presented as natural and neutral (i.e., value-free), but as I will argue later, they are
highly normative social constructs with significant consequences for everyday life.
Similarly, the majority of current descriptions of conservation in the – mainly ecological –
literature suggests an objective understanding of the concept. On the contrary,
conservation is a subjective domain, entailing a wide range of diverse – and oftentimes
contrasting and contested – approaches (see Sandbrook et al., 2019), infused by different
ideologies (e.g., neoliberalism, anthropocentrism, ecocentrism, neo-colonialism) and
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perspectives (e.g., on what is nature and how to conserve nature) that together shape
conservation norms (e.g., Garland, 2008; Igoe & Brockington, 2007; Shoreman-Ouimet &
Kopnina, 2015).
Given the normative nature of gender, leadership, and conservation, it is worth shining
light on the influence these norms have on conservation practices. The brief literature
review on gender and conservation outlined earlier in this section reveals that only a few
studies have discussed the influence of gender norms on conservation practices, but the
influence of these norms never had a central position in those studies. Similarly, the
influence of conservation and leadership norms on conservation practices has not been
addressed so far, let alone the intersection of these norms. These knowledge gaps indicate
the need for more research on these topics. The question “what are the consequences of
acting out of alignment within the social context?”, raised by Carsten et al. (2010, p. 557),
illustrates one of the directions such norm-centered research could go. Carsten et al.
(2010, p. 557) also highlight the need to explore “the issue of matches and mismatches
between followers’ and leaders’ constructions of followership”. It can be argued that this
(mis)matching issue is also relevant for constructions of gender, leadership and
conservation norms and thus need further attention. Jones and Solomon (2019) have
started to give shape to this new perspective by linking gender norms to the challenges
and forms of support female conservation leaders experience, but they suggest further
“exploration of how women may themselves uphold or dismantle systems of privilege in
conservation” (Jones & Solomon, 2019, p. 9). Additionally, socially constructed norms on
conservation leadership (i.e., what is socially seen as ‘good’ leadership?) and conservation
practice (i.e., what do people see as the ‘best’ way to do conservation?) have not explicitly
been linked to the experiences of female conservation leaders. Finally, questions on how
gender, conservation and leadership norms are intertwined and simultaneously influence
conservation leadership practices remain unaddressed in the literature.
Understanding the experiences and practices of female conservation leaders provides a
new angle to research on both conservation leadership and gendered conservation. So far,
conservation leadership research has mainly been concerned with what attributes
constitute (in)effective leadership and how these relate to successful conservation
outcomes. This body of research could therefore be enriched by highlighting the
experiences of conservation leaders. Similarly, the everyday role of gender in conservation
practices remains poorly understood. Specifically, accounts of experiences of female
conservationists are little represented in the literature (with Kariuki and Birner (2016) as
a notable exception). The aforementioned studies of Jones and Solomon (2019) and Jones
et al. (2020) are – to my awareness – the first studies exploring experiences on the
intersection of gender, conservation and leadership. However, these studies are confined
to U.S.-based conservationists. Given the vast diversity of conservation organizations in
(among others) localities, scales and approaches, there is much room for extension of this
promising research direction.
Research on the interplay between norms on gender, leadership, and conservation and
the everyday experiences and conservation practices of female conservation leaders could
particularly be insightful in the context of grassroots non-governmental organizations
(NGOs). As I will explain in more detail later, grassroots NGOs are uniquely situated
between local (community-based) and international social contexts, both often dominated
by masculine norms. Thus, female grassroots conservation leaders are exposed to – and
have to navigate between – different (and perhaps contradicting) norms in the different
contexts they find themselves in. Investigating their everyday experiences and practices
could therefore reveal the influence of prevailing norms on the struggles these women
perceive, as well as the ways they cope with these struggles.
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Equally important, critically digging into the (norm-induced) struggles female grassroots
conservationists face and the ways they use their agency to maneuver between these
struggles and challenge prevailing norms might be insightful for the conservation sector.
An enhanced understanding of these issues could provide valuable information for
conservation organizations, individual conservation practitioners and everyone else
involved in the sector on how to make the conservation community more inclusive, safe,
just, and eventually, more effective and resilient.

1.2 Research objectives & research questions
In order to extend the understanding of the intersection between gender, conservation
and leadership, this research has examined the interaction between sociocultural norms
on gender, leadership, and conservation, as experienced by female conservation leaders,
and the practices of these women, in the context of grassroots non-governmental
organizations (NGOs).
More specifically, four processes related to this interaction have been investigated in detail.
Firstly, through an inquiry of everyday practices, I have highlighted how the struggles that
are part of the lived experiences of female grassroots conservation leaders relate to the
norms they are exposed to in the various social contexts in which they are active (i.e., the
international level, the level of the organization and the local level). Secondly, I have shed
light on how these struggles can shape the extent to which female grassroots conservation
leaders feel restricted in their work (i.e., their perceived navigation space). Thirdly, I have
explored how women wield their agency to respond to these struggles and thus navigate
this space, thereby following the call of Jones and Solomon (2019) to further examine how
women deal with the systems of privilege in conservation. Finally, attention has been given
to the links between the struggle-related practices of female conservation leaders and the
negotiation of prevailing sociocultural norms on gender, leadership, and conservation.
Combining these lines of inquiry brings us to the following overarching research question,
which will guide us through the rest of the study:
How do perceived multi-level sociocultural norms on gender,
leadership and conservation interact with the struggles and practices
of female grassroots conservation leaders, and how are these
practices related to the negotiation of prevailing norms?

1.3 Thesis outline
Before I move towards the findings that will guide me in answering the question posed
above, I will introduce the approaches through which the lived experiences of female
conservation leaders will be interpreted, as well as the concepts necessary to structure
the results. In this chapter I will show how the social constructionist thinking of feminist
political ecology about gender, expanded with similar notions on leadership and
conservation forms an innovative and exciting point of departure for the exploration of the
intersection of gender, conservation and leadership. The next chapter provides an
overview of the methods used in this research, after which I will discuss this study’s main
findings.
It is important to note that the findings are divided into two parts, following the agencystructure dualism. This decision serves analytical purposes. Like most – if not all – social
phenomena, the lived experiences of female conservation leaders (FCLs) are characterized
by structural and agentic elements. Even though the results of this study strongly suggest
that structure and agency simultaneously shape the lives of female conservation (and
disentangling them would therefore result in a simplistic portrayal of their lives), the fact
5

they are intricately related and interact with each other – aligning with Giddens’s (1986)
structuration theory – justifies this separation. Presenting the agentic and structural
processes separately allows me to disentangle and separately highlight the interactions
between the structures in the lives of FCLs (e.g., the power relations, axes of exclusion
and norms in which struggles are rooted) and the different ways they respond to and reshape these (i.e., their agency). Therefore, the first part of the findings deals with the
structural aspects of the lives of FCLs while the second part is more agency-dominated. In
the concluding chapter I will bring everything together to provide a coherent synthesis in
which both structure and agency are incorporated.
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2 Theoretical framework
2.1 Feminist Political Ecology
This research has been analyzed through a feminist political ecology (FPE) lens. This
decision is mainly motivated by FPE’s concern of linking power differences, inequalities
and struggles in an environmental context to gender, which fits this study’s objective to
gain a better understanding of (among others) gender-related struggles within the
conservation domain. Other aspects of FPE that support this choice include its social
constructionist approach to gender, which allows the investigation of the roles gender
norms play in these struggles, and its legitimization of the everyday as a scale of inquiry
(Sundberg, 2017), allowing the examination of lived experiences of female conservation
leaders. While FPE forms the central approach in the analysis of this research, gender is
supplemented with the concepts of leadership and conservation to create a coherent
framework through which the results of this study can be interpreted. These three central
concepts will be discussed in more detail below, but first, I will provide more information
on FPE and its main concepts, thoughts, and approaches.
Combining insights from both feminist theory and political ecology scholarship, FPE holds
that –among other axes of power– gender is a critical variable in shaping the access to
and control over natural resources (Rocheleau et al., 1996). Put more broadly, gender is
a crucial factor in shaping environmental relations (Sundberg, 2017). In their seminal book
on FPE as a field of study, Rocheleau et al. (1996) identify three research areas of gender
difference in environmental issues: gendered knowledge, which assumes that men and
women differ in knowledge on (the use of) natural resources; gendered environmental
rights and responsibilities, which addresses the inequality between men and women in
access to and control over natural resources; and gendered environmental politics and
grassroots activism, which highlights women’s involvement in action for environmental
change (Rocheleau et al., 1996). Through examination of these themes, FPE scholars
challenge the neglect of women as actors of environmental change (Sundberg, 2017). Part
of this neglection is the systematic exclusion of local women as holders of environmental
knowledge from conventional science. As science is dominated by patriarchal gender
norms, scholars like Haraway (1988) argue that the objectivity as strived for by science
obscures relevant knowledge and practices of women. In response, Haraway coined the
concept of situated knowledge to acknowledge that all knowledge (including scientific
knowledge) is produced in relation to the social context one finds him- or herself in
(Haraway, 1988).
Although the majority of FPE research is done in the context of local communities and their
immediate environment (e.g., Elmhirst et al., 2017; Nightingale, 2006; Ogra, 2008;
Sundberg, 2004; Truelove, 2011), I suggest that the same principles can be used in the
organizational context female conservation leaders are located in. First of all, the
environmental relations that FPE research focuses on can also be found in conservation
organizations, as all of their practices – directly or indirectly – impact the natural
environment. Therefore, examining gender in a conservation organizational context
implies examining gender in environmental relations. This is especially true for female
conservation leaders, whose executive position is likely to allow them to make
environment-influencing decisions. If their gender influences their practices and decisions,
gender will therefore also affect the environment the conservation organization operates
in. In other words, through the experiences and practices of female conservation leaders,
gender has the potential to shape the environmental relations the conservation
organization is concerned with. Secondly, conservation is very much shaped by patriarchal
gender norms (e.g., Musavengane & Leonard, 2019; Sundberg, 2004), concealing the
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knowledge and practices of women in this field. Shining light on the knowledge and
practices of female conservation leaders is in line with FPE’s quest to challenge this
neglection of women as actors of environmental change, which is precisely what
conservation leaders are (Black & Copsey, 2014). By doing so, the present, seemingly
objective knowledge on conservation leadership (e.g., about what attributes constitutes
effective conservation leadership) are completed with the lived experiences and practices
of women conservation leaders, the latter being more in line with Haraway’s situational
knowledge thinking.

2.2 Gender
Given the central position gender has in FPE research, this section explores how gender is
conceptualized within feminist political ecology. In contrast to essentialist notions of
gender, Rocheleau et al. (1996) take a social constructionist approach to gender, stressing
the social interpretations of biology and the subsequent expectations of the roles and
behaviors of men and women in a society that are constructed based on this biology. As
such, gender is a highly normative concept that shapes the social differences known as
‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’. Additionally, gender serves as a stratification system, creating
different statuses that are valued unequally. This results in gender as an axis of both
difference and power, with women generally placed at the lower end of this spectrum.

2.2.1

Gender as a performative process

Informed by feminist poststructuralist thinking, Nightingale (2006) raises an issue that in
her view is often overlooked in FPE. By focusing on gender as a factor that “structures
access to particular types of knowledge, space, resources and socio-political processes”
(Nightingale, 2006, p. 169), the actual way gender is produced remains unaddressed. To
fill this gap, she proposes to approach gender as a process, thereby building on the work
of Butler (1990). According to Butler (1990), gendered differences are produced in a
performative process that is reiterated in daily life. The performativity of gender refers to
the continuous set of acts performed by individuals to unconsciously adhere to societal
norms. Through regulatory disciplining, these everyday practices produce gendered
subjectivities (Butler, 1990). West and Zimmerman (1987) conceptualize the ‘process of
gender’ in a similar fashion. They refer to this interactive process as ‘doing gender’. They
argue that in everyday interaction, social members actively produce gendered behavior,
with the intention to meet societal expectations. In this regard, doing gender is about
actively adhering to norms, as women’s and men’s “competence as members of society
is hostage to its production” (West & Zimmerman, 1987, p. 126). These norms, however,
vary between cultures. In other words, gender is produced differently in different cultures.
Although there are differences to be found between the approaches of Butler (1990) on
the one hand and West and Zimmerman (1987) on the other (e.g., the school of thought
by which each of the works is informed), they both describe gender as being produced in
an active and dynamic process of performativity.
Translating the work of Butler (1990) to an environmental context, Nightingale (2006)
argues that gender becomes apparent in environmental issues through everyday
discourses and performances. In this regard, gender interacts with the environment, with
gender relations – and inequalities – being simultaneously the cause and consequence of
environmental issues (Nightingale, 2006). Questions raised by Nightingale in light of such
an approach include “how does the construction of subjectivities, such as gender ...,
become significant in shaping the outcome of environmental issues?”; “Through what
struggles and contestations are these subjectivities (re)defined?” (Nightingale, 2006, p.
170). This complex interplay between gender relations, struggles, and environmental
issues and changes fits neatly in the conservation organizational context of this research,
as it enables the investigation of how the construction of gender relations within and
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outside conservation organizations influences conservation outcomes, as well as how
struggles within a conservation context reinscribe gendered subjectivities.
Because of its emphasis on societal expectations and accountability, the doing gender
model of West and Zimmerman (1987) has often been used as an explanation for why
gender differences are maintained (see for example George, 2005; Pini, 2005, as cited in
Deutsch (2007)). On the other hand, acknowledging a social constructionist approach to
gender also implies that resistance to gendered social interaction can reduce gender
differences, as interaction can also serve as a site of change (Deutsch, 2007). Similarly,
Butler elaborates on developing a critical relation with gender norms, as “the terms by
which we are recognized as human are socially articulated and changeable” (Butler, 2004,
p. 2). They 1 argues that in some situations social norms do not align with individual desires
and that challenging these perceived normative restrictions is desirable in order to live a
livable life (Butler, 2004). Both Deutsch (2007) and Butler (2004) use the term ‘undoing
gender’ to refer to individuals’ resistance to gender norms. Undoing gender stresses
human agency and enables research on how humans respond to, deal with, adapt to, and
challenge gender norms. While Deutsch’s approach to undoing gender draws from
ethnomethodology and Butler approaches the phenomenon through a poststructuralist
lens, which presents its differences, I follow McDonald (2013) in stressing the
complementarity of both approaches in the context of this study. Deutsch (2007) sees
undoing gender as those interactions that reduce the gender differences that have been
shaped by gender norms. Butler (2004) emphasizes the subversion of gender norms in
her discussion on undoing gender. As McDonald (2013) illustrates, these approaches are
not mutually exclusive, as the portrayal of so-called ‘masculine’ behavior by women (or
vice versa) not only reduces behavioral differences between men and women but also
subverts the norms that prescribe women (or men) how to act.

2.3 Leadership
Following, among others, Crevani et al. (2010), Fairhurst and Grant (2010), Ford and
Lawler (2007), Montuori and Donnelly (2017), and Uhl-Bien (2006), I will approach
leadership as a dynamic social process. This reflects social constructionist thinking insofar
that leadership only becomes meaningful in the – everyday – interaction between different
individuals (Bresnen, 1995; Crevani et al., 2007). This conceptualization contrasts starkly
with the existing body of conservation leadership literature, which focuses on leadership
as a position, often held by a single person (Grint, 2005, as cited in Case et al., 2015).
This approach, which holds that leadership is embodied by an individual is commonly
referred to as heroic leadership (Crevani et al., 2007, 2010). On the flipside, post-heroic
leadership is used as an umbrella term to refer to social constructionist-informed
leadership approaches that reject the essentialist notion of leadership as embodied by a
single hero and emphasize leadership as a co-constructed reality (Fairhurst & Grant,
2010). These include (but are not limited to) relational leadership (Cunliffe & Eriksen,
2011; Uhl-Bien, 2006), shared leadership (Crevani et al., 2007), collective leadership, and
transformative leadership (Montuori & Donnelly, 2017).
A shift from individual leaders towards leadership as a collective process brings about a
shift in research topics. Whereas traditional, entity-based leadership (Uhl-Bien, 2006)
research sought to uncover the traits and styles associated with effective leadership (which
is clearly illustrated by the existing literature on conservation leadership), a process
perspective helps us to “see new patterns in how decisions are made, how issues are

1

Butler identifies as non-binary and goes by the pronoun ‘they’.
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raised and handled” (Crevani et al., 2007, p. 42), but also how leaders deal with and adapt
to tensions and struggles, as well as how power is negotiated in social interaction.
As mentioned earlier, research nested in a heroic leadership approach aims to explain
what constitutes effective leadership. As such, it is highly normative in nature. Post-heroic
leadership research can (and perhaps should) build on that by highlighting how and why
these norms come into being in processes of social interaction (Crevani et al., 2010). A
social constructionist lens also allows the comparison of how leadership is constructed
across different sociocultural contexts (Carsten et al., 2010; Ford & Lawler, 2007), allowing
the uncovering of lived experiences (Ford & Lawler, 2007). This aspect is currently
conspicuous in its absence in existing conservation leadership studies. Furthermore, a
post-heroic perspective moves beyond the widely used leader-follower dichotomy (Crevani
et al., 2007), which enables the examination of more complex and nuanced forms of
leadership (Fletcher, 2004). In doing so, it embraces the presence of a multitude of
leaderships (Bresnen, 1995), although research suggests that leadership is
(problematically) narrowly defined within the context of environmental sciences (Case et
al., 2015).
Yet, post-heroic leadership does not simply reject positional leaders. Rather, it allows the
investigation of the notion of leadership beyond this reductionist view of competent
individuals to include other relationships and processes as well. In other words: positional
leaders become part of a broader scope that focuses on leadership as produced in
interactions. Crevani et al. (2007, p. 63) comment on the role of (heroic) hierarchies in
this broader scope that “hierarchies should be seen as systems of relations that are open
for construction and reconstruction by all of their members.”
An emphasis on leadership as emerging in social interaction implies the importance of
performativity, comparable to the concept of doing gender outlined in the previous section
(Crevani et al., 2010). Moreover, some scholars stress the importance of agency in
leadership processes (e.g., Bresnen, 1995). Like gender, this creates the possibility for
those engaged in leadership interactions to both ‘do’ and ’undo’ leadership, thereby either
adhering to or taking a distance from prevailing leadership norms (Crevani et al., 2010).

2.3.1

Doing leadership means doing gender and doing power

As mentioned above, a social constructionist approach to leadership prescribes that a shift
in leadership paradigm requires the presence of performances that take a distance from
prevailing leadership norms. Fletcher (2004) describes how such a shift from heroic
leadership towards post-heroic leadership is not only a matter of dealing with leadership
norms but is also related to gender balances and power dynamics. Traits linked with heroic
leadership (such as individualism, control, and domination) are typically socially
understood as masculine, whereas post-heroic leadership traits (e.g., empathy,
vulnerability, and communication) are often socially ascribed to women.
Although it is argued that the shift towards post-heroic leadership and its ‘feminine’ traits
could give women the ‘female advantage’ (Helgeson, 1990, as cited in Fletcher, 2004),
women still remain rather absent from leadership positions. More broadly, despite an
increasing consensus that post-heroic leadership models are needed, heroic leadership
turns out to be the dominant model. Fletcher (2004) argues that the skills, beliefs, and
attitudes required for post-heroic leadership are not only associated with femininity, but
the shift from ‘power over’ (as present in heroic leadership models) to ‘power with’
(characteristic for post-heroic leaders) is also associated with a lack of power. Thus, doing
post-heroic leadership “translate[s] into ‘doing femininity’ and ‘doing powerlessness’,
displays which are not, to put it mildly, commonly associated with leaders” (Fletcher, 2004,
p. 653). Additionally, the association of the post-heroic relational aspects with female
behavior leads to a situation in which female leaders are seen as doing what they always
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do and/or are supposed to do, which touches upon essentialist notions of gender (Grosz,
1995). With this comes a deeper, unconscious association of women as selfless givers,
which can jeopardize the credibility of female leaders (Fletcher, 2004).
A deeper elaboration of Fletcher’s arguments exceeds the scope of this framework, but for
the purpose of this research it is important to note that the notions of doing leadership,
doing gender and doing power are intertwined in complex ways.

2.4 Conservation
Although the literature has not explicitly approached conservation along the same social
constructionist lines as gender and leadership have been conceptualized, I argue that
conservation can be approached as a normative and performative construct. This explicit
conceptualization of conservation contrasts with a view of conservation as the mere
context in which the concepts of gender and leadership are constructed and enacted.
Firstly, as conservation entails “actions that are intended to establish, improve or maintain
good relations with nature” (Sandbrook, 2015, p. 565), the conceptual approach to nature
and the related concepts of the environment and biodiversity has implications for how
conservation can be conceptualized. Following social constructionist thinking, various
scholars have argued that nature – or related concepts such as biodiversity and the
(marine) environment – are constructed through social interactions, thus rejecting the
perspective of a single objective nature (Brennan, 2018; Cronon, 1996; Escobar, 1998;
Greider & Garkovich, 1994). It follows from this that conservation is neither singular nor
objective. After all, different constructions of nature demand different constructions of
conservation.
The subjectivity of conservation is well exemplified by the recently emerged new
conservation debate, in which different approaches to conservation have been reduced to
a polarized debate on whether conservation should mainly focus on the needs of humans
or protect biodiversity (see, among others, Kareiva & Marvier, 2012; Miller et al., 2011;
Soulé, 2014). Although this debate has been criticized for, among others, its simplistic
presentation of the diversity in conservation approaches (Sandbrook et al., 2019), it is
illustrative of the norms and ideologies that underlie these approaches (Miller et al., 2011).
The multitude of conservations that are shaped through norms and ideologies is
acknowledged by Sandbrook (2015), who argues that the field of conservation is best
illustrated by means of a metaphorical forest, as opposed to a single tree with different
branches.
Just as individuals enact upon the social construction of gender and leadership, every
conservation approach is performative and has significant – intended and unintended –
consequences on the ground. For example, Norgaard (2010) demonstrates how the use
of the term ‘ecosystem services’ has not only shaped the way conservation practices have
been carried out, but also facilitated a rather simplified and limited understanding of nature
as a service-providing stock. Similarly, the widespread and well-known discursive
separation of nature and culture that has motivated the establishment of many protected
areas has led to a variety of social, economic and political effects, including the
displacement of former residents of these areas (West et al., 2006).
In short, conservation is a normative construct that is produced and enacted upon
differently by individuals in different sociocultural contexts. In this regard, conservation
forms a core concept in this study, together with the – similarly approached – concepts of
gender and leadership. This implies that ‘doing conservation’ can be related to gender and
leadership in similar ways as how Fletcher (2004) related ‘doing leadership’ to ‘doing
gender’ and eventually to ‘doing power’. Currently, there is a gap in the understanding of
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how this conceptualization of conservation intersects with the aforementioned
conceptualizations of gender and leadership. Even more important, this framework
requires that the experiences, practices, and approaches of female conservation leaders
should not be interpreted as influenced by the normative prescriptions of solely gender,
leadership or conservation. Rather, these three normative concepts interact and
simultaneously shape the navigation space of female conservation leaders.
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3 Research methodology
3.1 Character of thesis work
Given the little attention that has been given to the intersection of gender, leadership, and
conservation so far, this research has an exploratory, inductive character. The social
constructionist lens through which these results have been interpreted allowed me to
explore the interactions between gender, leadership, and conservation norms on the one
hand, and the responsive practices – together with their consequences – of female
conservation leaders on the other, across different sociocultural contexts.

3.2 Data collection
In pursuit of learning more about the interactions mentioned above, I have gathered
qualitative data by means of semi-structured interviews conducted with a variety of female
conservation leaders of grassroots conservation NGOs. The data is characterized by the
lived experiences of a total of 24 participants. In other words, the data represents the
interpretations, experiences (e.g., of struggles) and the practices of the participants in
relation to female conservation leadership.
The use of interviewing as the instrument to obtain my data was based on the fact that it
is the most suitable instrument to capture lived experiences of individuals (Johnson &
Rowlands, 2012). More specifically, conducting semi-structured interviews allowed me to
discuss all relevant (broader) research topics while providing participants the space to
discuss topics they consider relevant (Bernard, 2017). As I will highlight later, the data
analysis was done according to the grounded theory method, which also motivated the
qualitative interviewing done in this study. In line with the grounded theory method,
results derived from previous interviews informed subsequent interviews (Charmaz &
Belgrave, 2012), to not only verify the previously obtained data, but also to build a
reciprocal relation of information sharing with the research participants (Johnson &
Rowlands, 2012). Furthermore, grounded theory demands a careful crafting of the
interview questions, as “questions must explore the interviewer’s topic and fit the
participant’s experience” (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012, p. 6) and “interview questions need
to be sufficiently general to cover a wide range of experiences and narrow enough to elicit
and explore the participant’s specific experience (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012, p. 7).
To ensure that the interview questions covered both the research themes and the relevant
experiences of the participants, an interview guide served as the point of departure for
each interview (Bernard, 2017). The introductory first part of the interview – as directed
by the guide – was focused on delineating an overview of the participant and the
organization she works for, as well as the identification of the everyday practices of the
participant in her conservation work. These practices were a key aspect of the interviews,
as they were used as the scope for further inquiries about, among others, descriptions of
struggles, perceived reasons for these struggles and the participants’ responses to them.
In other words, a participant’s description of a specific practice was used to probe further
for other research topics in the context of that activity. In turn, the obtained information
about the experienced struggles and (especially) the perceived reasons for these struggles
were used to better understand the influence norms on gender, conservation and
leadership have on these struggles. This emphasis on the struggles experienced in
everyday practices and their consequences allowed sufficient flexibility (i.e., every
participant was given the chance to bring up ‘own’ practices and the associated struggles)
and coverage of the research themes (i.e., for each of the described practices I was able
to extract information on the influence of norms etc.). To ensure the flexible approach
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outlined here, the interview guide consisted of descriptions of topics to discuss, as opposed
to fully written questions (following Bernard, 2017).
(Female) individuals had to fulfill a number of requirements in order to be able to
participate in this study. First and foremost, they had to hold a formal leadership position
(e.g., as (co-)founder, chairperson, director, or a similar position) at a grassroots
conservation NGO. Thus, despite this research’s conceptual focus on leadership as a
process, positional leaders were chosen. The motivation for this choice was twofold. First,
the heroic perception of leadership as embodied by individuals is still widely spread across
societies. Second, positional leaders of grassroots organizations operate on levels both
higher (e.g., the international level of external funding agencies) and lower (e.g., the local
level of involved communities) than the level of their organization. This means that, at
least theoretically, the leaders have to deal with diverging norms on gender, leadership,
and conservation, depending on the level they operate at a particular moment. The choice
for a sole focus on grassroots conservation NGOs was based on their bottom-up character.
As grassroots organizations have emerged in response to locally situated problems, they
are closely linked to local communities. Additionally, compared to international
conservation NGOs, grassroots NGOs are more reliant on external funding. This
embeddedness between ‘on the ground’ conservation in proximity to local communities
and (international) funders allows the exploration of the influence of sociocultural norms
beyond the level of the organization. Different norms on gender, leadership and
conservation might prevail in certain local communities or within the cultural context
funding agencies find themselves in. As grassroots conservation leaders are exposed to
both of these environments, they might have to deal with other sociocultural norms than
they are used to. In summary, the focus on grassroots organization allows the exploration
of how interrelated norms on gender, leadership, and conservation affect the experiences
and practices of female conservation leaders, not only at the level of the organization
itself, but also on a more local level and the level of external funding agencies.
Secondly, participants needed to be able to share a valid and representative account of
their experiences with the sociocultural context they work in. In other words, they needed
to be ‘experts’. Therefore, they needed to have experience as a conservation leader within
the same country for at least five years. While this allowed the inclusion of conservationists
who took upon them a leader position in a country or area other than their native country,
participants who have lived their whole lives in the same area (or at least country) where
they work were preferred, since they have a deeper understanding of the culture they are
exposed to, including its nuances. Finally, participants had to be able to speak English at
a reasonable level, to ensure mutual understanding.
Initial suitable participants were found through general searches on the Internet, with
some specific sources in particular. These sources include the recipients of the Future For
Nature Award and the Whitley Award. Both awards celebrate the accomplishments of and
financially support grassroots conservation leaders (Future For Nature, n.d.; Whitley Fund
for Nature, n.d.), thus making the list of their laureates a useful source for suitable
participants for this research. Those recipients who fitted the criteria were contacted.
Eventually, this resulted in eight participants. Additional Internet searching activities,
making use of the networks of one supervisor and snowball sampling yielded an additional
seventeen participants, bringing the total number of women who were interviewed to 25.
While – as expected – pragmatic reasons such as time availability were most decisive in
determining this sample size, the initially set aim of twenty interviews was surpassed.
Moreover, the recurrence of various concepts and themes in many of the conducted
interviews suggests (early) signs of theoretical saturation, a factor that often determines
sample size in qualitative research.
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The women who participated in this study lived and worked in eight different countries, all
located in the Global South: Belize (three participants), Brazil (four participants),
Indonesia (four participants), Kenya (four participants), Malaysia (four participants),
Nigeria (two participants), the Philippines (three participants) and Vietnam (one
participant). However, although she was interviewed, one Brazilian participant did not
meet all requirements. The data that resulted from that interview were therefore not
included in the dataset, reducing the total number of participants to 24. Although the initial
aim was to limit the number of included countries to three, this turned out to be too
ambitious. The combination of the relatively hidden nature of grassroots NGOs from
mainstream media in general and the limited representation of women as conservation
leaders in particular made it challenging to secure enough participants from a single
country. Nevertheless, having a multitude of participants in at least some countries
allowed comparisons of experiences, triangulation, and, more generally, the collection of
rich data, which is considered a valuable and crucial asset for grounded theory.
Furthermore, this selection of participant enabled an insight in the lived experiences across
the Global South.
The interviews were conducted online, through MS Teams. Before each interview, the
participant received an online consent form, which needed to be signed before the start of
the interview. At the beginning of the interview, participants were asked for informed
consent on participation in the study, the recording of the interview and the use of the
data obtained from the interview, as a way of confirming the signed consent form.
Furthermore, I (orally) ensured confidentiality and highlighted the use of an end-ofinterview confidentiality form. This enabled the participants to make their wishes on
confidentiality explicit after they had shared their information with me (see Kaiser, 2012).
The confidentiality form contained three options (i.e. anonymous, semi-anonymous and
non-anonymous), as well as the option for participants to state their preference on
whether or not I can reach out to them after completion of the interview for specific
questions concerning confidentiality. However, there was no need for me to do this as all
confidentiality preferences were clear. Ultimately, 23 participants filled out the
confidentiality form, after which their preferences on anonymity were incorporated in the
data (i.e., the interview transcripts). The data of the remaining participants were
completely anonymized before the start of the analysis.

3.2.1

Positionality

I have conducted this research from the position of a White Dutch male master student
who has engaged in both ecological and social sciences. I am aware that my position has
had several implications for this research. Firstly, I do not share the lived experiences of
female conservation leaders, simply because I am neither a woman, nor a conservation
leader. Being a novice in this field meant that the (first) interviews were characterized by
a teacher-student relation, in which I took on the position of novice student (Johnson &
Rowlands, 2012) with very little knowledge about the lives of women leaders in
conservation. Over the course of the research, I did develop a (slightly) better insight in
what it would be like as a woman in conservation, as some experiences were shared by
nearly all of the participants. However, there are still many parts of the lives of the
participants I do not and will never fully understand, no matter how much stories they
would share with me. This brings me to the second implication that comes with my
positionality. My gender and race have never led me to encounter any mentionable
struggles in my life. While this privileged position has made it possible to follow my passion
and interests that eventually culminated in this research, the awareness of the lack of
identity-based struggles in my life was reason for me to be cautious. As approaching
qualitative research through a constructivist lens (see 3.3) implies that the interviewer
constructs meanings through the interviews, rather than discovering a single truth, there
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has been a crucial need to acknowledge my own assumptions, ideas and emotions
(Johnson & Rowlands, 2012). Because of this, I refrained from paraphrasing the interviews
and instead chose to quote the research participants as much as possible. This way, I tried
to do most justice to their experiences, especially those that relate to struggles and
oppression. Finally, and more pragmatically, it is impossible to rule out that research
participants did not engage differently (e.g., more reluctantly) in an interview on the role
of gender with someone of a different gender compared to someone of their own gender.
Moreover, it is not unlikely to think that the fact that a White person interviewing
conservationists from the Global South has had an influence on the interviewing process,
especially considering the (neo-)colonialism-infused skewed power balances that still
prevail in current conservation practices. Although these differences were inevitable, I
emphasized that the research is about their work and experiences and expressed my
genuine interest in those, to create a comfortable space to discuss the research topics and
to obtain data that best captures their experiences. As far as I can tell, these differences
did not significantly obstruct the interviewing process and the obtainment of rich and
relevant data for this research.

3.2.2

Reflection on methods

It is evident that the online environment in which I was forced to conduct this research
has had its mark on the entire research process. First and foremost, the biggest benefit of
doing online interviews is that it allowed me to interview people from all across the globe
in a rather short time span. This study would simply be impossible to conduct in an entirely
offline setting. Having said that, online research also brings about other up- and
downsides, upon which I will elaborate below.
Nowadays, an increasing number of grassroots conservation organizations, as well as their
leaders, have an online presence in one way or another. Especially those whose work has
been celebrated internationally were rather easy to find. This made – as expected – the
lists of Future For Nature and Whitley laureates an ideal starting point in the search for
suitable participants. The fact that roughly half of these laureates are women made it
relatively easy to compile an initial list of suitable participants. Other grassroots
conservation organizations with a strong online presence were also found without too
many difficulties and while a significant part of those were male-led, this search still led
to some additional potential participants. While my approach of searching online for
participants turned out to be quite fruitful, I do realize that this only led me to find those
organizations and individuals who did invest in their online visibility. Since many grassroots
organizations do not have the resources to invest in for instance a website, I think that
this strategy made me miss out on a considerable pool of participants. I have tried to fill
that gap by means of snowball sampling, but as I will discuss later on, this also came with
its challenges.
Secondly, getting in touch with potential participants through online communication (i.e.,
email) did not come with any major challenges. On the contrary, I received a surprisingly
large number of responses of women who were both willing and able to participate. I
believe that their availability was influenced by the pandemic. Since the pandemic
restricted conservationists in doing fieldwork and instead tied them to their desks for online
meetings, the likelihood that I reached a participant ‘in the office’ as well as the probability
that they had time for an interview were probably higher compared to situations in which
fieldwork could be conducted ‘as usual’. That is not to say that there were no denials
whatsoever. There was still a considerable number of emails that was left unanswered,
even after I had sent a kind reminder. As I was fully dependent on email for
communication, in such cases I essentially had no other option than to move on to find
other participants.
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The actual interview process is arguably the part of the research that was most impacted
by the change to an online setting. Using MS Teams brought technological advantages,
such as the possibilities of recording video (as opposed to only audio), as well as an
automated transcription process. On the flipside, connectivity issues may disturb the
conversation and create gaps in the data. Regarding the latter, there has been one
instance in which an incoming storm created major connectivity issues, which rendered
part of the data of that interview unusable. On a more personal level, the feeling of
distance that comes with communicating in an online setting can make participants more
hesitant in sharing personal details about their lives. While it is virtually impossible to
verify whether this has been the case, I can safely say that the online environment in
which I did my research did not obstruct the obtainment of relevant and usable data.
Finally, the remote nature of online communication was felt after the interviews were
completed. It proved sometimes challenging to secure the participants’ wishes on
confidentiality and to obtain additional participants through snowball sampling, since
participants sometimes stopped responding to my requests (e.g., to share the names of
other potentially suitable participants) after completion of the interview. Although in some
cases snowball sampling led me to the leaders of less exposed organizations, I again felt
that my dependence on email hindered me in reaching out to the more hidden
organizations. Combining this with my earlier mentioned experience that it was easiest to
find and reach out to the more exposed conservation organizations and leaders, as well as
the fact that a number of my requests remained unanswered, I believe that there are
some limitations to finding participants solely through the Internet. It is inevitable that
one eventually reaches a point of saturation, in which all easy-to-find organizations and
individuals have all been reached out to and it is very challenging – if not impossible – to
get in touch with lesser-known organizations and individuals.

3.3 Data analysis
The data, consisting of a total of 24 interview transcripts, were analyzed using a
constructivist approach to grounded theory. The main assumption underlying this
approach is that both researcher and research participant co-construct meanings in the
interviews, and that data analysis is also a matter of constructing meaning instead of
unravelling the hidden truth in the data (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012). An interpretive
portrayal of the studied world, as prescribed by constructivist grounded theory aligns with
this research’s aims to understand the norms and practices, as experienced by the
participants. Constructivism’s emphasis on individuals’ interpretations precludes the
notion of generalizability (Johnson & Rowlands, 2012). Thus, there is no use in basing
claims of objectivity on the data.
Through iterative processes of interviewing, transcribing and analyzing, I have tried to find
emerging themes and links related to the research topic, with the eventual goal of
embedding these themes in my theoretical framework (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012). The
interviews were transcribed in intelligent verbatim style. ATLAS.ti 9 has been used for the
coding and further structuring of the data. Through initial coding, concepts were derived
from the interview transcripts, after which focused coding and memo writing served as the
tools to merge concepts into coherent themes (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012). Depending on
their frequency and their relevance to the research objectives and my arguments, initial
codes were either split, merged with other codes, or deleted. This eventually yielded a
total of 112 codes, which served as the starting point for the formation of concepts and
themes. In the creation of these themes, I initially focused on themes that could relatively
easily be linked to the research objectives. Because of this, topics such as sociocultural
norms, struggles and responses to struggles were rather quickly identified as relevant
themes. In addition, the comparison of the transcripts allowed me to identify similarities
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in the practices, beliefs, and approaches (e.g., approaches to leadership) between the
various participants, but also parallels in how social categories shape power dynamics in
the lives of the participants. These similarities justified the creation of themes that were
based on these practices, beliefs and social categories. Adding these themes and the
related concepts to the initially created themes led me to the final step of the data analysis.
This step consisted of finding the links and relations between the various themes, which
(in addition to ATLAS.ti) required the use of pencil and paper to visualize these relations.
This eventually resulted in two main ‘collections’ of themes and concepts: themes and
concepts that can be considered structural and those that touch upon agency. As
mentioned earlier, these two parts will be presented separately in this report but should
not be seen as isolated from each other.

3.4 Presentation of the data
The data shared in this report (i.e., the quotations) are provided with a reference that
indicates whom a particular quote belongs to. Every reference consists of an identifier
(either their own name or a number) and the country in which she works and lives (which
does not necessarily correspond to their nationality and/or country of birth). The
references reflect the participants’ desires on confidentiality. In case a participant
preferred to remain anonymous, their name was replaced with a unique number that was
based on the order of interviews (e.g., the participant with number 3 was the third
participant I interviewed). Consequently, all quotes that carry the same number were
shared by the same participant. As none of the participants had any objections against me
sharing the country in which they live, there was no need to anonymize this information.
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Part I: Power dynamics in
social categories, norms,
and conservation
leadership
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Female conservation leaders (FCLs) experience a wide range of struggles in their lives.
This first part of the research attends to connect these struggles to structural power
relations and sociocultural norms (chapter 4), as well as the navigation space of those who
are the subject of such struggles (chapter 5). It also embeds the experiences of struggles
in a broader perspective to demonstrate how a myriad of notions, phenomena and contexts
can be understood as influential aspects with regard to the impacts of the struggles
(chapter 6).

4 Axes of exclusion, norms and struggles
In this chapter, I provide an overview of what sort of struggles are related to power
relations (section 4.1) and sociocultural norms (section 4.2). More specifically, I argue
that struggles are rooted in the power differences that are shaped by the social categories
in which FCLs are placed. Moreover, sociocultural norms maintain these power inequalities
by means of disciplining norm defying FCLs through a myriad of struggles. While there are
considerable differences to be noted in how these struggles play out, they all contribute
to the exclusion of FCLs from the field of conservation. As such, the struggles that I
highlight in this section are – to various degrees – discriminatory in nature. In addition, I
demonstrate how FCLs experience the challenges that accompany the position of
conservation leader. I pose that while these struggles are generally due to the very nature
of the conservation sector, gender plays an enhancing role in some of these challenges.
Combining these arguments, this means that power differences, norms and the
characteristics of the conservation field cannot be seen in isolation when examining the
experienced struggles of FCLs. Rather, they are approached as intersecting structures that
together shape the lived realities of female conservation leaders. This chapter attends to
describing these structures – keeping in mind their intersectional nature – as well as
highlighting the most prominent types of struggles that are related to them. Section 4.1
focuses on how social categories relate to struggles, whereas in 4.2 I demonstrate how
prevailing sociocultural norms govern FCLs. Finally, section 4.3 describes the struggles
that are rooted in the (rather unique) characteristics of the conservation sector.

4.1 Axes of exclusion and struggles
Various struggles are rooted in power dynamics. More specifically, FCLs encounter
struggles in social contexts in which there is a difference in power between them and the
people they interact with. These power differences are based on social categories 2, such
as gender and race. In other words, social categories serve as governing structures that
steer the lives of FCLs. As such, each of these categories constitutes a system of power
inequality that gives rise to privileges and oppression. In case of the female conservation
leaders, oppression is expressed in the various struggles they faced or still face. These
systems of power inequality are also described as ‘vectors of oppression’ (Ritzer &
Stepnisky, 2017) or ‘axes of oppression’ (Collins, 1990), whereby a social category can
be interpreted as the foundation upon which such an axis of oppression is built. In this
research, however, I will use the term ‘axis of exclusion’ instead of axis of oppression. As
female conservation leaders predominantly experience oppression through struggles that
exclude them from doing conservation, the term axis of exclusion (or exclusionary axis)
better captures the relationship between power-laden social categories on the one hand,
2
Other scholars use the term ‘(social) identities’ to refer to the concepts in which power differences are rooted.
I deliberate refrain from using this term, as identities relate to individuals’ own sense of the social groups they
belong to (Shields, 2008). Since I have not explicitly asked participants what social groups they consider
themselves a member of, but categorized them myself (based on the data), I feel more comfortable with the
rather general term ‘social categories’.
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and the way in which FCLs experience the consequences of being a member of particular
categories (i.e., exclusionary struggles) on the other hand.
Some social categories are similar for all participants. For instance, all participants are
female and work as conservationists in the non-governmental sector. Other categories,
such as race/ethnicity and age, differ between the participants. This variety allows the
identification of the most prevalent axes of exclusion among FCLs, the description of which
will form the core of this chapter. However, as all female conservation leaders fall within
at least two social categories – they are all women working in the non-governmental sector
– and some find themselves at the intersection of even more categories (e.g., a Black
woman or a young woman), this entire chapter fundamentally deals with intersectionality.
The concept of intersectionality, originally coined by Crenshaw (1989), stresses that
“women experience oppression in various configurations and in various degrees of
intensity” (Ritzer & Stepnisky, 2017, p. 204) because every individual woman is situated
at different intersections of social inequality. Instead of approaching each axis of
oppression (e.g. sexism, racism or ageism) in isolation – which erases the suffering of e.g.
Black women (Crenshaw, 1989) and undermines social justice (Cho et al., 2013) –
oppression should thus be perceived as a matrix of domination (Collins, 1990) in which
interlocking systems of power are all included in the analysis. Translating this framework
to this research, this means that in the examination of struggles in the lives of FCLs and
the identification of the social categories that constitute axes of exclusion, I explicitly
address their intersectional nature.
Hereafter, I will present the social categories that I found to be relevant with regard to
the shaping of struggles. These are gender, race and ethnicity, age, religion, age,
education level, (academic) discipline and sector. Many of these categories, most notably
gender, race, age and religion, have often been raised in intersectionality literature (e.g.
Collins, 1990). However, by demonstrating how discipline and sector underlie struggles, I
add two relatively underexposed concepts to the suite of social categories that constitute
power inequalities.

4.1.1

Sexism – gender as an axis of exclusion

Because of their categorization as women, FCLs find themselves in less powerful positions
than their male counterparts. Some participants considered this gender-based power
inequality a systemic issue at the country level: “[if] you are old and you are male, then you
are in the top [of the] hierarchy. And then young people [are] lower down, [and] women lower
down [in the hierarchy].” (7, Vietnam). Similar power relations are found at the grassroots
level, as local communities can also be “very patriarchal” (19, Belize) and it is “difficult
working with the Samburu because […] it's a patriarchal society” (12, Kenya). Gender-based
power differences are also reflected in participants’ descriptions of the conservation field.
Many participants expressed feelings of being a minority in the male-dominated
conservation sector, which in itself is an indication of the prevailing power dynamics when
it comes to gender: “the conservation world is very much ... male in Kenya, in Africa at least”
(Resson, Kenya).
In addition, the presence of gender as an exclusionary axis (with women situated at the
lower end of it) is indicated by struggles experienced in interactions between FCLs and
men, in which the latter exercised his/their power over the former. Such struggles
essentially boil down to acts of sexism and include sexist comments, practices, and even
sexual harassment. Sexist comments include short slurs, such as “pussy” (Farina,
Malaysia), but also being told – by men – that they have “slept my way to the top” (23,
Kenya) or that they are “just this wild loose woman with no morals” (3, Malaysia). Such
comments, not uncommon experiences among FCLs, are not only highly disrespectful, but
they also invalidate women’s competence to be a conservation leader. As we shall see
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later, being considered a competent conservation leader benefits FCLs when it comes to
mitigation of struggles. Besides reflecting the presence of gender-based power differences,
the last quotation points towards the presence of another concept: sociocultural norms on
gender (more specifically, the deviation of such norms). Gender norms, as well as other
norms, potentially add another layer to the roots of the struggles that are experienced by
FCLs. Section 4.2 will discuss the relationship between (FCLs’ deviation from) norms and
struggles.
Unequal treatment of FCLs compared to their male counterparts is another sign of power
inequality between men and women. Characteristic struggles related to this are worries
about “whether you're getting the same kind of grant money that guys might be getting” (5,
Kenya) or the obvious lack of pay equality. As is shown by Boll and Lagemann (2019) and
Tijdens et al. (2012), this issue is not unique for the conservation sector. Unequal
treatment also becomes apparent through social interactions between men and women.
Resson (Kenya) knows “that you will not be heard in the same way as a man of your same
level” in meetings with government officials, while another participant recalled situations
in which she worked with and was trusted by local community members, but could “still
see that if you go with a male colleague, they would show the male colleague a little bit more
respect.” (7, Vietnam). Unequal treatment between male and female conservationists also
plays out in different ways, as the gender of an FCL can be overly (and unnecessarily)
emphasized. In a celebration of her conservation achievements, Ravin’s gender became
the focal point of the talk: “[the speaker] announced to them very proudly: this girl, she stays
in the Indigenous home in a hut by herself. No electricity, no water. She stays there by herself.”
(Ravin, Malaysia). Not only did she feel that such things would not have happened if she
were a male conservationist, but this kind of framing also essentially underscored her
vulnerability in the field, increasing the risk of danger she could face while doing her work.
This last issue is a relevant struggle in itself that will be discussed in more detail later on.
An unnecessary focus on gender can also invoke frustration and feelings of not being fully
recognized as a conservationist:
“…they put in a gender thing there and it shouldn't be. It should be that I’m
doing my work. And, you know, if I achieve something, that’s because I'm just
a person, a conservationist doing a conservationist’s job. It shouldn't be, oh
look, because she's a woman.” (7, Vietnam)
A final sexism-related struggle found among female conservation leaders is sexual
harassment, which ranged from getting “hit on by ministers and various others” (25, Belize),
facing “sexist jokes or like just really dirty jokes” (Camille, Philippines) by government
officials, “especially like if you’re a beautiful young woman” (Camille, Philippines) to receiving
offers from men: “We were in the field and we were checking into a hotel. And, you know, one
of the guys said, oh, you could share your room with me. I would guarantee your safety but not
your dignity.” (Farwiza, Indonesia). Furthermore, two participants mentioned having been
the victim of acts of sexual assault, in which other men “try to touch you in an inappropriate
way” (7, Vietnam) or even succeeded in their attempts: “in that rush I felt him like quickly
touch and grab my breast and then removed his hand. And to me, I can say very well that it
was very deliberate. It wasn't like an accident at all.” (Rachel, Nigeria).
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4.1.2

Racism – race and ethnicity as axes of exclusion

Race and ethnicity 3 and, to a lesser extent, nationality draw similarities to gender in the
sense that they also serve as axes of exclusion and thus drivers behind struggles
encountered by female conservation leaders. The explicit feeling that “race is a massive
factor in the whole conservation space as well” (12, Kenya) shows that race is considered a
social category that shapes power differences within the conservation sector, by at least
some of the FCLs. Karina (Philippines) shares this feeling by highlighting race-based power
differences in a more indirect way: “If I look at like our biggest funders or like our most like,
quote, unquote, famous funders, they're all run by White men”. Moreover, as all of the
participants work in, and the vast majority of the participants originates from the Global
South, gender and race/ethnicity often interact with each other, which results in
intersectional axes of exclusion: “So there’s sexism and there’s racism. So I think as a Black
woman in a leadership position, you know, you're constantly fighting against both of those
things.” (23, Kenya).
Comparable to gender, race/ethnicity as an axis of exclusion is best reflected in the
race/ethnicity-related struggles that were encountered by participants, like prejudice: “I've
been told to my face […] oh, don't go fundraising because, you know, they won't give money to
a Black person. They think Kenyans are corrupt. So if they give you money, they think you
misuse it” (23, Kenya). Participants also shared confrontations with condescension that
were also associated with their ethnicity, such as receiving remarks from academic
reviewers to “get your English checked by a native English speaker with a scientific background”
(3, Malaysia) or dealing with race-related microaggressions: “I've got a donor who's a very
good friend of mine, who decided that she couldn't pronounce my name, so gave me another
name. And so she calls me this other name.” (Resson, Kenya).

4.1.3

Being given a ‘less than status’ – other exclusionary axes

While perhaps the most obvious and visible, gender and race/ethnicity are not the only
exclusionary axes in which struggles are rooted. Other social categories ascribed to FCLs
appear to be far from power neutral. The following quote illustrates that the dominance of
men in conservation (in this case in the government departments the participant had to
engage with), which in itself is an indication of power, was heavily linked to not only gender
and ethnicity, but also to age, religion and education degree:
“It's dominated by men of a certain ethnicity, which is the majority ethnicity
here and of a certain religion. Muslim men. So, I was 26. I'm not Muslim. I'm
not, you know, Malay, of that race and I have a PhD and I'm female. Oh my
God, all the things that just didn't check their boxes, right?” (3, Malaysia)
Various participants consider power differences to be related to this ‘not checking the right
boxes’, with the ‘right’ boxes being the identities that wield the most power. This makes
the people with the ‘good’ identities to regard FCLs as inferior to themselves and to people
who carry similar, ‘superior’ identities. “That ‘less than’ status is problematic” (Resson,
Kenya) as it allows them to not only think in terms of power difference but also act upon
these thoughts. It is in these actions, which are experienced as struggles by female
conservation leaders, that exclusionary axes are manifested. Before we dig deeper into
the sort of struggles, it is good to have a better understanding of what other social
categories form axes of exclusion.

3
While both social constructs, these two concepts differ in that race refers to physical differences (such as skin
color) between social groups and ethnicity refers to cultural characteristics such as language (American
Psychological Association, 2003). As race is more relevant than ethnicity in certain social contexts (and vice
versa), this means that both words will be used throughout this chapter. To avoid incorrect – and thus insensitive
– use of these terms, I will use the words race and ethnicity, as well as racial and/or ethnic terms in accordance
with the participants.
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Next to the aforementioned gender and race/ethnicity, religion (often but not always
related to ethnicity), age, education level, (academic) discipline and sector were identified
as – often intersecting – power-laden social categories. Gender, ethnicity, and religion are
power-laden in the sense that women, people of color and/or people who do not follow the
dominant religion tend to be oppressed and excluded. Age-related power dynamics play
out in such a way that younger people are considered less powerful. This is mainly related
to the (perceived) lack of experience of the younger person. In terms of power, education
level practically follows the academical hierarchy, with higher degrees yielding more
power: “Now, unfortunately in Malaysia it’s almost like… if you don't have a PhD then you're not
really worth looking at.” (3, Malaysia). When it comes to discipline, the perceptions of power
relations are more complex, with power dynamics playing out differently for different
participants. On the one hand, conservation can be considered inferior, or “a hobby” (3,
Malaysia) compared to other disciplines, or “proper science” (3, Malaysia). On the other
hand, not having a conservation degree can also put a conservationist in a less powerful
position, as happened with another participant: “So imagine that I lacked experience, I lacked
the right degree and then I was a woman trying to lead a bunch of grown men.” (Rachel,
Nigeria). To add to that, having a ‘more powerful’ (i.e., non-conservation) background
could work advantageously, as in the case of a participant with a medical background:
“because they see a doctor as a highly educated person. So they respect me as a person with
more education, maybe more social status than them.” (Hotlin, Indonesia). Sector-based
power differences turned out to be less ambiguous, as all participants who touched upon
this topic expressed that in terms of power and status, academia and government are
given higher regards than the non-governmental or civil society sector. Many different
participants explicitly underlined these conceptions by stating that “government officers
already think that they're in a higher hierarchy than normal 'cause they have the power” (7,
Vietnam), “nonprofits will never have the same standing as an academic institution like a
university or […] a corporate entity” (Karina, Philippines) and by knowing that “if I am being
compared to an academic mangrove specialist, they look at the academic rather than the person
on the ground [from an] NGO” (Camille, Philippines). Occasionally, these power differences
became manifested in more subtle ways, such as the need to be affiliated with a more
powerful sector: “Even now [I have] to be a university professor to work in a nongovernmental
organization because otherwise [I] wouldn't be [taken] serious” (Flávia, Brazil) or by facing
discouraging comments from others: “don't you want to teach in a university [as opposed to
being in an NGO]?” (Pelf, Malaysia).

4.1.4

Struggles rooted in (intersecting) axes of exclusion

This section addresses the various ways in which the social categories outlined above are
manifested as discriminatory acts that female conservation leaders have perceived as
struggles in their lives. The most significant and relevant struggles entail assumed
incompetence, not being taken seriously, condescension and exclusionary practices. While
not explicitly labeled ‘exclusionary’, I consider the first three types of struggles as also
having the potential to exclude FCLs from conservation. Since having to face people who
question your competence, do not take you seriously and/or treat you in condescending
ways works highly discouraging, it is not hard to envision how these struggles could steer
FCLs away from the conservation sector and its challenging circumstances. In chapter 6 I
will build on this argument by demonstrating how struggles impact the personal and social
lives of FCLs and obstruct their ability to do conservation.
It may come as no surprise that those who are placed in socially less powerful categories
are mostly subjected to struggles. Therefore, the presence of certain struggles provides a
good indication for the type of power dynamics being at play and to what extent the social
categories ascribed to FCLs are relevant in the shaping of those struggles. Even though I
have already touched upon sexism and racism as (occasionally intersecting) acts of
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discrimination rooted in gender and race as exclusionary axes, it will become evident that
gender and race do not operate in isolation from the other identified axes of exclusion
(that were introduced in 4.1.3). Many of the struggles shared below are rooted in the
interactions of gender and race with other social categories. This underlines yet again the
importance of investigating these struggles through an intersectional lens, and with it the
complicated realities of the lives of FCLs.
Many FCLs were often made clear (or even overtly told) that they did not have the right
competences, skills or traits to be considered a suitable conservationist and, to a lesser
extent, conservation leader. Participants were told that they “could never hike in the forest”
(Ravin, Malaysia), “can’t take the difficulty of the work in the field” (Iroro, Nigeria) or were
“shut down because people felt that I didn't know what I was talking about” (14, Belize). Many
times, this assumed incompetence was rooted in gender- (e.g., ‘women do not have the
physical skills to be in the field’) and/or in age-related preconceptions (‘young people do
not have the required knowledge and experience to do conservation’). Being actively told
to refrain from conservation-related activities was not only influenced by the assumed
incompetence of (young) women. Gender norms and related conceptions of how women
should behave and participate in society were also identified as a driver behind these
discouraging comments. I will elaborate upon the role of sociocultural norms and how they
reinforce the power relations in section 4.2.
Very much related to the struggle of being seen as an incompetent conservationist is the
struggle of not being taken seriously. Examples include situations in which others “were
always making fun of me” (Ravin, Malaysia), in which their input in conversations – whether
that was data, suggestions or opinions – was questioned, “disregarded” (3, Malaysia) or
“laughed away” (13, Indonesia), or situations in which they were not seen as a serious
leader by their team members: “I think at the beginning [my team] thought that, OK, we can
get away with anything.” (23, Kenya). While such struggles can be linked to various social
categories, Resson’s (Kenya) experience of how her views and thoughts on conservation
were “not taken in the same way by the wider family and by friends” as those of her brother
(even if they were similar) reflects gender-based power dynamics. In fact, this experience
also “made [her] think that maybe it's also a feminine thing that has made that a problem. […]
it's about who are the people who are talking about these issues and how are they taken as
people.” (Resson, Kenya). These thoughts were shared among various FCLs, who believed
that gendered power differences are lying at the base of this struggle, as becomes
apparent in responses to acts of sexual harassment: “the natural thinking of any typical
African mentality, whether men or women, is that you probably asked for it. You probably
dressed inappropriately in public and wear wide clothes and stuff like that.” (Rachel, Nigeria).
Likewise, another participant’s objective of raising awareness for the sexual harassment
that is taking place in the conservation sector was met with skepticism, “[b]ecause if
someone like me or my colleague stands up, who are like young and woman, talking to [others]
about it, they would just laugh it off.” (7, Vietnam). Even more, she “kept receiving comments
from older male colleagues from other organizations, [who] would be like, oh, you are crazy.
You … have this like Western idea in your head that you think people want to sexually harass
you, but they didn't.” (7, Vietnam). Note that here, the struggle of sexual harassment (and
thus the gendered power inequality that sits beneath it) interacts with the absence of
being taken seriously. Indeed, struggles seldom occur in isolation and often intersect with
each other. Farina (Malaysia) felt not taken seriously because she was not “classified as …
a real conservationist” and thus assumed to be incompetent by others. In turn, the dismissal
of an FCL as a credible conservationist forms the legitimation for condescension and/or
exclusionary practices (struggles that will be discussed hereafter).
It is perhaps in struggles having to do with condescension that perceptions of inferiority
become most clear. FCLs’ encounters with other people’s condescending attitudes ranged
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from patronizing acts, e.g., being “patted on my head and [being told] good girl” (19, Belize),
to the use of condescending words, like “little girl” (Camille, Philippines). In a more severe
form of condescension, FCLs were expected to take an ‘inferior’ position, like “being asked
to take notes just because you're the only woman in the room” (23, Kenya), or being told “that
it’s better if a woman fills the glass. So they will ask you to go, you know, give everyone a drink
which makes you feel really, like you are being pushed down.” (7, Vietnam). Resson’s (Kenya)
experiences in meetings (“even on a national level”) draw striking similarities with the
previous quote in the sense that “there is this expectation that as a woman, […] you’ll be the
one to […] get the tea.” Although condescending phrases such as “little girl” (Camille,
Philippines) suggest that condescension is rooted in gender and age, the field of work of
female conservationists seems to be another source for inferior treatment: “Conservation
wasn't something that people think of when you say like career or job, right?” (18, Philippines).
A final group of power-related struggles FCLs have to deal with are exclusionary practices.
Such practices can broadly be divided into physical and non-physical exclusionary
practices. Both types of exclusion obstruct the work of FCLs (and thus their pursuit of
achieving conservation goals) but the mechanisms through which these obstructions were
built are significantly different. Physical exclusion entails situations in which FCLs are
denied access by actors more powerful than them to physical platforms that are important
for them to do their work effectively. These include meetings, conferences or even the
areas where fieldwork needs to be conducted: “If they don't want you to go to work in that
National Park, they can just not sign the agreement for you.” (7, Vietnam). In contrast, FCLs
come across situations in which they are excluded from doing conservation without being
denied access to physical platforms. In these instances, they are excluded and/or
(actively) removed from conservation discussions, effectively having their voice and thus
their participation in conservation blocked by more powerful actors. This can be
experienced in numerous ways, such as being ignored in conversations (“So some places
you go and, you know they just ignore you or don't listen.” (23, Kenya)) and being cut off
when providing input in a conversation (“there are some men here that I've encountered [who
are] trying to shut you up and shut you down.” (19, Belize)) and being rejected. Through
these acts of exclusion, the more powerful actors essentially act as gatekeepers who
decide whether or not less powerful people (i.e., the female conservation leaders) can join
the conservation forum. Interestingly, being on the receiving end of exclusionary
treatments, either physical or non-physical, is a significant driver for female conservation
leaders to (attempt to) reduce the presence and impact of such practices in the
conservation sector. As I will demonstrate in the second half of this thesis, female
conservation leaders wield their agency to make the conservation sector more accessible
in the long-term, with a focus on the inclusion and empowerment of future generations of
potential conservationists. These actions are (among others) fueled by both the sensitivity
to and awareness of the struggles of other (marginalized) groups of people, as well as the
struggles they have experienced themselves. Of those struggles, exclusion is perhaps one
of the most illustrative examples, as it clearly contrasts with the FCLs’ aim for a more
inclusive conservation sector.

4.2 Sociocultural norms and struggles
The struggles that are part of FCLs’ lived experiences do not solely find their origin in the
power differences that flow from social identities. Struggles also root in the sociocultural
norms that prevail in the social contexts in which female conservation leaders live and
work. In this sense, sociocultural norms form a set of structural elements that govern the
lives of FCLs. The following excerpt provides an illustration of the role of sociocultural
norms:
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“As a woman who doesn't have children, I do face obstacles. Because even
though I am […] a co-leader of this organization, there is to some extent this
idea that I am less than because I am not a full woman who has children. This
happens […] even in what I'm called. […] I'm basically called child, […] whether
it's by my own colleagues who I am managing, or like […]. Until I have
children, I will always be called a child.” (Resson, Kenya)
Here, the condescending attitudes faced by Resson clearly relate to her gender. If she
were a man, it is likely that she would not have faced such comments. Gender thus serves
as an axis of exclusion. However, gender alone cannot account for the reason why Resson
faces these particular comments. To fully comprehend what is going on here, we have to
look into the sociocultural norm that underlies this struggle: the (prescriptive) norm that
women should have children. While women in general might have less power than men,
this power difference is amplified when a woman does not have children, such as Resson.
This specific quote underlines the importance of applying an intersectional perspective, as
axes of exclusion and norms should not be seen as isolated but as interacting structures
that co-constitute one or more types of struggles.
The following anecdote provides another example of how gender-related power differences
and gender norms (i.e. men and women should not share accommodation) co-construct
struggles, in this case the exclusion from doing conservation by being denied access to
the field:
“As an undergraduate student asking to be, you know, in a field team, to go
help in the field, I kept getting told by professors that, oh, you are woman,
you'll be expensive to take care of in the field. We can't pay for you to be in a
separate room. Men can, you know, share rooms and you will be the only
female on the team. We can't share a room with you.” (Iroro, Nigeria)
Given the impact of norms and how they can complicate the work (and lives) of female
conservation leaders, it is worth diving deeper into the relation between sociocultural
norms and struggles. The following chapter will provide a deeper understanding of how
norms and struggles interact with each other in the lived experiences of female
conservation leaders. I will first present the various types of sociocultural norms found to
be related to struggles. Afterwards, I will highlight the types of struggles that are rooted
in these norms.

4.2.1

Different types of norms

Norm-rooted struggles arise mainly when participants deviate from the sociocultural
norms that prevail in a given context. In order to better understand the interactions
between norm (non-)conformity and the struggles faced by participants, it is important to
share the types of norms that I identified as being tied to struggles. Two broad categories
of norms appear to be relevant in shaping the struggles in the lives of FCLs. These entail
gender norms (oftentimes intersecting with leadership and conservation norms) and
norms on the intersection of race and conservation. In this section, an intersectional
approach is employed to demonstrate how these norms reinforce the (already present)
gender- and race-based power differences that were highlighted in 4.1.
Female conservation leaders generally encounter three types of gender norms:
prescriptions on how (wo)men should act and position themselves in daily life, what is
expected of a ‘good’ (wo)man in terms of participation in – and contribution to – society,
and how men and women should interact with each other. The first category is well
reflected in comments such as “if you're … in the field, you’re probably a very stubborn person.
Women should not be stubborn. Women should not be tough….” (Iroro, Nigeria). Although this
example mainly focuses on women in general, it also – very subtly – touches upon
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intersectional gender and conservation norms. Since being in the field is (or is believed to
be) a significant part of doing conservation work, such remarks prescribe that conservation
is not a women’s field of work. Norms that deal with perceptions of how one ought to
participate in society are often gender-infused, whereby the dominant societal expectation
dictates that women should focus on marriage and childcare: “[they would ask me:] why
wouldn't I want to get married? Or why wouldn’t I wanna have children?” (3, Malaysia).
Oftentimes, this emphasis put on getting married means that a career is not necessarily
expected of women: “you don't have to put the money on the plate, bread on the plate. It’s
not expected of women here.” (13, Indonesia). Alternatively, in cases in which having a
career as a woman (as opposed to having a family) is encouraged, norms on how to
participate in society are far from absent:
“And in the Filipino society, […] the norm is that you graduate, you get a
degree that will earn you a high paying kind of job when you finish. You climb
up kind of this corporate ladder […]. So that's kind of the path that is already
set out for you. And that's […] how people perceive your success in life, right?”
(18, Philippines)
The corporate ladder, as explained by the Filipino participant, draws similarities with the
exclusionary axes I have labeled ‘sector’ and ‘education level’. Therefore, sociocultural
norms and expectations on societal participation and power are co-constituted. Not only
are individuals via norms encouraged to pursue a certain path in life (e.g., get a high
degree and a well-respected job), but they are also judged on their ability to achieve these
goals. Achieving them provides them with more power than failing to do so. In other
words: successfully pursuing the normative prescriptive life path in society puts individuals
in a higher position along the exclusionary axes of (at least) sector and education level.
The third category of gender norms deals with gendered interactions. For FCLs (i.e., in the
context of working in conservation), such norms mainly touch upon topics such as separate
accommodation and facilities. As illustrated earlier in this section by means of Iroro’s
experiences, such norms can complicate women’s pursuit of conservation objectives. In
other words, gender norms act as mechanisms that exclude women from doing
conservation (Carr & Chen, 2004).
The gender norms outlined above describe expectations of individuals in the social
environment female conservation leaders are a part of themselves. However, these are
not the only gender norms in which struggles are rooted. As this study specifically
examines female conservation leaders working at the grassroots, sociocultural norms at
the local level (that is, local communities) are also of relevance with regard to struggles.
The type of struggles that are rooted in local community gender norms will be shared later
on, but first it is worth sharing what sort of community norms women conservationists do
encounter. In fact, these do not differ that from the gender norms that were found in FCLs’
‘own’ social context as they deal with the role women ought to play in society and how
men and women should interact with each other. Yara (Brazil), for instance, explained that
marriage is still the norm for women in the communities where she works: “women in these
farms, usually they don't have a, they don't make decisions. They just, they get married, they
obey their husbands, and they have no income.” A Belizean participant provided insight in
the gender dynamics of community meeting by saying that “it's mainly male dominant. When
we have community meetings, it's the males that sit at the front and the ladies, they sit at the
back and they're the ones that speak more in these meetings.” (14, Belize). Similar dynamics
were found in various communities in Kenya. Yet again, these insights support the notion
that gender norms are intimately tied to gendered power differences. The presence of
gender norms (e.g., the seating arrangement in community meetings) shapes power
differences between men and women, as the former are – literally – in a better position
to influence decision making and thus more powerful. At first sight, these norms do not
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seem to be that relevant to the participants who are not a part of those communities.
Nevertheless, since they work in close collaboration with communities, participants shared
instances in which they were confronted with these norms.
Related to the more general gender norms outlined above, norms on gender and
leadership can generally be boiled down to two core phrases: “the males are still seen as
leaders you know, or more than women” (18, Philippines) or – in case female leaders are
socially accepted – women leaders should act tough (i.e., masculine) “because masculine is
respected. Feminine is [considered] weak.” (Farwiza, Indonesia). These excerpts strongly
align with the broader perceptions on gender and leadership roles, in which communal
qualities are socially understood as feminine and agentic traits are socially ascribed to both
men and leaders (Eagly & Karau, 2002).
Furthermore, there seems to be a broadly shared notion (across different countries) that
women should not be doing conservation. This norm is rooted in the image of conservation
being a tough sector that involves a lot of fieldwork in remote areas and on rugged terrain.
Working in these areas is considered unfeminine. Moreover, there is a general perception
that women are not able to cope working in such tough circumstances: “in the community
itself there is still this perception of this is not a job for a woman or not many women feel that
they can do this.” (Farina, Malaysia). If women were to work in conservation, they would
often be placed in what is considered a more feminine role, which often involves officebased work: “It's considered that field work is really difficult, like what's a woman doing in the
field? You should not be doing physically demanding work. You should be sat in an office, you
know, I guess just doing stuff and not really doing exciting work.” (Iroro, Nigeria). In an
attempt to increase the number of women in the field-based functions within her
organization, one participant recalls how male rangers, driven by the norm that women
should not do fieldwork, “ended up niching [the women]. ‘Oh, you should do front desk and
you should do the meet and greet with the tourists when they come.’ You know, they remove
them from the field element quite effectively.” (19, Belize). While many participants did
indicate that fieldwork was indeed a (not rarely challenging - see section 4.3) part of their
work, this does not have to be the case: “you don’t have to be a biologist or ecologist to be
a conservationist” (7, Vietnam). Considering this, the preconception that women are not
suitable conservationists is based on limited perceptions of conservation that are only
partially true. This means that women run the risk of (wrongfully) being excluded from
the conservation sector a priori. While the perception regarding women and conservation
outlined above was the most dominant discourse, the experiences of two FCLs add some
(paradoxical) nuance to this story. Firstly, Resson (Kenya) remarks that while “conservation
has been a very male dominated field, […] when women choose to get into it, it seems very
much like, oh, that's so girly and like, oh look at you just being an animal hugger.” Additionally,
someone else observed that “somehow, it’s like doing marine mammal science is more of a
women’s thing to do. … For some reason [guys] don't tend to be attracted to this field of work
because somehow, they think dolphins equals feminine.” (anonymous).
Finally, in countries where race is seen as an important factor regarding conservation (e.g.,
Kenya and Nigeria), norms on conservation were not limited to gender, but also to
ethnicity: “You know, [conservation] is a general White people thing, it's not for us." (Iroro,
Nigeria). Similar to gender and race as axes of exclusion, gendered conservation norms
often intersect with racial conservation norms, putting female conservationists of color in
a position that makes entering the conservation field even more challenging.

4.2.2

Struggles rooted in norm non-conformity

One way in which struggles arise is through deviation from sociocultural norms,
predominantly those described in the previous section. Kabeer (1999, p. 457) notes that
women who challenge gender norms “may have to pay a high price for their autonomy”.
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Indeed, when female conservation leaders act out of line of societal expectations (e.g.,
concerning their gender), they encounter struggles, not least in social interactions with
individuals who carry more powerful identities. I have already demonstrated earlier that
exclusionary axes and norms are sometimes closely intertwined. As will become apparent
from the experiences shared in this section, some social categories (most notably gender
and sector) are well-reflected in the struggles. Yet, it would be inaccurate to reduce the
roots of these struggles to the presence of axes of exclusion. The quotes and anecdotes
shared by FCLs that I raise here indicate the presence of societal prescriptions and
therefore justify the categorization of these struggles as rooted in norm deviation. FCLs
both showed awareness of their non-adherence to the aforementioned norms and
recognized that this deviation could result in them encountering obstacles and facing
challenges: “Sometimes you get people making these snarky sexist remarks. They try to
degrade you just because you don't fit into that typical woman mold.” (3, Malaysia). This suite
of norm-related struggles will be elaborated upon below. I have identified four groups of
struggles that are associated with sociocultural norms. Firstly, FCLs are confronted with
their own norm-defying behavior by the people they engage with. Secondly, they might
find themselves in the middle of multiple, contradicting norms which they have to
navigate. Thirdly, their non-conformity has been met with incomprehension and
disapproval. Finally, the fact that FCLs do not follow social prescriptions erases the support
they normally would have received from their friends and family.

Confrontational remarks and attitudes
The confrontation with one’s non-adherence to norms is considered a struggle in itself.
FCL’s confrontations with their status of ‘non-normality’ include – often disrespectful –
questions and comments. Often recurring questions include “where is your husband? What
do you do here?” (22, Brazil), “why are you in the field? You shouldn’t be doing this … because
you are a girl.” (18, Philippines) or “being asked my marital status or just something very
personal that has nothing to do with the conservation work that we're doing.” (Karina,
Philippines).

Navigating conflicting norms
As mentioned earlier, sociocultural norms vary between different social contexts and
therefore do not always align with each other. This presence of multiple contradicting
norms can pose a challenge for FCLs, hampering conservation efforts. An example of this
are the attempts – sometimes motivated by the desires of funders – to provide women
opportunities to be involved in conservation, e.g., as rangers. In that sense, FCLs’ (and
funders’) gender norms clash with those of (the men from) the communities, who often
“are very stereotypical in that regard, in that they want a man [to be a ranger].” (19, Belize).
In a similar situation of desires for the establishment of an all-female ranger team, Farwiza
(Indonesia) explained that it “could backfire … because then it would create disruptions in the
community and they’re not necessarily ready for it. And if there is backlash from the husbands,
from the fathers, it's not that we can protect these women straight away.” Initiatives like these
reveal a double act of undoing gender (i.e., challenging gender norms) (Butler, 2004;
Deutsch, 2007). On the hand, by being a female conservationist, they deviate from the
dominant norm that conservation is no woman’s land. On the other hand, their leadership
position allows them to stimulate the breaking of gender norms by other women, or:
motivate them to undo gender. Chapter 8 will shine more light on the interrelatedness of
norm deviation and re-shaping norms and power relations.

Incomprehension and disapproval
The confrontational questions and comments outlined above can be the result of people’s
inability to comprehend the norm-deviating way of life female conservationists have
chosen to follow. This lack of understanding typically occurred in the context of local
communities and families. For example, Yara (Brazil) felt not understood by the local
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people who lived where she did her conservation work as “they didn’t know where to fit me.
They know men do this, women do this, and I didn’t fit any of the boxes that they have in their
mind.” Similarly, the decision to study biology “was something that [my family] didn’t
understand much.” (16, Brazil). In other occasions, norm-deviating acts were not only met
with curiosity or a lack of understanding, but with mere judgement. While not too bothered
by the former “because they don't know that much people like me” (Yara, Brazil), FCLs
considered the latter as more problematic and as having a bigger personal impact on them.
For instance, judgmental comments have the potential to question a person's identity, as
the following quote illustrates: “Anytime there is press coverage of my work and there’s a
photo of me that gets covered in the local media, then they go like she's not Acehnese, she
doesn’t wear a headscarf.” (Farwiza, Indonesia).

Lack of support
Besides not being understood or judged, norm defying practices can also give rise to the
disappearance of support by the (close) environment of FCLs. One participant recalled
feeling no support for both herself and her life choices, which she believed was fueled by
norms on how a (female) citizen should participate in society: “when I told my parents […]
that [conservation] is like kind of what I want to do, […] at first they were like, they didn't really,
they weren't super excited or supportive about it.” (18, Philippines). Moreover, FCLs might
experience the friction between what they did or wanted to do with their life (i.e., doing
conservation) and what was socially expected from them (as a woman) by their
environment by means of resistance. When finding out about Pelf’s (Malaysia) ambitions
to create a conservation NGO, some relatives “were […] trying to steer me out of it. Because
it's not exactly a business, right? It's a nonprofit. Yeah, that means you don't get rich right?”.
In a government setting, another participant “could see that sort of resistance from the
government” when she brought her suggestions forward, which she believed had to do with
them “coming from a woman” (14, Belize). I interpret resistance as an extremer form of the
absence of support, in which participants face active discouragement towards their
practices and attempts by their environment to steer them in a different direction. In one
special case, resistance arose from the implementation of conservation practices that were
not traditionally gender conformist within a community. Here, the resistance did not result
directly from the gap between the participant’s personal practices and what was socially
expected of her. Instead, it was a consequence of the friction between the prevailing norms
in a certain community and the participant’s conservation practices that deviated from
these norms: “Because we were kind of focusing [our project] on women, you know, there was
resistance in those initial meetings, you know, saying well, why aren’t you're giving [the jobs]
to men?” (12, Kenya).
In similar fashion to being subjected to acts of exclusion (see 4.1.4), not being able to rely
on a support system (and, to a lesser extent, facing resistance) is a key example of a type
of struggle that underlies FCLs’ drive to bring about change in the conservation world. For
various participants, the lack support they experienced in their pursuit of becoming
conservationist – (un)intentionally – fueled their later acts of supporting others to enter
the conservation field 4. This, as well as other drivers behind FCLs’ empowering practices
will be discussed in section 8.3.

4.3 Conservation leadership and struggles
A third and final set of struggles is grounded in a position that all FCLs hold: that of a
leader at a non-governmental grassroots conservation organization. This section attends
to how the rather unique characteristics of the conservation sector in general and of being
4
Although lack of support was raised as a struggle multiple times, female conservation leaders also brought up
several instances of receiving support, which I hypothesize to be another driver behind acts of supporting other
individuals (see 8.3).
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a conservation leader in particular shape these struggles, which encompass problematic
depictions of conservation, prejudices against NGO-workers, the challenges that fieldwork
brings, as well as issues concerning finances and feelings of responsibility. For the sake of
clarity, the struggles are grouped into two groups: challenges regarding conservation
NGOs in general and those that deal with being a (conservation) leader. While an initial
glimpse at these struggles would suggest that they can solely be attributed to the
characteristics of the conservation field, a deeper inspection reveals that they cannot be
seen without the consideration of exclusionary axes and, to a lesser extent, related norms.
For instance, I will show how gender reinforces some of the struggles outlined in this
section, analogous to how gendered and racial norms on conservation maintain or even
reinforce gender- and race-based power inequalities (and the associated struggles). This
‘gender effect’ is most evident in the context of fieldwork, but might as well be relevant
in financial challenges – who is to say that such challenges are similar for men and women?
Likewise, based on these experiences, it is nearly impossible to rule out the possibility that
prejudice against female NGO workers of color is stronger than that against White male
NGO workers, which stresses the intersectional character of all these lived experiences.

Conservation NGO-related challenges
The lack of priority for conservation, perceived to be present both in society as a whole
and within specific groups of people complicates the lives of FCLs. This might be related
to the prioritization of economic needs, especially by local communities – “I’m struggling
here to put food on my table for my family. And you're talking about [animals] to me? How is
this even important?” (3, Malaysia) – but also by governments, “who don't really care about
[conservation] because they've got much more of a profit to cut out of obviously, plundering our
natural resources.” (Karina, Philippines). Furthermore, unawareness of the importance of
conservation issues (in the wider society), “because a lot of people still do not understand
what the value of conserving the planet, conserving the wildlife is” (Fransisca, Indonesia) and
society’s general perception, “which is that [they] are not [naturally] interested in
conservation.” (Iroro, Nigeria) seem to be underlying reasons for this lack of priority.
Misconceptions regarding conservation and what the work of a conservationist entails
include (problematic) depictions of conservationists as zookeepers, as people who only
work in the forest, or as people who only go on safaris: “I think a lot of people think that I
spend a lot of time going on game drives and going on safari.” (23, Kenya). Such
misconceptions potentially reinforce struggles of not being taken seriously, especially if
they portray conservation in condescending ways. In other cases, people simply did not
think of conservation as a possible career. Such perceptions are based on views of nature
– “why would you want to protect animals? They are there to serve us” (7, Vietnam) – or on
financial arguments: “For [my parents], it was very strange because they didn't think that this
was a kind of career that would be able to pay for my life.” (Yara, Brazil).
Finally, being the leader of a non-governmental (conservation) organization is a source of
prejudice. NGO workers have been considered “troublemakers” (3, Malaysia), who “make a big
deal about nothing” (19, Belize). This is not limited to NGOs in general, as conservation in
particular can also be a focal point of preconceptions that negatively impact those who
work in conservation. Iroro (Nigeria), for instance, has encountered broadly shared notions
that conservation is only for people who are “extremely rich and wealthy”. Additionally,
conservationists are looked upon as “tree huggers” (14, Belize). Such notions reinforce
struggles of not being taken seriously:
“[They were like]: I'm not even gonna pay attention to you 'cause you're just a
troublemaker. So no one wants to take you seriously, it's like, oh, you're not
doing science. You know, NGOs, you guys just kind of lobby and protest and
make a lot of noise all the time.” (3, Malaysia)
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Although conservation practices differ from one organization and function to another,
doing conservation often (but not necessarily) involves being in the field, not least in
remote and militarized areas. This field element, another rather unique trait of the
conservation sector, bring about various safety challenges. The vast majority of safetyrelated struggles raised were predominantly related to doing fieldwork (although safety
concerns were also raised in the office environment). Participants recalled situations in
which they had encountered violence, such as “gun battles around the camp” (5, Kenya),
incidents with wildlife, such as Flávia’s (Brazil) encounter with an anteater that had her
hospitalized, or being faced with the threat of dangerous situations in general: “nobody
wants to work in the Niger Delta because there was a lot of security challenge in that area as at
that time.” (Rachel, Nigeria). Issues of sexual safety in the field were perceived as
gendered, with women being in a more vulnerable position than men: “[t]here was once,
we were watching the […] helmeted hornbill nesting and we came across armed men. That was
the first time in my life I was afraid of getting raped. […] I was the only woman in that whole
group.” (Ravin, Malaysia). The difficulty of doing physically demanding fieldwork under
harsh circumstances such as “the hot sun, the wind, the rain, the splashing of the waves” (3,
Malaysia) acts as a dual struggle for female conservation leaders. On top of having to deal
with such circumstances, they felt like a burden to their – male – company (e.g., team
members) when they could not keep up with them: “to be in that situation where I was at
the center of focus, I didn't like that. Because I was like, man, I feel like such a burden and I'm
slow. I walk slowly and [am] scared to fall.” (Ravin, Malaysia). Furthermore, another type of
struggles stems from the physical aspects of fieldwork, since the assumed incompetence
of FCLs is rooted in (among others) people’s preconception that women cannot cope with
physically demanding work (as discussed earlier in 4.1.4). Rachel (Nigeria), among others,
had to deal with such preconceptions: “the field assistants who were with me would think, ‘oh
yeah she's a woman. She's broken down and that’s exactly what we thought was going to happen
because they don't have the energy to do it’.”

Leadership-related challenges
Financial challenges were present in both young and more established organizations and
ranged from the “hindrance [of getting] the grants going and to make [the organization]
sustainable” (Camille, Philippines) to having “to rely on volunteers or interns or just pathetic
salaries” (5, Kenya) or yearly occurring money worries because of the “responsibility of
salaries” (12, Kenya). Since formal leaders usually are (partly) in charge of financial
matters, such challenges can be attributed to the leadership position of FCLs. In one
special case, a lack of resources interacted with gender norms. Recalling the attempt of
the Belizean participant to do gender mainstreaming at the field level of her organization
(i.e., the rangers), a lack of resources posed another struggle in addition to the struggle
of having to navigate between conflicting norms (which was already described in 4.2.2).
Following gender norms of the local communities, female rangers “need [their] own
accommodation, [they] need their own restroom. There is going to be costs associated with it
and we haven’t… at this moment …, I can’t.” (19, Belize).
Financial challenges faced by FCLs cannot be viewed in isolation from donors, as most of
the finances of their organizations rely on external funders. This puts donors in a relatively
powerful position, making them a potential source of struggles. These occur when the
desires of donors do not align with the (conservation) objectives of a participant’s
organization or when donors’ requirements are deemed unfeasible to execute by a
participant: “there were times when a potential donor practically told us: ‘for a small organization
who had never been our grantee, we could give maximum $10,000. However, we would like an
impact on a community of up to 3000 community members’.” (Farwiza, Indonesia). Karina
(Philippines) expressed similar feelings of nearly impossible donor requirements, adding
that “for us as an organization, we spend so much time jumping hoops, like bureaucratic hoops
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of like you know, writing reports”. Donor requirements might also put female conservation
leaders in a pinched position between contradicting norms. The earlier shared financial
worries regarding one participant’s initiative of gender mainstreaming her organization are
– partly – stimulated by donor requirements. Thus, through the projection of their own
prescriptive norms on the organizational policies of FCLs, donors essentially reinforce the
struggles that these women face in dealing with conflicting norms.
Feelings of responsibility are also based on the leadership position that all FCLs carry.
Although FCLs feel responsible for the wellbeing of their team members on a personal level
– mainly in terms of safety and financial security or “trying to find enough resources to keep
everyone’s kitchen running every month” (Farwiza, Indonesia) –, as well as the wellbeing of
their organization as a whole, such feelings are not reserved exclusively for the
organization and its members. They also carry a (burden-like) obligation to take care of
both the human (i.e., local communities) and non-human species they engage with in their
work. Together with her team, one participant has been “really trying to protect the
communities” (12, Kenya) in the light of the COVID-19 pandemic, while a Malaysian
participant articulated her responsibility to take care of nature: “I feel this obligation towards
Mother Earth to keep working for her.” (3, Malaysia). This urge of female conservationists to
take care of others, even beyond the context of own staff, resonates with the communal
stereotypes ascribed to women, as found in social role theory (Eagly, 1987). Interestingly,
various participants supported the notion that women are good caretakers: “We're looking
after one another and taking care of one another and that probably comes from being a woman.”
(19, Belize); “in general maybe conservation traits like compassion and empathy and protection
and nurturing are more feminine traits than masculine. And I guess that's why a lot of women
are generally drawn to conservation.” (18, Philippines). Since parallels between femininity,
conservation, and motherhood were raised by various participants, I will explore these
topics in more detail in chapter 8.
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5 The impact of struggles - navigation space
The (types of) struggles outlined in chapter 4 affect female conservation leaders both
personally and socially. Both types of impacts relate to the extent to which FCLs are able
to live their lives and do their work according to their own beliefs and desires, the socalled navigation space. As I will explain below, the consequences struggles have on the
personal lives and the social interactions of female conservation leaders have the potential
to reduce their navigation space. More concretely, they hinder FCLs in doing conservation
work. This applies to both the personal and social consequences FCLs experience. As such,
not only the struggles on their own are exclusionary (i.e., they keep FCLs from doing
conservation), but also the impact they have on FCLs.
On a personal level, the confrontation with discouraging and condescending comments
and being seen as incompetent conservationists who should not be taken seriously yields
feelings of anger, frustration, hurt, or lost confidence. Participants described their feelings
following an unpleasant experience in terms as “livid” (3, Malaysia), “really angry” (12,
Kenya) and “very annoyed” (7, Vietnam), “a little bit upset” (Fransisca, Indonesia), “really
upset” (23, Kenya), “a little deflated” (Resson, Kenya), or “[cried] a lot … in the beginning”
(Ravin, Malaysia). Some participants referred to the challenges they had to face as a
conservation leader as “a frustrating part of our job” (19, Belize), “quite frustrating” (6,
Malaysia) or desperate:
“There are really days that I’m like why am I doing this? Because I don't think the planet can
be saved anymore, with the amount of damage that we're doing to the planet. There's no way,
I'm so tired, you know. And so why am I doing this? And if people don't care to live in a more
clean environment, if people don't care to protect the very nature that supports them, why do
I care?” (3, Malaysia)
The repetitive confrontations with insinuations of incompetence fed feelings of self-doubt
among female conservation leaders: “[w]e never think that we are good enough to be there”
(16, Brazil); “I shouldn't possibly be here. I couldn't possibly be here. I'm not smart enough,
I'm not, you know, courageous enough.” (25, Belize). In some cases, insecurity might be
reinforced by the social categories that I identified as shaping power differences in chapter
4. As in some cases a low self-esteem was associated with the participants’ perceptions
that they lacked experienced compared to colleagues, age can be such a category (since
young people have had less opportunities to build experience). However, the fact that Yara
(Brazil), who started a new position after having worked in conservation for many years,
still experienced self-doubt, demonstrates that age is not necessarily always relevant:
“Sometimes I'm in the meeting with guys who have worked with jaguars for 30 years and I feel
a little bit insecure. I said, oh my God, it’s like I am a fraud. What am I doing here?” (Yara,
Brazil). This suggests that age and experience alone are insufficient in explaining imposter
syndrome among FCLs. The division in the current body of literature on the effect of age
on imposter syndrome aligns with these observations (Bravata et al., 2020). Secondly,
FCLs’ identity as a mother might give rise to feelings of self-doubt. Ravin (Malaysia) feels
like she would “disappoint people around me” if she were to become pregnant, because she
believes “[e]veryone expects me to do all this field work with them” (Ravin, Malaysia).
Similarly, another participant feels that combining her academic career with motherhood
reinforces her imposter syndrome:
“Especially now that I have to divide my work between being a mother and a scientist for
example. So I was suffering from this a couple weeks ago because as I said, I don't have time
to sit and read a paper. Like I don't deserve the title that I’m looking like forward to have
because I have to take care of my children and I cannot study the amount that I would have
to that common PhD students do.” (16, Brazil)
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While these (rather limited number of) ties between motherhood and self-doubt create the
impression of either a gender- or a mother effect in the occurrence of imposter syndrome,
literature cannot support this link. Comparable to age effects, there is currently no clear
evidence to support the claim that women suffer more from feelings of self-doubt than
men (Bravata et al., 2020). Furthermore, as research on the relations between
motherhood (or parenthood in general) and imposter syndrome is – to my knowledge –
non-existent, the feeling that motherhood aggravates self-doubt that was present among
a number FCLs cannot be reflected to similar situations in other contexts. Nevertheless,
the mere existence of such feelings among female conservation leaders indicates the need
for this topic to be studied. Finally, insecurity may give rise to other struggles that obstruct
female conservation leaders in doing their work. Rachel (Nigeria) explained how she
reflected her own insecurities in a rather firm style of leadership, which resulted in her
“constantly [having] issues with people in the beginning because some people couldn't work at
that pace, with that mentality that this has to be done”.
Although not explicitly raised in the interviews, it is not that farfetched to imagine a
hesitant attitude towards the continuation of working in conservation sprouting from such
feelings. In other words, these feelings steer women away from conservation. Even if the
prospect of feeling frustrated, unconfident, and insecure led to the cessation of only a tiny
fraction of their conservation work, a gap between the initially intended work and actually
realized work arises. In other words: FCLs would be restricted in their work and their
navigation space would shrink.
On a broader social level, the negative experiences of female conservation leaders can
harm relationships, both with people as with geographic locations. Ravin (Malaysia)
explained how she was “not encouraged to work in my old area […] by these people that I
worked with earlier. They were encouraging me to move away basically. […] It's quite a shame
actually, 'cause, you know, you do so much work in an area, you make so much of contacts.”
Power tensions can also obstruct relationships, which was demonstrated when Pelf
(Malaysia) “felt that there was this disconnect” with Islamic government officials “because I’m
not Muslim” (Pelf, Malaysia). Karina (Philippines) experiences “a lot of jealousy that happens”
when the work of her organization is recognized internationally, which hampers the
establishment of a good relationship: “Like you know, whether it's like decision makers or
your peers kind of going, ‘oh why are they getting so much recognition?’” (Karina, Philippines).
Farwiza (Indonesia) chooses to refrain from visiting local communities too often, because
otherwise, “my oddities [such as not wearing a headscarf] would become obvious and it would
get in the way of the relationship”. Finally, one participant shared how struggles negatively
affected her ability to form relationships, since “it takes a while for me to really trust people,
because of all of the things that I've [encountered].” (25, Belize).
These examples show that (the prevention of) damaged relationships already have the
potential to be restrictors for the ability to properly do conservation work. Avoiding certain
places or people or not being able to get along with relevant actors might form an obstacle
to the achievement of conservation objectives. However, whether this was actually the
case was not brought up in any of the interviews. Furthermore, the outlook of damaging
relationships and therefore efforts to maintain on good terms with others might also limit
FCLs’ freedom to do conservation according to their own principles (i.e., their navigation
space). Take the example of desires of external funders. If they do not comply with those,
FCLs will miss out on funding, adding more pressure to the already present feeling of
responsibility for both staff and Mother Earth. Moreover, relationships between FCLs and
the donor might be damaged, which reduces the security of future funding. Donors’
ascendency therefore pressures FCLs to be on good terms with them, which negatively
affects their navigation space. As I will explain later on, well-established relationships are
often critical in the achievement of conservation goals, which shows the potential impact
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struggles have on the FCLs’ ability to do conservation. The role of relationships in doing
conservation will be highlighted in 8.1.
Whilst often perceived as impactful and problematic struggles, being confronted with their
own non-conformity did not always impact FCLs. This could be due to their personality:
“I'm a kind of person that’s not really thinking seriously about [people’s skepticism].” (Fransisca,
Indonesia). Others “kind of understand [the] curiosity [of local communities], because they
don't know that much people like me” (Yara, Brazil) or even acknowledged the importance
of norms that simultaneously can obstruct them in doing their work: “I could view [being
excluded] as an obstacle. To be honest, I don't really because it is part of the culture that has
kept conservation alive in this place, so I would accept that.” (Resson, Kenya). Sometimes,
participants were not “able to pick up this kind of gender microaggressions. Just because maybe
I have been, how do you call this, used to hearing them.” (18, Philippines). This unawareness
(partly) results from growing a “thicker skin” (23, Kenya; 19, Belize), which is another
consequence of the repetitive exposure to struggles. Participants not only became “almost
hardened as a result” (3, Malaysia) of the struggles they had to endure, they sometimes
also “develop a resistance” (Iroro, Nigeria) as a way to protect themselves against struggles
they expect to face, for instance “if you already know that you are going to be made to feel
unwelcome” (Iroro, Nigeria).
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6 Influential aspects
Although it is by now evident that the struggles that female conservation leaders have to
deal with are grounded in social categories, norms and the position of a conservation
leader, these structural elements cannot entirely account for the prediction of how
struggles exactly pan out in the FCLs’ lived experiences. On the contrary, a myriad of
concepts, notions and phenomena are associated with both the frequency of struggles and
the impact these struggles have on female conservationists. In this chapter I will shine
light on the relations between these concepts and phenomena on the one hand, and
experienced struggle on the other. Experiencing support (in various forms), (international)
recognition, being perceived as either an in- or outsider, changes in and the exposure to
different social norms, time, the needs of communities, educational degrees, the use of
logics, time, competence, and relationships are all related to how female conservation
leaders experience (the impacts) of struggles, both positively and negatively. As will
become clear later on, a number of these concepts, most notably support, the needs of
communities and relationships play a considerable role in how FCLs approach conservation
leadership. However, first I will present social context as a relevant aspect in shaping
whether and how FCLs encounter challenges.

6.1 The importance of context
When it comes to axes of exclusion, norms and the struggles that are rooted in them,
social context matters. As the context in which FCLs were confronted with norms or
struggles was often rather easy to identify – because it was either explicitly mentioned or
it could be extracted from unambiguously clear anecdotes –, a deeper analysis of how
participants experienced struggles across a range of contexts was feasible.
Oftentimes, FCLs had less – or even no – issues engaging with people in a certain context,
whereas they faced significant struggles during interactions in other contexts. Most notable
differences were found between interactions in their home country and international
platforms: “what I notice between internationals and Filipinos, international people, they listen
to your opinion whether you're young or whether you are […] in a big position.” (Camille,
Philippines) and between engaging with governments on the one hand and local
communities and – to a lesser extent – other NGOs, on the other:
“… to me it's fascinating to see that there is far more respect and kind of
almost like an equal partnership with traditional fishers... But when we're
conversing, when we're working together, it feels like a much more even
partnership than it does with government officials …” (25, Belize)
While these differences could be the result of differences in prevailing norms (which is
likely to assume when comparing international platforms to home countries of
participants), it might also be a result of similar norms playing out differently in different
contexts. Pelf (Malaysia) described how (Muslim) government officials “draw really very
clear boundaries with super thick marker pens, you know, what women should do and what they
should not do”, whereas these prescriptions cannot be found in the local (Muslim)
communities: “in the villages it’s a very close-knit community.” (Pelf, Malaysia).
Another way of identifying context-related differences in struggles is by looking at the
frequency of struggles occurring in a certain context. A closer look at all struggles shared
by the participants through a context-sensitive lens reveals that of all struggles, the ones
that took place in a government context (e.g., when engaging with government officials)
were mentioned most often (98 times by a total of 18 participants). The second most
mentioned context in which participants faced struggles was the local community, with a
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total of 68 mentions by 19 participants. Moreover, exclusionary practices and not being
taken seriously by governments or government officials were the most frequently recalled
challenges, with the former being mentioned a total of 23 times by twelve participants and
the latter mentioned 21 times by twelve participants. In comparison, the most frequently
mentioned struggle faced within the context of local communities (i.e., being confronted
with prevailing norms) was brought up eleven times by seven different participants. While
far from conclusive, this brief analysis resonates with the earlier mentioned anecdotal
evidence that FCLs encounter relatively more struggles in the context of governments.
Furthermore, recalling the various axes of exclusion highlighted in section 4.1, this
outcome is congruent with the notion that sector forms an exclusionary axis that female
conservation leaders encounter in their lived experiences. However, it might be possible
that sector does not account for all power dynamics when female conservation leaders find
themselves in a governmental context. As many governments are dominated by men (UN
Women, n.d.), there are potentially multiple axes of exclusion simultaneously at play (i.e.,
gender and sector) in which struggles might be rooted.

6.2 Other aspects
Support
Receiving support from someone or having some sort of support system helps FCLs to deal
with the struggles they experience and obstacles they face. Nearly all participants
mentioned that they have received a certain form of support in their life. For analytical
purposes, I make a distinction between two types of support, active and passive support.
Active support refers to the act of supporters deliberately helping the supported, for
instance through encouraging comments (e.g., stressing that they can do whatever they
want to), being a mentor, or supporting (life) decisions. Passive support, on the other
hand refers to a type of support in which the supporter unintentionally (and/or
unknowingly) helps the supported. This is the case with role models or sources of
inspiration. In other words: active support arises from the interactions of individuals with
others, while passive support is based on the mere presence of particular people who
provide someone a feeling of being supported.
Support was often present well before participants had reached a conservation leadership
position. According to several of them, support mechanisms in their upbringing, such as
the knowledge that their parents had faith in them and encouraged them, did play a crucial
role in them becoming who they are now (i.e., a female conservation leader). One
participant acknowledged she had “just been lucky to be brought up by very liberal parents,
so I was never at any point in my life told I couldn't do something” (5, Kenya), while Resson’s
(Kenya) parents bypassed gendered norms and power structures by trying to “erase that
idea that there's any difference between men and women”. In doing so, Resson’s parents –
as well as the parents of other female conservation leaders – were the first in a chain of
actors to undo gender. Motivated by their parents’ beliefs, FCLs did not feel tied to
(gender) norms (something I have demonstrated earlier) and in turn even motivate(d)
others to deviate from obstructing norms (which I will discuss later on). This suggests that
the ways in which FCLs use their agency is not only motivated by negative experiences
(i.e., struggles such as exclusion), but also by the positive elements of their lived
experiences. The fact that another participant was told that “the word impossible is not in
our family dictionary” (25, Belize) by her mother also reflects the awareness of gendered
norms and the related power dynamics, as well as attempts to dismantle them in the earlylife support system. Pelf (Malaysia) stressed the importance of family support when
pursuing a life in conservation: “in conservation, we don't make a shitload of money right?
And it's really very important that our parents are supportive of their children, ourselves, our
work.” The importance of family support in the upbringing does not mean that family
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support only occurred in early life phases, as Ravin (Malaysia) – among others – has found
a lot of support in her husband in withstanding the struggles she has faced as an FCL:
“they say behind every strong man there's a strong woman. I feel it works the other way as
well. I cannot be where I am without the support that I've gotten.”
Participants also receive active support from other (female) conservationists or
conservation leaders. One participant even describes how collaboration with other femaleled conservation NGOs had created a “sisterhood” (23, Kenya) in which women support
each other, because “everyone has the same problems” (23, Kenya). Female
conservationists can also support each other when experiencing the same struggle
together, such as in the case when a Kenyan participant and a colleague were
disrespectfully cut off: “at least she was there. You know, we had each other to chat about it.”
(12, Kenya). A special form of support is the support by mentors, referred to by Farwiza
(Indonesia) as “one of the important resources that sort of like keeps me afloat, keeps me in
this work”. In some cases, participants’ predecessors at their organization or close partners
have played a mentoring role for them. The presence of one or more mentors was deemed
especially important and helpful by those participants who (at the time) had relatively little
experience: “for someone who just started and especially a woman like me, it's very nice to
have someone to walk together with you.” (Farina, Malaysia). As experience is also a concept
that appears to be related to the occurrence of struggles, the presence of a mentor to
close the lack-of-experience-gap can be a very significant form of support.
For some, other women, most notably those who work in a male-dominant field, were a
source of inspiration (and thus passive support). The mere fact that these women were
able to make it to the top in a sector run by men was of great support to participants.
These role models include well-known conservationists (e.g., Jane Goodall, Dian Fossey),
but this was not always the case:
“Even though I didn't like her politics, but Margaret Thatcher was my
inspiration. […] I saw pictures of her, she was the only woman among all these
people in her cabinet. So that inspired me […]. So even if it is predominantly
run by men, I will ask myself, […] why can’t I do it?” (Hotlin, Indonesia)
Even on a ‘less famous’ level, FCLs found a lot of support and encouragement in role
models and examples of other female (conservation) leaders. They recalled that “Brazil has
a lot of female leaders” (22, Brazil), that they “have some incredible role models of women
conservationists now in Kenya, [which has] helped hugely” (5, Kenya), that they “work in a
country that has a lot of NGOs and organizations run by women, [which] in some ways […] is a
given for me that I can rise, that I can progress” (Resson, Kenya), and “see a lot of women
leaders here in the Philippines as well” (18, Philippines), which benefits participants: “having
other female leaders around has been, you know, has made it feel less lonely” (12, Kenya) and
“means that … there is a way to navigate the challenges faced” (23, Kenya).

(International) recognition
Several participants have seen their (organization’s) work being celebrated. This
(international) recognition is associated with better being able to do conservation. Firstly,
international attention is believed to open doors that previously remained shut (a struggle
earlier referred to as exclusion): “after a while, I think these government agencies they
realized that hey, she's not going away. And she's actually a force to be reckoned with, so
maybe we should just gradually like let her in.” (3, Malaysia). Furthermore, an increase in
interest in and (financial) support of the conservation work of FCLs was contributed to the
public attention they (or their organization) received. Participants explained that “especially
from a fund-raising point of view, […] [public recognition] is obviously appealing” (12, Kenya)
and that wider recognition has created “knock-on effects of people wanting to volunteer, or
people wanting to donate and support our work” (Karina, Philippines). The support that
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participants receive through recognition might even bypass axes of exclusion such as age
and gender, essentially removing power-related obstacles:
“So I will have people from the public. Even if they're an older male than me,
they approach me and they say, ‘oh, this is really awesome. Like your story is
very inspiring and I would love to support your work’.” (7, Vietnam)
According to one participant, “having that international recognition also helped me gain more,
much more respect here in Belize among other organizations and other colleagues as well.” (14,
Belize). Similarly, Rachel (Nigeria) is of the opinion that once her work was recognized by
the international community, she was taken more seriously by other actors, including
those who initially did not treat her as a capable conservationist: “And then thanks to some
of the recognitions, […] it has been helpful really. Just because people now see that, oh, if we
don't take you seriously there are other people who actually do.” Finally, for some women,
recognition softens feelings of insecurity through a boost in self-esteem: “it's nice to have
this kind of recognition, to try to change our own feeling and our own mind of, yes you can. You
are there because you can and you did something to be there.” (16, Brazil). Following this,
recognition is associated with a change in struggles (such as the lack of credibility), as
well as a change in the consequences they have on female conservationists (e.g., feelings
of doubt and insecurity).

Insider versus outsider
Some of the difficulties that FCLs face are tied to how they are perceived by certain groups
of people. More specifically, whether participants are seen as insiders or outsiders by these
groups seems to matter in light of the struggles they face. Some participants felt that
being connected to a community is beneficial in establishing a good (working) relationship
with them: “it was really heartwarming because the communities really welcomed my position
and the reason for doing that is because I grew up in a Mayan community.” (14, Belize). Being
treated like an insider is not necessarily reserved for ‘true’ community members, as is
illustrated by Yara’s (Brazil) experiences of working someplace else than her home region:
“After a while I was treated as someone, as a local person. And this for me was the best thing.”
The role of being perceived as an outsider is less straightforward than that of being an
insider. On the one hand, some sociocultural norms do not apply to outsiders, such as in
the case of marriage: “even if I wasn't married, because I'm a foreigner, that still wouldn't be
a problem.” (13, Indonesia). Alternatively, an outsider can also be perceived as a threat
who is “bringing practices, or […] bringing norms, or […] bringing a different style that is really
not compatible with what is here, what functions in th[is] district” (14, Belize) or as someone
ignorant: “So I often have people saying things to me like, oh, you wouldn't understand, you’ve
lived [abroad] for too long.” (7, Vietnam). Such perceptions can amplify already existing
struggles or pose new obstacles. One way of avoiding such situations is by limiting
interactions with those who conceive of you as an outsider, which is something Farwiza
(Indonesia) tries to do (as was demonstrated in chapter 5). Likewise, one participant (who
works in a different country than her own) feels she has to be cautious while working with
local people: “you don't want the foreigner to tell the local people what to do.” (13, Indonesia).

Temporal changes in norms
Although seemingly a fixed (or at least a hard-to-change) structure, sociocultural norms
are not always a static given (Young, 2007). The potential of norms to be reformed
resonates with FCLs’ observations of changes in norms and societal attitudes over time.
This is found for both age-related and gendered conservation norms, as well as the general
attitude towards conservation, which in some countries “has changed in a positive way” (7,
Vietnam). Rachel (Nigeria) noticed a change in gender norms in her country: “people below
30, 35 years of age are beginning to become more nontraditional. They’re beginning to see
themselves to be doing other things, other than those traditional paths and role that have been
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carved out for them at some point.” The increase in the number of (youth and) women taking
positions that were predominantly occupied by (older) men (not least including leadership
positions at grassroots conservation NGOs) is an additional indicator of such norm
transformations. A Belizean participant is “seeing more and more NGOs having women at the
head” (19, Belize), an observation that was shared by Fransisca (Indonesia): “if you are
talking about women in Aceh, especially in the conservation issues, […] then I have to say there
are more and more”. Yara (Brazil) believes the changes outlined above will have positive
consequences when it comes to potential struggles for FCLs in the future: “So there are so
many women leading projects that I think things will change”. One participant even went a
step further by saying that the gender inequalities that have been revealed over the past
years make it “an advantage to be managing something as a woman rather than a disadvantage”
(5, Kenya).

Exposure to other norms and practices
In addition to being subject to change over time, norms are likely to differ between cultures
and society. While some types of struggles are rooted in contrasting norms, individuals’
exposure to norms and practices that are not their own is associated with higher degrees
of acceptance and thus mitigation of struggles. This holds predominantly for the people
FCLs engage with. At the grassroots, some local communities “are very exposed to outside
people” (Ravin, Malaysia), live in a “place that has been heavily visited by conservationists”
(Iroro, Nigeria), “are now used to seeing a woman involved in conservation” (Resson, Kenya),
or were even “being led by a woman” (Farina, Malaysia). The link between the exposure to
the norms of outsiders exposure and acceptance becomes clear from Iroro’s (Nigeria)
engagement with a community well-exposed to conservation NGOs: “so the community sort
of relates wildlife … protection … with women and they don't see it as a problem [that I am a
woman working in conservation].” The freedom to “let us decide what we really want [to do in
life]” that Camille (Philippines) received from her parents, people who had both “travelled
around the world”, suggests that exposure to other norms can even extend beyond mere
acceptance and contribute to the shaping of active support.

Community needs
The encounters FCLs have had with communities at the grassroots level suggest a
complicated relation between socio-economic needs of local communities and their ability
to do conservation. The course of interactions between FCLs and communities (and thus
the occurrence of obstacles) seems to be connected to the extent to which conservation
objectives align with the needs of the community. When communities perceive a gap
between their own needs and those of the FCL and her organization, the FCL is more likely
to face resistance, such as in this example where infrastructural development was not in
line with conservation objectives: “And [one community member] said that of all the people I
should know better, I shouldn't oppose the bridge for the sake of the elephants.” (Farina,
Malaysia). In contrast, when conservation objectives (have the potential to) align with
community needs, the “livelihood issue” (5, Kenya) can act as “a significant motivator” (5,
Kenya) for embracing conservation practices. This is neatly illustrated by the approval of
protecting ecosystems that are crucial for river dolphins: “Because they realize that if these
areas are being conversed to something else, they might lose a lot of fish spawning areas.” (13,
Indonesia). Similarly, communities in Kenya “were really happy about [being involved in
conservation work] because obviously it's bringing more employment and capacity building
opportunities.” (12, Kenya). For Ravin (Malaysia), this realization that conservation work
“was a job opportunity to some people” was the trigger “that made me want to make establish
[my organization].” In extremer cases, communities’ circumstances were so dire that
(struggle-inducing) norms were not deemed important anymore by the communities. One
participant explained how age-related norms (i.e., older people should be shown respect)
became irrelevant once socio-economic needs were at a critical level: “if we go into a very
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remote area and the local people are very poor and they’re really, really desperate and they
need the help, they do show you more respect and they don't really care how old you are.” (7,
Vietnam).

Education degree
As highlighted earlier, education level operates as an axis of exclusion in relation to
struggles, with those with higher education degrees being treated as superior to those
who do not have such degrees. This observation is supported by FCLs’ conviction that
carrying a (PhD) degree brings benefits in terms of an increase in their (perceived)
credibility and an associated decrease in exclusion. They mentioned that “[I] would be
discriminated a lot more by like government agencies and things like that, if I didn't hold a PhD”
(3, Malaysia), that it “was also very obvious that I needed that [PhD] title to get meetings with
wildlife departments and to be listened to” (5, Kenya) and that “[I] had to do the master and
PhD for people to hear what [I] was saying” (22, Brazil). A degree can even be actively used
as a measure to instantly gain credibility: “I very rarely insist on people calling me doctor,
but in some cases I absolutely will insist on it, because I just know immediately I need that
extra oomph in order to be taken seriously.” (25, Belize). While the impression that a degree
does make a difference when it comes to credibility was shared amongst various FCLs,
carrying the letters PhD does not always prevent struggles from happening. One
participant still “has the right to be hit on”, whether “pre-PhD [or] post-PhD” (25, Belize).
Another participant still had to face condescension after obtaining her PhD:
“Some people, they would say like, oh yeah, she's a doctor, but at the same
time they’d be, oh but she’s very young. So they think of you as a, like a nerd.
You do a lot of studying and you get a doctor degree, but you still don't know
anything about fieldwork and you don't know anything about work in the
forest.” (7, Vietnam)
Earlier, I have postulated that it is uncommon for exclusionary axes to operate in isolation.
Individuals who carry multiple identities, particularly those that wield little power,
potentially fall subject to more or exacerbated struggles. In the quote above, we witness
a different phenomenon. The relatively powerful PhD identity is nullified by the
participant’s relatively young age. From this, we can note that not all social categories
wield equal amounts of power.

Rationality
Some FCLs deliberately used scientific data and/or logic in order to be taken more seriously
when trying to get their points across. Participants “think that it’s quite important that you
keep your scientific [attitude]” (13, Indonesia), “try to be very careful, […] very factual” and
to “come with real data” (14, Belize), “will give […] my opinion with all of my facts as I have
them” (19, Belize) and “get data information to back up what you say” (7, Vietnam). This
strategy is rooted in the belief that women will be judged (by men) if they let their actions
and arguments be driven by emotion rather than rationality, which in turn indicates how
some forms of knowledge (i.e., ‘objective’ scientific knowledge) are more valued and
considered more legitimate than others. Harding (1986) and Haraway (1991), among
others, argue that this conception of what counts as knowledge is shaped by prevailing
patriarchal gender norms. One participant even “learned to work logical, objective, not
bringing in my personal feelings” (Fransisca, Indonesia) from working with men. However,
it is unlikely that this reasoning is the only explanation for why science and logic is
important for female conservation leaders. Although conservation paradigms are gradually
changing, conducting scientific research, particularly ecological research, still is a
significant component of conservation work. Regardless its roots, these practices are
intimately tied with norms on gender and conservation, and FCLs’ (non-)conformity to
those. By acting rational as opposed to being emotional, women follow behavior that is
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stereotypically ascribed to men (Shields, 2002). In other words: by doing masculinity they
break with gender norms regarding femininity and essentially undo gender. Additionally,
they do this with the eventual goal to obtain a seat at the table that is predominantly
occupied by men, which in turn is related to the norm that conservation is a men’s world.
Entering that world is another approach to undo gender. Yet, by following the norm that
rationality is better than emotion, FCLs maintain the notion that masculine behavior is the
norm when it comes to conservation, making it difficult for those who hold different beliefs
and practices to enter the field. I argue that this is way of maintaining the status quo is a
form of doing gender. Taking it even a step further, this runs the risk of upholding the
notion that conservation work has to be dominated by research. Given the rather large
place ecology and biology have within conservation science (Bennett et al., 2017) and the
gender imbalances within ecology (e.g., Martin, 2012) (which is not least related to
believes about masculinity and femininity), gender disparities within conservation might
be reinforced by this research-based approach to conservation 5 . These complicated
parallel acts of doing and undoing gender will form an important theme in the second half
of this thesis, as this was not the only time this phenomenon was observed. On a final
note, the experiences of one participant demonstrate that the use of data is far from a
silver bullet approach:
“… even when you have data to show people, the people who don't want to
believe you or the people who like want to ignore this issue, they would still say
all kinds of things maybe like, oh your data is invalid, or you are doing this
wrong, or the questions are misleading or that kind of thing. So they’re always
throwing things to you based on whatever they believe.” (7, Vietnam)

Time
Time is found to be linked to the mitigation of struggles through changes in the social
environment of FCLs, as well as changes over time on a personal level. Firstly, some of
the participants who brought up changing norms as being believed to reduce the
occurrence of struggles, perceived this change as a function of time, with some norms
being “generational” (19, Belize). The fact that one Belizean participant “stopped getting hit
on” (25, Belize) when she was over 50 years old is another example of the interaction
between time, changes in an FCL’s social environment and the lower frequency of
particular struggles, as men lose (sexual) interest in her once she has gotten to a certain
age. On a more personal level, time (i.e., growing older) shapes one’s attitude towards
the struggles that come with being a female conservation leader, at least for some: “once
you hit 50 years old, […] you don't give a fuck about what people think and what people say.”
(25, Belize). Another participant got “more comfortable with [the feeling of responsibility], […]
[which] is just a maturing thing I think.” (12, Kenya). Finally, the relation between time and
struggles is manifested in people’s increase in work experience over time. As mentioned
earlier, age as an axis of exclusion is mainly rooted in the conception that young people
lack the experience needed to do conservation and are thus ‘inferior’ to older people.
Indeed, one participant shared that “on several occasions I felt I was being shut down, just
because people felt that I was young and inexperienced.” (14, Belize). On the other hand,
some participants were “able to overcome [the age issue] at some point because I grew older”
(Rachel, Nigeria) and gained more credibility. One participant says that she is “more
confident as well with interacting with a government official regardless of their position and
regardless of their age”, which she believes is due to her “experience being in the conservation

5
This is not to say that conservation should have no scientific backing whatsoever. My point here is that
adherence to masculinity-based norms on gender and conservation to gain credibility could limit women’s
possibility to enter the field to those who have the ‘right’ scientific discipline, which is not necessarily a
prerequisite.
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field for close to a decade.” (18, Philippines). Finally, Camille (Philippines) even calls
experience “[t]he biggest contributor for gaining credibility”.

Competence, determination and perseverance
Resembling experience, several participants have shared the belief that competence
increases their credibility and therefore reduces the occurrence of struggles. Once the
capabilities of FCLs are (starting to get) acknowledged by others, the conservation leaders
seem to experience less struggles compared to the time when their competence was not
yet seen by others. One participant explained how this acknowledgement has led to less
instances of exclusion:
“I have established myself and my career now, even in the international arena
that I think people know about the work that we do and so much so that
nobody could ignore us anymore because I made a name for myself.” (3,
Malaysia)
For this very reason, various participants stressed the importance of keeping promises,
crafting a good reputation, providing good results, all with the goal of showing their
capabilities to others. This is often translated in working harder. In chapter 7 I will shine
light on the act of working harder as a mechanism to prevent future struggles. I will then
also demonstrate how this relates to determination and perseverance, two concepts that
have helped FCLs to navigate through and overcome the struggles they face, as opposed
to giving in to struggles and to give up. Iroro (Nigeria) highlights the importance of
determination for female conservation leaders: “maybe if you're not this vested, maybe it
has an impact on you. Maybe if you're not this interested and committed, maybe you go home
and say … I'm going to stop conservation.”

Relationships
Finally, the interviews indicate that feelings of trust and good relationships are important
factors in shaping struggles. As the interactions between struggles, trust, relationship
building and achieving conservation goals form one of the main focal points of this
research, they will be elaborated upon in more detail in 8.1.
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Part II: Negotiating
power, norms, and
leadership
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Now that we have a deeper understanding of how the struggles that are part of the lived
experiences of female conservation leaders are tied to various power-laden structures
(such as axes of exclusion and social norms), the following half of this research deals with
the links between the struggles on the one hand and the acts and practices of FCLs on the
other hand.
The central argument on which this second part is built, poses that FCLs wield their agency
in relation to the struggles they (have) experience(d) in various ways that renegotiate
dominant power relations. While they differ in cause, intention, and timespan, I interpret
all these acts as complex interactions between doing and undoing gender in the context
of leadership and conservation. I make a distinction between those practices based on
how they relate to struggles. Chapter 7 focuses on the direct, rather short-term responses
of female conservation leaders to the struggles they face in their life. With ‘short-term
responses’, I mean the actions conducted by a participant to either cope with the
consequences of encountered struggles or to prevent or avoid them in the near future.
Phrased differently, these are directly triggered by the experiences of struggles. On the
other hand, while they cannot be directly linked to a specific challenge or struggle, the
myriad ways FCLs do conservation leadership are still strongly tied to the experiences of
struggles in general and therefore form the second group of practices. I will shed light on
the ties between ways of doing conservation leadership (which I collectively call
compassionate conservation leadership) and struggles in chapter 8.

7 Struggle-induced responses
The ways in which female conservation leaders have reported to respond to the struggles
they encounter can be divided into two groups, following the categories of gender
stereotypical characteristics introduced in social role theory (i.e., agentic and communal
traits) (Eagly, 1987). This division is significant because it can be tied to whether FCLs
react to struggles by doing or undoing gender. The striking analogy used by Morgenroth
and Ryan (2018) helps us to better understand how (un)doing gender relates to social role
theory. They interpret gender stereotypes as providing “the ‘script’ for the performance
of gender” (Morgenroth & Ryan, 2018, p. 4). In accordance with this reasoning, undoing
gender would be the act of not following the lines of the script. Thus, when an FCL (i.e.,
an individual placed in the female sex category) reacts assertively towards a person or
situation experienced as troubling, she follows the agentic script considered to be suitable
for men, thereby challenging the expectations society holds for female behavior (the
feminine script). Put more briefly: by showing behavior considered to be masculine, she
undoes gender. Conversely, a peace-keeping response aligns with female gender
stereotypes and is therefore an act of doing gender. By means of highlighting the myriad
of ways in which participants respond to the struggles that are part of their lived
experiences as female conservation leaders (displayed below in bold), I will link agentic
and communal behavior to doing and undoing gender. I argue that short-term responses
of FCLs comprise complicated acts of doing and undoing gender. As I will show, this
argument is rooted in the observation that FCLs respond to struggles in both an agentic
and communal fashion, but also in their attempts to re-shape gender norms and the
reliance on norm-conforming individuals.
The acceptance of struggles was partly motivated by the realization that undergoing a
certain degree of unpleasantness would benefit relationships that participants deemed
critical for their work:
“Well, it’s not a great way to say but sometimes they, the people say some kind of like
harassment jokes to you but it’s their way of like making it friendly. … it’s not a great thing to
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deal with, but you do deal with it and you kind of like carry on and that's how you start
building a relationship.” (7, Vietnam)
This focus on maintaining good relationships is a clear example of communality. However,
in some cases, participants were simply unaware of the severity of situations they found
themselves in (which they often started to recognize once they were older): “being young
I didn't question these things. But now I think about it, I'm like, that wasn't right.” (Ravin,
Malaysia). In such situations, the link with communal behavior is absent.
A similar communion-driven response is the avoidance of confrontation after facing an
unpleasant situation. This relates both to avoiding confrontations while engaging with
people and the avoidance of engaging with particular people whatsoever. Regarding the
first, participants, after having encountered problematic comments during interactions
with others, refrained from commenting back, did “carry on as if nothing happened” (Iroro,
Nigeria), “politely thanked him and, you know, left” (3, Malaysia) and “deal[t] with it like you
don't care about it" (Camille, Philippines). Alternatively, participants shared that they
sometimes avoided specific places, situations or interactions, especially if they knew
beforehand that that particular situation could pose extra problems to them (not least
because of previous struggles encountered in that situation): “I will try not to work with [this
rude government official] directly if I can.” (Farina, Malaysia).
Motivations behind participants’ tendency to avoid confrontations boiled down to the
prevention of further trouble - “I think if you show that it bothers you, then it gives [them]
more munition. So the best thing, at least for me, is to just ignore.” (23, Kenya) – and the
need to maintain good working relationships with important actors: “[as an organization],
we are community facing and, you know, we need to be on good terms with the community. I
cannot directly comment on these little insinuations, you know, comments like this that they
make.” (18, Philippines). This did not only apply to communities, but to government
officials as well”: “it's difficult because we take care. A lot of our work depends on the
relationships that the NGO has with these management bodies, these groups of people. So it's
hard to kind of rattle the cage.” (18, Philippines). The avoidance of confrontations was also
motivated by the greater conservation goal FCLs have in their minds (see 8.2.2). This is
not to say everyone always considered avoidance the best strategy: “it's one of those things
where I think we just shut up and then afterwards we’re like: Oh my God, why didn't we say this
and this?” (12, Kenya).
Some participants believe that a humble attitude play a role in how they are treated by
other people and thus, to a certain extent, in influencing (the severity of) potential
struggles. They explained that being “very honest about what I know and I don't know” (Yara,
Brazil) and “being humble” (Farina, Malaysia) are critical in making “people trust you more
and more” (Farina, Malaysia), which eventually increases the strength of relationships and
reduces the possibility of encountering struggles when engaging with those people. Again,
we can see interpersonal and thus communal elements in these FCLs’ concerns of
relationship strength.
A final category of responses to struggles that follows feminine stereotypes is acting selfconsciously, which Farwiza (Indonesia) explicitly links to the female sex: “I think as a
woman you are trained to constantly measure, rethink and re-calculate ‘What are the risks of
responding in certain ways?’”. In other words, if a woman acts out of line (that is, challenging
norms by being assertive), they will be corrected by means of the backlash that her
behavior has caused. Prevention of such backlash is also a motivation to act with restraint
during e.g. meetings: “I generally am a very talkative person. When I go to meetings, though,
where I don't know the context or the people, I tend to be quiet.” (19, Belize). Thus, a selfconscious attitude aims at the avoidance of agentic practices and the struggles that arise
when agentic behavior is corrected. Moreover, self-consciousness can also be rooted in
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empathy, which is considered to be a communal trait. For instance, after having ended up
in a confrontation with local villagers, Ravin (Malaysia) explained how she “must be very
careful, very mindful about” engaging communities in her conservation practices to ensure
a good relationship with them and to avoid any further trouble. Similarly, Pelf (Malaysia)
“never went to the village with sleeveless top or hot pants … to respect each other”, and Yara’s
(Brazil) “never even wanted [my colleagues’] wives to be uncomfortable because they were
spending a night in the middle of nowhere with me, so I didn't touch them.”. Nevertheless, a
self-conscious attitude is not always associated with the avoidance of agentic or the
embracement of communal roles, as self-consciousness was also found in several
interactions between participants and male government officials and local community
members, during which participants ensured that they “never kind of go beyond the limit”
(Farina, Malaysia). In addition, acting self-consciously was also motivated by the
participants’ concern that their behavior (e.g., spending time late in public for work) or
even their identity might give off the wrong impression and result in sexist struggles:
“when I'm out of the country I try to be more controlled because I don't want men to think that
I'm making an invitation or them behaving like a whore because I am Brazilian.” (Yara, Brazil).
While the types of responses outlined above follow behavioral elements that are
stereotypically considered to be feminine, other responses found among FCLs are more in
line with masculine norms. Since these responses were done by women, they are acts of
undoing gender. The first and most straightforward of such responses is embracing
confrontation (as opposed to avoiding it): “I'm not afraid to tell a man if I feel that I'm not
comfortable that he treated me like this, like that. I will go to see him and discuss with him.”
(Farina, Malaysia). Other participants also pursued a more assertive route, by “fight[ing]
back” (Resson, Kenya), actively confronting the person with the problematic character of
their actions or by “[telling] the person to stop or we report them” (7, Vietnam). Facing
struggles in the context of a meeting (which is a relatively common phenomenon) gives
FCLs the choice to either actively confront people in public or in private afterwards. Both
ways have been brought up in the interviews. For instance, one participant recalled a
situation of her calling others out for taking credit for her idea: “So sometimes in public fora
when people say, oh, this is my idea. Well actually, you know, thank you for saying that, but
actually we developed this whole concept and the project five years ago.” (25, Belize).
Alternatively, sometimes it was considered better do deal with the situation afterwards:
“in terms of me being told that I've slept around, I wouldn't do it in public, but I have raised it
somewhere in private and tell them, please go tell your friend to stop saying this.” (23, Kenya).
Whether FCLs use a more assertive or withholding approach in response to – or to prevent
– struggles cannot be attributed to the individual (e.g., her personality), as some
participants chose avoidance in some instance and confrontation in others. Thus, other
factors at play here (context is highly likely to be one of them) preclude this connection
between personality and response style.
As a woman’s validity as a conservation leader is partly based on her abilities to act rational
and tough (see 4.2.1 and chapter 6), suppressing displays of emotions and vulnerability
were common responses to struggles: “I think when I started, I had this conception in my
head that, you know, as a leader of an organization you need always to be tough. You cannot
show fear. You cannot cry. You cannot show vulnerability.” (Farwiza, Indonesia). In other
words, as a female conservation leader, you have to be “a little touch more masculine than
you would be in any other world to kind of keep yourself at the front” (5, Kenya). If a woman
were to only do masculinity, she would (un)intentionally hide her femininity. Although not
explicitly linked to gender stereotypical roles and traits, various occasions of hiding
femininity were raised by participants. They “try not to have the emotions gain me” (14,
Belize) or “don't argue too much from a passion point of view” (19, Belize) because “you can't
always get your sentiments, you know, take the room” (13, Indonesia). Next to behavior,
hiding femininity can also deal with appearances, as Flávia (Brazil) occasionally had “to
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pretend she was more like a male, so the clothing and everything, to be respected” by
community members. The physical challenges of fieldwork make the field a particularly
relevant context regarding FCL’s withholding of vulnerability. In the field, FCLs might go
to great lengths to safeguard their credibility, even at the risk of inducing other serious
problems:
“[During fieldwork] I was very ill. I was down with a serious fever. I would, the
field assistants who were with me would think, ‘oh yeah, she's a woman. She's
broken down and that’s exactly what we thought was going to happen because
they don't have the energy to do it’.” (Rachel, Nigeria)
Likewise, on a field trip during which she was menstruating, Ravin (Malaysia) “hiked in the
forest until [she] became white” because she could not “tell the guys […] oh I'm having cramps
or slow down.” (Ravin, Malaysia). Note that in this situation, the female body reinforces the
struggle of not being able to keep up with male colleagues in fieldwork, exacerbating the
challenge of hiding femininity.
Paradoxically, undoing gender by means of masculine practices, attitudes and appearances
not only confirms gendered conservation leadership norms (McDonald, 2013), it even
reinforces masculine approaches to conservation and leadership. So, while gender norms
are challenged and sameness between men and women is accomplished (Deutsch, 2007),
gender norms are not necessarily renegotiated. It is through another type of response
though that FCLs use their agency to try to re-shape norms, albeit on a microlevel: by
starting constructive/educational conversations with those who shaped the
struggle(s). Such talks followed on for instance comments that reinforce traditional gender
roles:
“When they kind of bring up a topic about […] marriage for example, […] I'm
more freely able to kind of give them a perspective that is different from what
is normal in their society […]. Like marriage isn't the only option for women,
right? Like we also can choose our careers or can choose not to have kids and
things like this.” (18, Philippines).
In addition to norms, persisting attitudes are also believed to be changeable through
conversations. For this reason, Resson (Kenya) “spend[s] some time trying to educate the
people who are treating [conservation] as a trivial issue” with the eventual ambition of
transforming conservation into a field of work that is both understood and taken seriously
by people in her society.
The duality of doing and undoing gender in the practices of female conservation leaders
also becomes apparent in the reliance on a norm-conforming individual to avoid
(further) struggles. As norm-conforming persons are higher positioned on certain
exclusionary axes (e.g., because they are an older male), they are less likely to be
excluded than the female conservationists themselves. Therefore, FCLs sometimes
deliberately rely on such a person to be able to achieve their conservation goals. For some
participants, this was the only way to be heard and get their point across. This
phenomenon perfectly exemplifies the paradox of doing and undoing gender. In these
instances, FCLs have to stick to the normative script (i.e., doing gender) in order to enter
and/or keep their seat in the male world of conservation, with the latter being a form of
undoing gender. Depending on the axes of exclusion at play, participants had e.g. “to hire
a[n] [older male] consultant … just to go and talk with the government officers” (7, Vietnam),
were “riding [my father’s] wave in terms of respect, [which] made it a little bit easier to have
that acceptance … from those communities” (14, Belize), “had to send [a proposal] on behalf
of [my predecessor] because I was no one that day” (16, Brazil), or depended on “a male
[team member] to talk about what [I was] saying, because otherwise people in the community
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wouldn't hear what [I] was saying” (22, Brazil). In hiring new staff, participants sometimes
make sure the vacancy is filled with a norm-conforming (and thus a rather powerful)
person on which they can rely for some aspects of their work. This was mainly related to
work in the local communities: “Our community liaison officer is a man, and I will tell you that
is intentional, 'cause we need him to get in there and open the door.” (19, Belize).
Having to deal with a myriad of struggles as a result of non-conformity might invoke
behavior that strengthens one’s position in this non-conforming life. This is not an
uncommon phenomenon amongst female conservation leaders. Some participants used
negative incidents “as fuel … to prove a point” (3, Malaysia), as “a push to … prove them
wrong” (23, Kenya), to become more vested in their cause(s) and to enhance their (often
already present) determination: “My character is, when people tell me not to do it, I even
want to do it more” (7, Vietnam). This increase in determination makes it unlikely that
they eventually depart from the norm-deviating life they have chosen to pursue (although
in chapter 5 I have showed that feelings of despair do occur). The will to persist a
conservationists’ life – which is fueled by feelings of responsibility, see 4.3 – is indicated
by FCLs’ portrayal of perseverance following exclusionary struggles, for instance by
“writing more letters” (Karina, Philippines) or by having to “knock on the door and knock on
the door and [asking] ‘please invite me’.” (3, Malaysia). Various FCLs were confident that
“not going to give up” (Rachel, Nigeria), being “very persistent” (14, Belize) and “keep[ing]
on continuing” (13, Indonesia) eventually pays off: “it's only because we literally will go visit
them once a week and they realize that we're just not going to go away that they basically give
in” (Karina, Philippines). Maintaining a strong position in a norm-deviating life requires
hard work. Many participants shared the necessity to work hard(er) in response to the
challenges they had encountered, which is associated with the need to prove their
competence. This was not rarely assumed to be less compared to (White) men: “I think
myself and my female colleagues probably work twice as hard to just try and make sure that
we're proving ourselves on every front” (5, Kenya). As demonstrated in chapter 6, recognition
of their competence is believed to benefit the lived experience of FCLs, because of its links
with higher credibility. Working hard therefore aims at getting others, especially those who
question their competence, to recognize their capabilities, mainly by delivering good work:
“it was something that I had to really work hard on, to like get like credibility from the people to
show that I was capable of doing it.” (16, Brazil). Following similar reasoning, Iroro (Nigeria)
actively demonstrated her capabilities when engaging with critics:
“So when they go out in the field and they see that I'm climbing all the ropes and I'm not...
I'm like Tarzan, I'm not worried about falling or whatever, you know. Then they start to say,
oh my God, she's a man.” (Iroro, Nigeria) 6
Fransisca (Indonesia) shares this belief that “whenever you can show your performance, then
people can appreciate you more”, as does a Kenyan participant: “it's sort of like showing with
my work and the results, and, you know, the knowledge that I have and the skill set that I have.
Because I think that's all you can do.” (23, Kenya).
A final type of struggle-induced practices entails safety measures, which are linked to
struggles related to the (sexual) safety of FCLs. Nearly all participants who reported cases
of ending up in dangerous situations take safety measures when engaging in fieldwork
(which refers both to work with local communities as well as fieldwork in uninhabited
areas). Some of the participants did share that they also take extra measures when it
comes to safety without mentioning any confrontations with risky or dangerous situations.
Safety measures include, but are not limited to, “not travelling” (12, Kenya), “coordinat[ing]
very closely with the mayors … and the local police” (18, Philippines), “try[ing] to go in a team”
Note how in this case, people (i.e., men from a local community) expressed their appreciation of Iroro’s
capabilities by using the word ‘man’ (in other words: one of them).
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(Hotlin, Indonesia), and “always [being] with […] one or two guys” (Ravin, Malaysia). Safety
precaution does not only relate to pre-arranged measures, as one participant explains how
safety concerns are ingrained in her thoughts during fieldwork:
“if I'm […] interviewing a fisher alone, I kind of think about where the interviews take place. So
if it's inside the house … or outside. Are there other people who can see us? […] [A]m I totally
alone with this stranger?” (18, Philippines)
Likewise, Yara (Brazil) recalled leaving a field trip when her male companions started to
behave inappropriately:
“I said no, we're going back now. I thought I don't want to be with these two
men here in the middle of nowhere with a broken car. Because it will take days
until people notice we didn't come back and they start to look for us. I can't
handle this.”
Precautionary measures were not only created for FCLs themselves, but also for their team
members. In the example of one participant’s efforts to do gender mainstreaming at the
field level (see 4.2.2), various struggles interact with each other. In order to be able to
provide a good working environment for potential future female rangers, she has “to create
the safety measures” because “you all have to have very distinct boundaries when it comes to
working because they stay overnight” (19, Belize). The need for safety measures partly arises
from norms at the community level (which the participant considers a struggle to deal
with) and will lead to extra costs, which touches upon the ‘lack of resources’ struggle
mentioned earlier in section 4.3.
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8 Re-shaping norms – Compassionate
Conservation Leadership
In the previous chapter I highlighted the variety of ways in which female conservation
leaders use their agency in response to and to prevent struggles and the negative impacts
associated with these struggles. Although there are significant differences to be found
between these practices, they are all characterized by two commonalities. On the one
hand, they occur on a rather narrow spatial and temporal scale. Exemplary contexts are
meetings with government officials or local community members, during which the
interaction consists of one or multiple problematic actions or comments and the
consequent action(s) and/or comment(s) of the FCL, not least in the “spur of the moment”
(Resson, Kenya). Secondly, the reactions of the female conservation leaders are
predominantly deliberate (barring a few exceptions). Additionally, I demonstrated that a
significant proportion of these short-term responses deal with the duality of doing and
undoing gender, with gender norms being challenged, reinforced or re-shaped.
However, it is not only in these brief and deliberate responses to struggles that this duality
can be observed. The complex interaction between doing and undoing gender is also
present in the ways female conservation leaders do leadership and conservation. These
deeds are part of a leadership approach I call compassionate conservation leadership
(CCL). In contrast to the short-term responses of chapter 7, the practices that sit
underneath the umbrella of CCL are not necessarily direct reactions to struggles (although
they are related to the experiences of struggles); they are not always deliberate attempts
to mitigate (the direct impact of) struggles; and they take place in broader and
occasionally multiple contexts.
I conceptualize compassionate conservation leadership as a leadership approach that sits
at the intersection of gender, conservation and leadership and is characterized by the
following four aspects:
•
•
•
•

CCL is relationship-based;
CCL deals with the long term (i.e., future generations);
CCL (un)intentionally empowers other (marginalized) groups of people;
CCL is a complex interaction of doing and undoing gender in leadership and
conservation.

In this chapter I will elaborate on the concept of CCL, by means of discussing the four
characteristics of CCL. I will begin with shining light on the important position relationships
have within CCL (8.1), after which I will deal with CCL’s concern of the long term (8.2). I
then will move on to the empowering element of CCL (8.3). I end this chapter with
embedding CCL within different (gendered) styles of leadership and conservation
approaches, thereby highlighting its potential to renegotiate gendered leadership and
conservation norms (8.4). Additionally, throughout this chapter, I will illustrate how this
leadership approach ties to the exclusionary axes, norms and struggles outlined in the first
half of this thesis, as well as demonstrate how CCL is reflected in the practices, beliefs,
and attitudes of female conservation leaders.

8.1

Struggles, relationships and conservation

From the definition of compassion as “the feeling that arises in witnessing another's
suffering and that motivates a subsequent desire to help” (Goetz et al., 2010, p. 352),
two main characteristics can be distilled. First of all, feelings of compassion arise in relation
to other individuals. Therefore, relationships form a critical component of compassion.
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Secondly, those who show compassion have the ability to witness other people’s suffering
and act to help them. Following this, these two elements are important within the concept
of CCL as well, both of which will be discussed in this chapter. In this section, I will focus
on relationships by demonstrating how the interpersonal element that is critical for
compassion is present in the beliefs and practices of female conservation. However, as will
become clear hereafter, the relationship-based interactions of FCLs with other actors
extend beyond the mere sensitivity towards other’s suffering. Therefore, I choose to
discuss FCLs’ experiences with and beliefs concerning relationships in a rather broad
sense. Concretely, I pay attention to how FCLs perceive the importance of well-established
relationships with regard to struggles and conservation, as well as the critical role of trust
in the establishment of relationships.
Female conservation leaders consider relationships to be a very important asset in their
work. Acts of relationship building with various actors were therefore common among
FCLs. These actors include funders – one participant said that her organization started to
apply a more “relationship building, friendship building [fundraising approach with] a lot of
private donors” (12, Kenya) – but participants also brought up “[n]etworking not only with
the government but also with other NGOs” (Fransisca, Indonesia) as an important component
of their daily conservation work. For Karina (Philippines) and her colleagues, having a wellestablished relationship with the communities they work with was considered the
fundament upon which they would build their organization. As a result of this vision, “a lot
of the work that we did in the first two years was really not just getting on board the original
stakeholders that came to us with these issues, but also the wider communities.” The
establishment of a relationship with community members can for instance be achieved
when there is a feeling of relatability: “when they see you in the boat and you're doing
everything they're doing. And you're putting up with everything they're putting up with and
that... They’re just like, OK, somebody gets us.” (25, Belize).
Even when participants did not engage in relationship building with certain actors (not
least because obstacles prevented them from doing so), they expressed the desire to
create or have well-established relationships with those actors. One participant expressed
her frustrations resulting from failed attempts to establish a relationship with government
officials: “it was hard because this is many years of trying to build a bridge that didn't want to
be built on the other side.” (3, Malaysia). Very similarly, Karina (Philippines) said that she
“would love to say that I have an amazing group of government stakeholders that are supporting
us every step of the way and are working with us and have an official partnership, but I don't
get that.” Another participant wishes “that I would like to be able to be more present, to have
like a stronger relationship with other people from the community.” (16, Brazil).
The importance attributed to the presence of relationships and the desire to establish those
is motivated by the conviction carried by female conservation leaders that relationships
are vital for the attainment of conservation results. This relates among others to
government actors: “you get further when you work with like the government as a partner. You
can reach more things in conservation when you work with the political realm.” (16, Brazil).
Various participants indicated how a well-established (working) relationship with the
government as well as other actors enables or is even a necessity for doing conservation.
For example, Farina (Malaysia) explained how those “already known by the government
officials” were given a seat at the table to talk conservation with the government. Similarly,
a Kenyan participant mentioned that “building trust and creating positive relationships [with
government officials in a large infrastructure and biodiversity program] has been actually really
rewarding.” Additionally, she had similar feelings about such an approach in relation to
funders: “Again, it's about being known and having already established that relationship with
the donor.” (12, Kenya). In addition, Pelf (Malaysia) stressed the importance of good
(personal) relationships with community members to be able to do conservation work with
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her organization, by saying that she “wanted to become friends with them so that they become
my friends, so that I can rope them in to do conservation”. In discussing conservation work
in the community realm, she also stressed the need to “empathize with them”, since that
allows you to “connect at the deeper level” (Pelf, Malaysia) and thus understand the needs
and struggles in the community. This compassionate sensitivity towards communities is
also reflected in much of the regular work of FCLs, which includes “talk[ing] to people, […]
[and] try[ing] to have alternative livelihood programs where we […] train people” (3, Malaysia).
A Belizean participant had even stronger feelings about the role of personal relationships
in doing conservation. She added that “in fact, Belize operates on personal relationships. It’s
who you know, [and] where. That's how the business gets done.” (25, Belize). This relates to
both government officials and the leaders of other NGOs. Having a good relationship can
be considered that critical that one has to go through more struggles in order to obtain
that relationship. Camille (Philippines) shared that “[i]t's about gaining that relationship [with
government officials] and joining with the [sexist] jokes with them. They remember you also
with that, even though it's really annoying.”
Aiming to achieve conservation results can also be done through a different type of
relationship building, namely public outreach and advocacy. I consider this to be the
establishment of a relationship between an individual or an organization and the general
public which has the potential to contribute to FCLs’ conservation objectives. Public
outreach helps to generate respect and build credibility: “we have a good social media
presence and people can see the work that we do so they know that we’re legit.” (3, Malaysia).
It also has the potential to put pressure on the more powerful actors who exclude
participants (the so-called ‘gatekeepers’), so that “they can’t ignore us” (Karina,
Philippines).
Relationships are also associated with the occurrence of struggles. As demonstrated in
chapter 5, negative experienced faced by female conservation leaders are associated with
(the jeopardy of) impaired relationships. In turn, these damaged relationships can make
it harder to properly do conservation (see above). However, the interaction between
relationships and struggles is believed to work both ways, with good relationships being
associated with less struggles and thus a larger navigation space to do conservation. In
one particular example, a participant highlighted the role of a trust-based relationship with
regard to the emergence of struggles: “Because we have to have this level of trust between
us, there is no harassment. There's no, you know, racism or anything going on and we work
very professionally.” (7, Vietnam). In addition, Farwiza (Indonesia) recalled how she
experienced less fundraising-related struggles over the years because she and her
colleagues “developed better relationships with those who [then] become our partners and our
[financial] supporters”. Having to face less struggles in the context of fundraising implies
better chances of actually obtaining funding, which in turn enables the conduction of
conservation work (i.e., the navigation space is less restricted by financial challenges).
Likewise, another FCLs thinks she faces less obstacles “because I […] have built up kind of a
good relationship now, even with the government, with all government officials really.” (13,
Indonesia). Such relationships do not necessarily have to be newly created. Some
participants felt that the presence of “historical relationships” (12, Kenya) facilitated the
interaction with government officials: “So it was easier for me to engage with them because
I was a former employee, you know, now coming back and […] just engaging with people I knew
from before.” (23, Kenya). Since this example deals with the governmental context, it is
impossible to rule out the presence of sector-based power dynamics. The legacy of her
identity as a government official may have even given her an advantage power-wise, which
is associated with less struggles. Similar interactions between relationships and struggles
seem to be prevail in the context of communities. According to the experiences of some
of the participants, once the communities get to know, start to trust and build a
relationship with them, obstacles (start to) disappear: “I think now I wouldn't feel that I
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could have a [safety] issue because, well… the community knows me now.” (16, Brazil).
Likewise, Flávia (Brazil) experiences less exclusionary practices when engaging with
communities that she has known for a long time, as symbolized by the presence of a field
base there: “The places where I have a base, it's really easy. I can start and can talk with the
community directly [as opposed to having to rely on a male colleague for the communication].”
One participant even gave an example of how a good relationship with local communities
can mitigate struggles in a rather overt way. She explained how the community members
they collaborate with in the field are “kind of like looking out for us in a sense” (18,
Philippines), thereby reducing the likelihood of encountering safety-related struggles. For
some participants a trust-based relationship yielded (tangible) support, which facilitated
their conservation work. Both Ravin (Malaysia) and Farina (Malaysia) shared how some of
their conservation partners “give us additional manpower [and] help us with boats and fuel”
and “give me a lot of opportunities, they send me for training”, respectively.

8.1.1

Trust

Some of the quotes highlighted in the previous section already indicate the central position
of trust in the establishment of relationships that are associated with compassion,
conservation and struggles. The experiences of various FCLs support the notion that trust
is critical in the establishment of relationships. In order to craft relationships (e.g., with
local communities), multiple participants reported that they first cultivated trust between
them and the actor(s) of interest. Farina (Malaysia) did so by “being humble” and keeping
promises: “whenever I plan for something, I will make sure it happens because then it will build
trust between you and the other person”. The latter is an approach that is very much valued
and applied by Hotlin (Indonesia) as well: “[…] we started to build trust from that. Like
everything you sign, it has to be what you receive. […] Let us know if something is not right. So
we start from the beginning. Trust, transparency, honesty.”. A humble attitude and delivering
results were also identified as strategies of FCLs to avoid or mitigate struggles (see chapter
7), which again indicates the intricate relations between these phenomena. When
engaging with communities, Camille (Philippines) initially prioritizes trust above content:
“What I do when I go to the communities, I give them my trust first. I do not
talk about any project. I'm just saying like oh, I want to visit your area. I just
want to look. And I gather information first to the point that I established that
person’s trust before I tell them about the project.”
The benefits of having relationships of mutual trust were – among others – experienced
by Fransisca (Indonesia). Giving her trust to the local communities she engaged with
helped in getting them to “participate in the program that we do”. On the other hand, having
gained the trust from her colleagues helped her to be taken more seriously in her role as
(deputy) director.

8.1.2

Relational networks

While the examples outlined above consist solely of singular relationships between FCLs
and other actors, this is not to say that the perceived reduction in struggles and its
associated enhanced ability to do conservation were only attributed to individual
relationships. Networks, or interrelated groups of relationships, are believed to be related
to the experiences of struggles and conservation work in a similar way as singular
relationships. More specifically, this means that according to various FCLs, being part of a
network is also beneficial for achieving desired conservation results. Farina (Malaysia), for
instance, found out that “having a coalition [of different NGOs] is better than on your own”
when engaging with government officials. Likewise, Yara (Brazil) stressed that “this
networking has been very important […] because I am able to talk to people from this zoo world,
people in the government. So yes, it's helping me.” Another participant feels that building “a
network of people who can help one another” aids conservation work because “[y]ou don’t
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have to reinvent the wheel.” (25, Belize). The value and benefits a network can provide also
become apparent when one is confronted with its absence, which was experienced by a
Brazilian participant. She faced more difficulties in doing her conservation work once she
started to live abroad, because she did not “hav[e] the network that I had when I was in
Brazil” (16, Brazil).
Secondly, networks are associated with less confrontations with struggles, as being part
of a network might bring benefits in terms of credibility: “so people now know that we are
qualified. We are very well qualified. We have a lot of connections to the international
community, you know, who acknowledge us and know that we do good work.” (3, Malaysia).
Likewise, Camille (Philippines) emphasizes the need “to have allies. For example, I have to
partner with academics, I have to partner with bigger NGOs to still have that credibility.”
Finally, being a member of a network provides support to female conservation leaders. In
fact, in describing the support Farwiza (Indonesia) had received from mentors (see chapter
6) and donors, she explicitly referred to them as a “network of mentors” and “the network of
donors”. Other participants “find ways of working together” (23, Kenya) with female
conservationists and actively “collaborate with organizations that are led by females” (14,
Belize), thereby creating a support network for them and their female colleagues in which
they “com[e] together and talk about some of these challenges, […] as female leaders within
these organizations.” (14, Belize). On top of that, they “bring some of these collaborations to
the media, to everybody's attention [to] show how we embrace each other and how we support
each other.” (14, Belize). The participants’ sense of the importance of support networks
was also reflected in their desire see more of them put in place. Farwiza (Indonesia) “really
wish[ed] that women would protect each other better, would have the sense of sisterhood”,
while another participant “find[s] the lack of collegiality [among conservationists] shocking”
(25, Belize).

8.1.3

Collectiveness

A final concept in which the relational practices – which hold an important place within
CCL – of female conservationists comes to the fore is collectiveness. In discussing the
benefits of interpersonal approaches, various FCLs go beyond concrete relationships or
networks by stressing the importance of collective efforts in general and for the sake of
conservation.
Female conservation leaders show a high sense of awareness that conservation goals
cannot be realized through the actions of one individual. This realization drives their
initiatives to make “all the people […] part of this journey to [do conservation], [because] it’s
not only my personal journey. It’s like it should be of the local people, the organization and the
government, so everybody.” (13, Indonesia). Similarly, a Kenyan participant and her team
“wanted to really capture like everybody's voices, but then also not alienate the different groups
[in the communities]” (12, Kenya). Another participant enacts her beliefs that collective
efforts are more fruitful by carefully crafting the team that surrounds her: “[I know] I suck
at this. I'm really not good at this. But what I'm going to do is, I'm going to find somebody
who's really good at that. And I'm going to bring them to my team.” (25, Belize). Consequently,
she notices how her approach to leadership changed, as “[t]he ego diminishes” (25, Belize).
This observation resonates with the way other FCLs talk about their organization, in which
the acknowledgement of the collective is placed above the accomplishments of the ego.
Karina (Philippines) dismisses the idea of her organization being “a one woman show”, while
Ravin (Malaysia) repeatedly had to “make it very clear to [reporters], you cannot write articles
that highlight me entirely, you know. You have to talk about the guys I work with, what they
do.” The need for these clarifications followed Ravin’s sense of the importance of collective
efforts, but also the backlash caused in by her team members, who felt unacknowledged.
Likewise, while Resson (Kenya) realizes that her identity as a Black female conservationist
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does make her a ‘trailblazer’, she prefers to project this label onto the collective: “[t]he
community, each person who has been involved, is in their own right, the trailblazer [in
developing the organization].” Lastly, FCLs’ trivialization of the ego arises in the prioritization
of the stakes and wellbeing of the team, not seldom at the expense of personal gain, which
reflects a sense of compassion. They “don't wanna sabotage or cause unnecessary difficulties
to the organization, because it's not only about me” (19, Belize) and find it “important that it's
the organization and the team that composes the organization that moves forward to reaching
our goals and not any individual.” (25, Belize). Although such approaches derive from a wide
range of life experiences that shape one’s beliefs and actions, one participant learned to
“understand when you have to give up on something that [I] really wanted, because it would be
better […] for the team” (16, Brazil) from her experiences as a mother. Motherhood is a
shaper for more viewpoints held by female conservation leaders. This includes a long-term
vision on future generations, one of the main traits of CCL and the core topic of section
8.2.
The practices and beliefs outlined here are indicative of a leadership style that is
characterized by the rejection of a top-down hierarchy with a single leader at the top. This
style, which has been labeled bottom-up, relationship-based and collective leadership by
the participants, is analogous to the concept of post-heroic leadership as described by
Fletcher (2004) and will be discussed in more detail in 8.4.

8.2 Long-term perspective
Conservation, by its very nature, deals with the long term. As such, people working within
conservation contribute to the creation of long-term solutions and are required to possess
at least some form of long-term mindset in the engagement with their work. This includes
compassionate conservation leaders such as the FCLs, whose work by definition is
centralized around the field of conservation.
In general, female conservation leaders are very aware of the gap between current
interventions and future results: “the effect and the impact or the benefit of what we are
doing, maybe we cannot feel it right now, but we will feel it after a few years or even after 10
years or more than that.” (Fransisca, Indonesia). However, notions concerning the future
were not limited to this realization that “it might take us years” (Camille, Philippines) to
create lasting change. Within the lived experiences of female conservation leaders, the
long term also comes to the fore in relation to the shaping of conservation visions and
practices, but also to the concepts of succession, the presence of a greater conservation
goal and motherhood. For instance, long-term visions are reflected in the “hope that in the
near future the Vietnamese people would be able to have the opportunity to increase the
capabilities and be able to do conservation and able to do it properly” (7, Vietnam), the
ambition to “make sure that … our decisions are contributing to our strategy” (12, Kenya) and
Iroro’s (Nigeria) desire “to have like a long-term research program that supports students [and
that allows] the expertise [to] just grow over time.” Moreover, they are aware that the
realization of such visions will not be accomplished within one lifetime, which made many
of them raise questions regarding the operations of their organization once they are gone.
In other words, they raised the issue of succession.

8.2.1

Succession

Succession can be defined in a myriad of ways. However, regardless its conceptualization,
succession always addresses the future, which connects it to the long term (and thus to
CCL). For the sake of this research, I will view succession through an organizational and
ecological lens, both of which show relevancy regarding conservation in general, and
conservation leadership in particular. Moreover, both conceptualizations play an important
role in the lived experiences of female conservation leaders.
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In an organizational context, succession planning and succession management aim to
ensure leadership continuity in key positions within an organization through the
development of “internal talent to meet current or future needs of the organization”
(Rothwell, 2010, p. 6). Succession planning and management is an essential component
of being a leader and female conservation leaders are no exception in this. Karina
(Philippines) underlines the importance of succession, as she considers it to be essential
“to really keep [the organization] sustainable”. One participant already is
“very much in the process of, who, if I should keel over this afternoon, who would take care of
what? [because] I want [[organization]] to survive for decades to come… I will phase out me
and my role in, I don't know, the next few years or decade or whatever. When I'm no longer
relevant, then I'll phase myself out.” (25, Belize).
Likewise, Flávia (Brazil) “would like [to see] that [her organization] could walk alone”, while
another participant “hopes [that] [my female staff members] can take up my role as a
conservation leader” (13, Indonesia). One Belizean participant has a lot of faith in her
succession planning: “I am convinced that I can step away and the institution would be fine.”
(19, Belize). Some of the participants who raised this issue already have rather specific
notions with regard to who will take over once they step down. A Kenyan participant
mentioned that her ideal “succession plan is that I will like step out of my role and a Kenyan
will take it over” (12, Kenya). Others even let the prospect of succession influence some of
their current practices, anticipating on the inevitability of stepping down at one point.
Farwiza (Indonesia) is already “preparing the team to take on the roles that I do” and Karina
(Philippines) is “constantly looking at trying to hire like more youth to the organization so that
[…] hopefully I can step down at some level.”
These observations expose two phenomena. Firstly, the intentions and activities of female
conservation leaders in the context of succession reiterates the submission of their ego in
favor of the collective, that is the organization. Secondly, the desire of some of them to
let people with particular identities (e.g., women, youth, natives of the place where the
conservation work takes place) take over their leadership position reveals a second type
of successional process. In order to dive deeper into this process, we need to revisit
succession from an ecological perspective.
Succession is one of the most central concepts within ecology. Consequently, this makes
it a very relevant phenomenon for conservation since conservation is heavily infused by
ecological principles. The ecological concept of primary succession is “the process of
ecosystem development on barren surfaces where severe disturbances have removed
most vestiges of biological activity” (Walker & Del Moral, 2003, p. 1). This process starts
when the first (plant) species colonize this harsh environment, interact with each other,
and alter their environment. One of these interactions between plants and their
environment is facilitation. In this process, a pioneer species that has managed to establish
itself in the harsh environment has modified its environment in such a way that it has
enabled the establishment of another species (Walker & Del Moral, 2003). The concepts
of primary succession and facilitation form a useful analogy for the discussion of the
second, more inter-generational type of succession found among female conservation
leaders. This contrasts with organizational succession management, which has a more
intra-generational character.
Dominant power relations and prevailing prescriptive norms (see chapter 4) make the
conservation sector rather inaccessible for women. The facts that Iroro (Nigeria) was
“called a trailblazer” because of her conservation work and that Flávia (Brazil) was the “first
woman who started working […] in in-situ conservation in Brazil” are not-so-subtle testimonies
to the harshness of the conservation field for women, especially women of color. Even
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without explicitly being referred to as trailblazers, female conservation leaders can be
perceived as pioneers who have entered a domain that is dominated by (older) White men.
This pioneering role was not reserved for participants of this study, as some participants
acknowledged the importance of other women who preceded them in entering the
conservation field (i.e., the pioneers). In stating that “in many ways I am not a trailblazer in
this situation”, Resson (Kenya) highlighted the importance of the presence of the founder
of her organization in lowering the threshold for her to do conservation: “I think in many
ways because she's a woman, she has kind of taken the first hits of whatever obstacles will be
faced by women in that space. People are now used to seeing a woman involved in conservation.”
Another Kenyan participant realized that the female conservationists who “were in the field
like 20, 25 years ago [had it] much, much more difficult than it is now”. (23, Kenya). In similar
fashion, Ravin (Malaysia) “never experienced any difference” in the way her team members
treat her (compared to how they treat men) because of the fact that they were used to
taking orders from another woman (of a partner NGO), who has been in the field for a
long time. Thus, the trailblazers, whether they were part of the study or not, fulfilled the
role of facilitative pioneering species in the harsh environment that is conservation. Once
they had established themselves, their presence changed perceptions about who
conservationists should be, which made it easier for other women to follow.
In turn, many stressed the need to continue this process of inter-generational succession:
“it's important to inspire the next generation of ocean stewards, ocean guardians and ocean
leaders” (3, Malaysia); “I think it's time to build the next generation of conservationists”
(Farina, Malaysia). Not seldom were these intentions accompanied with a gender
component: “I really, really hope that there will be more women working in conservation and
not having to worry about being sexually harassed” (7, Vietnam); “[t]he future of conservation
is not me. It's going to be the 150 interns that are now gonna go into conservation because of
having an opportunity with us. So hopefully half of them will be women, which would be good.”
(5, Kenya).
More significantly, female conservation leaders contribute to the inter-generational
succession of conservationists, for instance by engaging in activities that aim to inspire
the next generation of conservationist (e.g., education). Many even take up a facilitating
role, in order to enable others to establish themselves as conservationists. Flávia (Brazil)
has been witness of inter-generational conservation succession in the context of the
communities her organization works with: “When [I] started 20 years ago, there were many
children in the fields, in the community and some of them, they're working in the [organization]
nowadays. It’s nice to see the development of each one of them.” In this case, by being a
conservationist, Flávia was a role model to the community members who ended up working
with her organization. Phrased differently: she was a source of passive support, which
various FCLs have experienced as having a positive influence on their lived experiences
(see chapter 6). Others are committed to a more deliberate or active type of support in
which various marginalized groups are empowered and/or thresholds are lowered to
facilitate them to become a conservationist. Following this story, it is evident that the
inter-generational succession, driven by pioneering and facilitating individuals, is not a
one-time event. On the contrary, it is a perpetuating process that is fueled by the
experiences of female conservation leaders. Both the types of practices that shape this
succession, as well as the drivers behind them, will be discussed in section 8.3.

8.2.2

Greater conservation goal

As I mentioned earlier, the presence of a long-term mindset is one of the requirements
for an individual to successfully engage in conservation. One of the forms in which such a
mindset takes shape is in a greater conservation goal, or a sense of purpose. It may come
as no surprise that a greater conservation goal forms the fundament for many of the
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decisions and practices of many FCLs, including those related to struggles. For instance,
one participant stressed her desire to focus on outreach-related work, as opposed to dayto-day logistics, because the former “is more important to the bigger picture of saving
[species]” (5, Kenya). Furthermore, Iroro’s (Nigeria) “deep passion to get […] lots of good
research going” is fueled by her long-term conservation visions, which subsequently shaped
her efforts to support local conservation students.
The greater conservation goal connects to struggles in distinct ways. For some, the desire
to reach a conservation objective works as a motivator to continue doing conservation,
despite having to deal with faced struggles: “at the end of the day, I set whatever feelings I
had aside or whatever challenges I had aside to fulfill that particular role [of a conservationist].”
(14, Belize). Moreover, Ravin’s (Malaysia) ambition to protect critically endangered
hornbills was the sole motivation for her to return to a hornbill breeding area known to be
the territory of armed men, essentially confronting herself with struggle-laden situations.
In her words: “I couldn't imagine abandoning observation [of the hornbills], though we are
scared [of the hunters]”. On one occasion, the prioritization of conservation came at the
expense of not paying attention to struggles concerning sexual harassment: “I was like,
well, I'm a conservationist, so I actually got to focus on my work. Why would I? I shouldn't be
worrying too much about this kind of thing?” (7, Vietnam). Moreover, she noticed a similar
mindset among other (female) conservationists in which “they didn't touch on these issues
[of gender-based violence] […] because their organization is a conservation organization, so
more focused on saving species and habitats. So they didn't touch on these issues.” (7,
Vietnam). In other words, the focus on doing conservation obstructs conservationists to
undo gender in conservation (that is, challenge the norms that normalize gender-based
violence in the conservation sector). Even when there was a desire to give attention to
issues that were less directly related to ‘saving species’, the initially set conservation goal
obstructed the ability to act on this desire, which can be considered a struggle in its own
right. Although one participant recognized many issues affecting the women of the
communities she worked in, she was unable to tackle those issues, because “I always have
to come back to our strategic plan, our [conservation] mission, you know. So I'm kind of checked
by that 'cause we're not a development organization.” (12, Kenya). We will later see that the
sensitivity to the struggles and needs of others displayed by this particular participant is
widespread among FCLs. In contrast, the fixation on a greater conservation goal made
other participants avoid the confrontation with struggles. Farwiza (Indonesia) highlighted
how certain responses to struggles might obstruct the achievement of conservation goals:
“if you respond harshly [to sexist remarks] at that moment, what would happen? How would that
fit into the bigger goals you're trying to achieve?” She added how she “keep[s] trying to think
that […] we have the bigger goal here. We have something else that we need to achieve and
[because of that, I] sort of push that sense of anger [that result from struggles] aside.” (Farwiza,
Indonesia). Likewise, Pelf (Malaysia) “want[ed] to focus my time and resources on other,
more important things rather than trying to resolve a conflict.”
When the interests of different (groups of) people align, struggles are less likely to arise.
This holds true for conservation interests as well. Farwiza (Indonesia) believes that the
presence of a shared goal of conserving the same ecosystem amongst different (groups
of) people “forces some of the more conservative patriarchal persons to come into acceptance
that they are working in close collaboration” with e.g. women. As we have seen earlier, many
struggles are associated with the lack of acknowledgement of women as conservationists.
The alignment of conservation goals thus seems to shift the focus from the ‘woman
identity’ of female conservationists towards their ‘conservationist identity’, making
exclusionary struggles less likely to occur. This common conservation interest can even be
applied as a tool to challenge struggles of, for instance, discouragement. In dealing with
the discouraging comments from others about her desire to do field work, Iroro (Nigeria)
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attempted to shift the focus of the conversation to the greater conservation goal that was
shared by her and the people who discouraged her:
“[I say] how about we think about what I'm trying to achieve? What if it works?
What if we really do save the species? Then you see it's almost as if you take
away the platform from under their feet and they're … sort of changing their
narrative and start to go along with the flow.”
Finally, a greater conservation goal underlies FCLs’ lack of interest in personal gains.
Farina (Malaysia) “keep[s] telling [her]self that I don't want any credit for this, you know.
What I'm doing, this is for the sake of the elephants.” Likewise, Fransisca (Indonesia) has
“no personal interest, in terms of career”, which allows her to focus on her conservation
objectives. This supports the suggestion that the ego of female conservation leaders is
subordinated to the collective, with the collective entailing both the social (i.e. other
humans) and the natural (the greater conservation goal).

8.2.3

Motherhood

In addition to conservation and leadership, long-term perspectives – as they are reflected
in the lives of female conservation leaders – are related to a third identity found among
(several) FCLs: motherhood. Various FCLs hold beliefs about views on the future and being
a mother, or a woman in general: “looking far ahead […] are skills that women have, especially
those who have had kids. You're not just thinking for today. You're thinking for tomorrow. […]
[W]e've got a much longer-term panorama.” (25, Belize). Fransisca (Indonesia) even acts
upon such beliefs by making women conservation champions, since “they want to make
sure that their kids live properly.”
Living at the intersection of motherhood and conservation manifests itself in three rather
distinct ways. Firstly, characteristics attributed to the identity of a mother are believed to
enhance the ability to do conservation:
“I think that women make much better conservationists. And it is because of this fact that we
are mothers. […] We are constantly looking towards the future because we are the ones that
are thinking about the future of our children.” (Karina, Philippines)
Thus, by combining notions about motherhood and conservation, female conservation
leaders (unintentionally) utilize the (essentialist) perception of women as having a natural
concern for the future to strengthen their position as conservationists. In doing so, they
adhere to rather traditional roles of women as caregivers of children. However, they
simultaneously challenge dominant gender roles in the conservation context, which
prescribe that conservation should be done by men.
Secondly, motherhood acts as an incentive for female conservationists to persevere.
Fransisca (Indonesia) “wants to do something for my kids, for their future life”, which is her
main motivation “to keep working in conservation”. A Belizean participant does “think [that]
the field of environment is a bit depressing in some ways. […] But I do see that we have that
motivation of saying, no, my kids need this. Like this is what the future needs.” (19, Belize).
This focus on the needs of the future, especially those of children was reflected in another
participant’s feelings about this topic: “I work with conservation, so I always wanted to make
this world a better place. But now that I have a daughter, it's like that I have a better reason
for that.” (16, Brazil). Even without having children herself, the words “I don't plan to have
children, so it's not like I have children to fight for” (3, Malaysia) are rather indicative of how
having children could be a motivation to persevere in doing conservation. Likewise, Karina
(Philippines) “can't imagine like having children and then like basically telling them that I'm not
doing anything for their future.”
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Finally, and contrastingly, various struggles are rooted in (the prospect of) being a mother,
which obstruct the ability to do conservation. Challenges include the inability to do
conservation (properly) because of the need of having to carry and raise children.
Fransisca (Indonesia) shared how she temporarily “gave up my career actually because I
[had] to take care of my babies” while a Brazilian participant “stopped working for a while to
raise my daughter” (16, Brazil). A Kenyan participant recalled how she “couldn’t come to the
field [because] I was pregnant”. She added that in general, she nowadays does not engage
with the communities “as much as I used to, ‘cause I’ve got kids and am married now” (12,
Kenya). “[T]he thought of carrying the child for nine months” and her subsequent absence
from the field is a major reason why Ravin (Malaysia) “feel[s] like I will disappoint everybody
around me if I were to have children”, even though she “would love to have kids”. In addition,
the dual identities that female conservationists with children carry is burdensome when it
comes to “trying to juggle your passion and love of work in the field and work with wildlife with
raising a family.” (25, Belize). Merging the life of a conservationist and the life of a mother
“has been the hardest part” (19, Belize) for a participant, “because I want to do my job well.
I do. I really do. Like I want to do it well, but at the same time I want to be a mother to my
kids.” Fransisca (Indonesia) shared that experience – “I have to really carefully divide my
time so I won't lose my quality time with my kids. Because I really want to be a full-time mother
as well for them, […] the mother that they consider is really there.” For a Brazilian participant,
the need to balance her personal and her professional life reinforces her feelings of selfdoubt:
“Especially now that I have to divide my work between being a mother and a scientist for
example. So I was suffering from this a couple weeks ago because … I don't have time to sit
and read a paper. Like I don't deserve the title that I’m looking like forward to have because I
have to take care of my children.” (16, Brazil)
By now it has become clear that a longer-term panorama is part and parcel of the beliefs
and practices of female conservation leaders, whether this is associated with conservation,
leadership, motherhood of all of these. This long-term panorama is associated with the
efforts of female conservation leaders to create long-term changes in the conservation
field, contributing to the accessibility of the sector. The next section seeks to address this
relation in more detail.

8.3 Empowerment & long-term change
Long-term perspectives and empowerment, two key elements of CCL, meet each other at
the desires of female conservation leaders to change and their actual acts of changing the
conservation sector, which revolve around enhancing its accessibility and inclusivity. These
conservation-changing practices are simultaneously rooted in the lived experiences of
female conservation leaders - which comprise of experiences of struggles (chapter 4), the
impacts of those (chapter 5) and phenomena believed to be associated with a reduction
in struggles (chapter 6) - and their empathy. The latter refers to the sensitivity towards
the challenges faced by other (marginalized) groups of people that was widely shared
among FCLs.
While the acts of FCLs that I highlighted in chapter 7 are also closely related to their
experiences of struggles, they show salient differences compared to the sort of practices
that I will elaborate upon here. Whereas in direct responses to struggles FCLs wield their
agency predominantly for their own benefit in the ‘here and now’, the practices that I will
discuss here influence the lived experiences of other individuals in the long run. More
specifically, in this section I will highlight the relevancy of empowerment – the third
characteristic of compassionate conservation leadership – in the approaches female
conservation leaders take towards conservation leadership by demonstrating that
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empowering notions and actions are woven throughout FCLs’ practices of enhancing the
accessibility of the conservation sector. It is in these practices that long-term notions such
as the greater conservation goals and succession notably come to the fore. Concretely, I
argue that by using their agency to (un)intentionally support (marginalized) groups of
people, female conservation leaders increase the conservation field’s accessibility and
inclusivity, which contributes to the succession in conservation, both within the
organizational context and the inter-generational context that deals with facilitative
pioneers (analogous to ecological succession, see 8.2.1). In turn, the securement of future
conservationists is a crucial step in reaching greater conservation goals (which take
generations to be achieved).
Hereafter, I will elaborate on the arguments posed above by shining light on how FCLs
aim to re-shape the conservation sector (and thus contribute to in-conservation
succession), as well as the drivers behind these practices. These practices include
introducing younger generations to the field (8.3.1), as well as supporting those
generations to enable them to enter the industry (8.3.2). Furthermore, they are rooted in
values of equality and diversity, their own lived experiences and in empathy.

8.3.1

Influencing future generations

Securing the long-term availability of conservationists starts with introducing a new
generation to the field of conservation. Female conservation leaders value acts of
“plant[ing] in [the] hearts and minds [of young folks] the seed of conservation” (Farwiza,
Indonesia) to ensure continuity in their own organization and in the sector as a whole.
One participant even went so far to call this her “life mission” (16, Brazil). Not only did they
acknowledge the importance of this introduction, many of them also actively contributed
to influencing potential future conservationists. Various FCLs engage in education to “make
sure these kids grow up to love turtles and advocate for the environment” (Pelf, Malaysia), “to
build the next generation of conservationists” (Farina, Malaysia) and “to build something inside
these people, these future leaders” (16, Brazil). Internships are predominantly used as an
introduction strategy to ensure organizational succession, while lectures often aim at
influencing young individuals in a broader social and temporal context, contributing to the
long-term succession in the sector. Although education forms the main medium to get
younger people acquainted with conservation, other approaches are used as well. Rachels’
(Nigeria) attempts “of increasing conservation awareness and awakening conservation issues
within the social media landscape, within the media space” exemplify this.
By their very nature, acts that aim to influence future generations to enter the
conservation field are characterized by long-term perspectives. The fact that many FCLs
engage in such acts therefore supports the argument that long-term thinking is widely
present among female conservation leaders.

8.3.2

Empowering acts of support

As stated earlier, conservation leadership approaches taken by FCLs entail (but are not
limited to) acts of empowerment and acts that transform the conservation sector. In fact,
it is through acts of empowerment that FCLs re-shape the accessibility of the conservation
sector, essentially making both types of acts co-constituted. In addition, these
empowering actions reflect compassion. From the conceptualization of empowerment as
the “processes by which those who have been denied the ability to make choices acquire
such an ability” (Kabeer, 1999, p. 437), it follows that empowering individuals (i.e. those
who contribute to these processes of acquiring the ability to make choices) recognize
another’s suffering (in this case the inability to make choices) and help them to change
that situation. In other words, they are compassionate individuals (Goetz et al., 2010).
This link between empowerment and compassion resonates with my earlier posed
argument that empowering practices are an important part of CCL.
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FCLs empower other individuals by means of supporting them. In order to better
understand how this works, I draw from the empowerment framework of Kabeer (1999)
to introduce the concept of resources. Broadly defined, resources constitute all preconditions needed for an individual to wield their agency in becoming empowered (Kabeer,
1999). Through their actions, whether they are deliberate or not, female conservation
leaders provide other individuals (some of) the resources that increase their agency and
facilitate their empowerment. Note that FCLs are not always capable to provide all
resources required by other individuals to become empowered, but the acts of support I
will describe in this section contribute to at least some of the needed pre-conditions.
In line with the distinction I have made earlier between the two types of support FCLs
receive (see chapter 6), I pose that the forms of support provided by FCLs can also be
divided into passive (or unintentional) and active (or deliberate) support. As I will
demonstrate later, both passive and active support might provide the resources that
others require to be empowered. The parallel that can be observed between FCLs both
receiving and providing support is no coincidence. As a matter of fact, this duality clearly
reflects the successional process in which FCLs are both the beneficiaries of the facilitative
pioneers who entered the conservation field before them and the facilitators of those who
come after them (i.e., future generations of conservationists). We will later see that this
successional process is strongly shaped by the lived experiences of female conservation
leaders. However, first it is time to have a look at how the acts of support of female
conservation leaders empower other individuals.

8.3.2.1

Passive support

Comparable to how FCLs were inspired by women who work(ed) in a sector dominated by
men, their non-conforming presence in the male field of conservation is a source of
inspiration for aspiring conservationists, especially those who carry similar identities as
the FCLs (amongst which gender was the most prominent one) 7: “I've been approached by
so many young kids, who write to me asking for advice on what to do. Because they really want
to do this work.” (3, Malaysia); “parents [are] writing emails to me and ask, oh my kid wants
to be a conservationist, how can I help her?” (7, Vietnam); “I got so many messages from
young girls that are like just starting university or are in university that look at me as an
example.” (16, Brazil); “I know of one Nigerian lady who is now deeply into conservation who
keeps saying that I'm her role model.” (Rachel, Nigeria). Additionally, the FCLs’ normdeviating actions that were often quite essential in becoming a conservationist were
inspiring to many women. When Ravin (Malaysia) was the only woman in a fifty-person
expedition, “a lot of women came up to [her] and said, go! Be that person to show that we can
do it too!” In this sense, it is not the female conservation leader herself who encourages
others to undo gender, but her own acts of undoing gender. Similarly, after her
organization had implemented restoration practices in communities as part of her holistic
approach to conserve forests, Hotlin (Indonesia) noticed that women were also working
on the fields, a practice usually done by men. After asking them about their motivation,
they explained to her that the fact that Hotlin’s organization was predominantly femaleled was the inspiration for them do engage in reforestation, essentially undoing gender.
Likewise, Yara (Brazil) had many community women coming to her saying that she was
an inspiration: “Because by looking at me, driving, living in my own house, running a project,
they started to want things. They started to want to study. They started to do different things.
They wanted to drive.”

7
Later in this section I will demonstrate that the similarities between identities of female conservation leaders
and the identities of those who are (actively or passively) supported by the conservation leaders are no
coincidence.
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A Belizean participant has even witnessed
“a drastic change from the time I came [to the communities] in 2012 to now where women are
more active in terms of the activities that they do, in terms of their involvement, whether that
be farming or whether that be at the leadership level, or decision-making at the community
level.” (14, Belize)
This shows that by deviating from norms at the microlevel, female conservation leaders
possess the ability to ignite the process of re-shaping gender norms and power relations
at the higher levels of e.g. local communities. Phrased in the terminology of the framework
of Kabeer (1999), the feeling of inspiration that other women acquire from FCLs’ undoing
gender is a resource that facilitates them to increase their agency. While this inspiration
by itself may not be enough to choose a norm-defying way of life, it is likely that they
have a higher degree of choice compared to their earlier lives, when FCLs were not a part
of their lived experiences. While female conservation leaders might have ignited
empowering processes, it is unlikely that they achieve this empowerment on their own.
According to Kabeer (1999), individuals are unable to address structural inequalities.
Instead, she stresses the importance of collective solidarity in the public arena, in addition
to the individual assertiveness of e.g. FCLs to create lasting impact. Thus, it is likely that
the collective action of various female community members following the FCLs’ normdefying acts were decisive in re-shaping gender norms at the community level. That is not
to say that the role of FCLs in this story is redundant, as their inspiring ways of living gave
rise to this collective action in the first place.
It is also in being a source of inspiration for others that we can observe the earlier
described phenomenon of conservation-wide succession. As mentioned earlier, some
participants did not consider themselves (or cannot be considered) pioneers in the harsh
environment of the male-dominated conservation field, because other women already
went into conservation before them. In some cases, these ‘true’ pioneers served as role
models for the FCLs and had a significant contribution in helping the participants persevere
through the encountered struggles. Now that they have settled into the conservation field
at a level that receives quite some (international) attention, it is the FCLs themselves who
are a role model for the next generation. This cycle of inspiration is nicely captured by a
Brazilian participant: “It's funny that [I am] inspiring people. 'cause I kind of like try to be
inspired by others, like [redacted] is an inspiration for me or [redacted] is an inspiration for me
and I have many women that inspire me.” (16, Brazil). Coincidentally, one of the role models
quoted by her was another participant in this study.
Being an inspiration to others is not necessarily always a one-way support. Knowing that
their work inspires others serves as a motivation for several participants as well, making
the inspirational role of female conservation leaders a source of mutual support:
“But then there have been people who have just dropped me a message to say …I've been
following your work and it's really inspired me … [K]eep up the good job, … keep up the good
fight and you inspired me to be a better version of myself. And then I'm like, how can I quit
now? You know that people who are looking at me as a source of inspiration and what kind of
inspiration would I be if I just quit?” (3, Malaysia)
While many cases of passive support are unintentional and come forth out of the practices
that female conservation leaders consider ‘part of the conservation job’, that is not to say
that passive support is completely free of deliberation. One of the motivations of a
participant to pay attention to the gender balance within her organization is the “hope that
that is spreading into the rest of the conservation sector” (5, Kenya) or, in other words, the
ambition to alter gender-based power relations in conservation. Similarly, Resson’s
(Kenya) fundraising efforts – on her own as a Black woman – aim at both undoing gender
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and undoing race: “hopefully it opens a world for other people who look like me to appear
there.” In addition, the relatively high exposure that comes with a leadership position
provides the opportunity to make use of this inspirational influence for the sake of both
people and conservation. Multiple FCLs recalled not only the ambition, but also actual
deliberate acts of inspiring other people to do conservation, undo gender or, just like
themselves, a combination of both. One participant feels “it's important for me to pass on
that message to any women out there that you can be whatever you want to be.” (3, Malaysia).
Karina (Philippines) and her team intentionally “market our organization as [youth- and
female-led] […] for those other women and those other youth that also aspire to do these things
and are faced with the same challenges. We want for them to see that you can do it.” For similar
reasons, a Brazilian participant considers it “part of her life mission […] [to show] my life daily
life as a conservationist and as a mother and a scientist” (16, Brazil). For others, this
influencing role is less self-evident: “It's always definitely a challenge for me to put myself out
there, because that's not kind of the thing that I am comfortable doing or even interested in
doing. But I see the importance of putting myself out there” (18, Philippines). The importance
she referred to is closely related to notions of representation and empowerment:
“if people know about women in these positions who are in the conservation field, who look like
them, who have the same background as them, who kind of have the same cultural traits, you
know, [they know] that they also have a place in conservation or in any field that they want to
enter, and any career that they want to pursue.” (18, Philippines)
This was not the only link between representation and empowerment that emerged from
the lived realities of female conservation leaders. On the contrary, various female
conservation leaders are conscious about representation and actively address this issue.
This brings us to the more active ways in which female conservation leaders support other
people, which will be discussed below.

8.3.2.2

Active support

A first way in which female conservation leaders actively support other individuals (in this
case, aspiring conservationists) is through practices that contribute to a more inclusive
(and thus more accessible) conservation sector. Such practices are rooted in values of
representation, equality and diversity and facilitate the empowerment of other aspiring
conservationists by creating a sense of relatedness to the conservation sector. To
illustrate, when Rachel (Nigeria) “started out in conservation, it was 90% White people when
I'm talking about field-based conservation.” Such images create a sense of alienation from
the conservation field for local conservationists of color, discouraging them to enter the
field in the first place. In other words, their degree of choice to do conservation was limited
by the lack of representation within conservation. In a variety of ways, FCLs are committed
to increasing the representation and diversity within the context of their own organization.
Other individuals’ exposure to conservation organizations in which they recognize
themselves shows them that they can do conservation too. This might boost their selfconfidence, or ‘power within’ (Kabeer, 1999), enabling them to pursue their choice to do
conservation. In this regard, representation, but also equality and diversity operate as
resources – or conditions – necessary for an aspiring conservationist to become
empowered. The role FCLs (can) play in facilitating and contributing to the ability of others
to make their own life decision is nicely captured by one participant in explaining why she
believes women should also have the ability to become a ranger: “[F]air is fair. […] If you
want the job as the ranger, by all means you should be able to have it if you want.” (19, Belize).
The challenge of making people relate to conservation is one of the reasons why one
Filipino participant “has always been very conscious about the fact that we need to have local
conservationists represent the NGO” (18, Philippines). Additionally, her organization acts
upon this consciousness as much as possible:
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“In media, press releases that involve videos or interviews as much as possible, we put a
Filipino in there to like present, for example, the results of a study. And it's not a White man
who is doing that and things like this.” (18, Philippines)
As I will demonstrate here, inclusivity is not limited to race, as female conservation leaders
also have showed to be attentive to the engagement of people with other identities that
wield relatively little power, such as women and youth.
Issues of representation, which mainly revolve around race and local representation, are
predominantly addressed in the hiring of new staff. Karina (Philippines) and her colleagues
are “very committed to hiring only here in Palawan”, an attitude that is shared by other
participants: “I really want to promote Kenyans.” (12, Kenya); “I'm very keen to ensure that
we have local coordinators taking over local country coordinator positions.” (25, Belize). Among
other reasons, this is partly motivated by socio-economic concerns, “because we want to
promote employment in that area” (12, Kenya). Representation is also a topic of concern
when it comes to organizational succession: “I would very much like that person to be a
woman from one of the countries where we work, first and foremost. But again, it's back to who
is the best candidate to me.” (25, Belize). The second half of this quote indicates that
representation (and thus diversity) should not overrule competence, which I have
identified as an influential aspect in the mitigation of struggles faced by female
conservationists (see chapter 4). It also shows that acting upon such values should
contribute to conservation objectives and not obstruct conservation work.
Recruiting also appears to be a relevant approach in addressing issues of inequality, more
specifically gender inequality within the organizations of FCLs. Gender neutral recruitment
is perhaps the most well-known method to reduce gender inequality in the recruitment
process. Various FCLs (cl)aim to base their recruitment choices on merit, thereby striving
to limit potential gender bias. Hotlin (Indonesia), for instance, “recruit[s] people not because
of gender, ethnicity. We recruit people because of their passion, their willingness, their character,
their ability to work with us.” Similarly, Rachel (Nigeria) is
“not like the kind of person who feels like, oh it must be women who work for
me, or it must be men. For me, it was just like, if you're good at the job,
you're passionate about it just as I am, oh, welcome to the team.”
Such views were supported by Yara and Flávia (Brazil), who intend to choose “the best
candidate” (Yara, Brazil) for the job. While the ideology of meritocracy has the potential to
obscure gender practices, thereby failing to address gender imbalances (Van den Brink et
al., 2010), the fact that many of the participants’ teams are actually balanced in gender
(or even dominated by women) indicates that the employment approaches used by female
conservation leaders challenge the status quo of female underrepresentation.
However, not all FCLs can be considered free of deliberation in the employment of new
staff. While not targeting women per se, Iroro (Nigeria) often finds herself hiring female
undergraduate students to be part of her organization. She believes this has to do with
the fact that “they’re very hard working. Like you know, like they put in a lot of time. They
don't just take anything for granted” (Iroro, Nigeria). Comparably, another participant is
“trying to pick the best candidate for [a] position [in her team]. I really am.” (25, Belize).
However, she adds that “I'm doubly happy when it is a woman, because I just know that there's
so much more stacked against women then there is against men.” (25, Belize). Moreover,
multiple FCLs deliberately strive towards having an organization that is characterized by a
balanced gender ratio: “I think my camp is already almost always 50/50 (inaudible) fantastic
and we really actively make sure that that is the case.” (5, Kenya); “[I]n the structure of our
institution, the higher positions are 50/50 almost. I have half women, half men.” (19, Belize).
Oftentimes, this requires a rather active approach. Karina (Philippines) and her colleagues
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“have a policy at our organization that we hire male, female”, while another participant projects
her consciousness of gender imbalances onto the internship program of her organization:
“So soon as we feel we've got too many women or too many men, we try and rebalance it by
bringing in interns of the other gender.” (5, Kenya). The latter participant extends gender
equality practices beyond her own organization by ensuring that half of the community
members that participate in her conservation efforts are female, which again suggests that
the acts of FCLs are not only influential within the sphere of organization.
Besides being related to an emerging sense of relatedness to the conservation sector and
a linked increase of power within, the inclusion of individuals who carry less powerful
identities through employment is associated with another, rather straightforward resource
that facilitates them to choose to do conservation. Through the mere act of hiring
marginalized individuals, FCLs equip them with the resources to do conservation (i.e., a
conservation job). Moreover, this position might reinforce the empowerment process, as
income (generated through the job) is another resource that facilitates the ability to make
strategic life choices.
Finally, the value of equality is reflected in the ways female conservation leaders enact
their consciousness about the perceived inequality in status and power. For instance,
Hotlin (Indonesia) and her organization
“don't want to look different with other people. And we live among the people in
the village, so we don't live in a fancier house than the rest of the people in the
community. We eat the same food and we go to work with bike”
Similarly, many of Resson’s (Kenya) initiatives revolve around “leveling this field [of
conservation]” and “mak[ing] sure that people feel included”, for example with regard to the
discrepancy between treatment of team members and external funders (from the Global
North): “If our team, who is there everyday, sleeps with blankets, why are we buying duvets
for people who come in twice a year?” (Resson, Kenya).
Initiatives that stimulate representation and equality within an organization contribute to
an increase in the diversity of that organization as well. It may therefore come as no
surprise that FCLs recognize the importance of diversity, as well as enact these sentiments.
Farwiza (Indonesia) is “proactively making a conscious choice of broadening the diversity in
our team members”, as is Flávia (Brazil), who aims to include “not just the White researchers,
but also Black researchers, [and] Indigenous researchers [at the institute, where] possible”.
Whereas representation and equality were mainly points of concern with regard to race
and gender and were predominantly addressed in the organizational realm, the pleas for,
and acts of increasing diversity encompass also other identities that are often uniformly
represented in the conservation field. Flávia (Brazil), for instance, “likes to include younger
people”, a group that is often discriminated against (see 4.1.3). Similarly, another
participant challenges the perception that only ecologists and biologists make good
conservationists by including people with diverse backgrounds in her team: “we have people
who have teaching experience, we have people who are marketing and PR experience, we have
gender specialists.” (7, Vietnam). Additionally, the need for diversity is also stressed in
contexts outside the own organization. For instance, in the context of international
conservation committees, one participant “sometimes speak[s] out about the fact that we
need more representation. Whether it's by gender or by ethnicity, we need more diversity” (3,
Malaysia).
While promoting diversity and equality in conservation battles the discrimination of
marginalized groups of people, such acts are not solely grounded in arguments of social
justice. A more diverse conservation sector is believed to be associated with an increased
ability to do conservation. A rather straightforward example of this is the advantage of
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having a gender-balanced team when engaging in physically demanding (field)work (which
is one of the struggles faced by various FCLs, see 4.3), which was reflected in FCLs’ wishes
“to have more guys on the team because […] sometimes in the field you need, you know,
someone to carry heavy equipment and stuff like that.” (3, Malaysia); “when we were recruiting
earlier this year, we were hoping to have some males because we do have to carry equipment
up and down the stairs and stuff and we were hoping to have some men to help us out.” (7,
Vietnam). That is not to say that a male-dominated team is preferred, as FCLs generally
aim for balance: “we need both [men and women]. We need both physicalities, we need both
sensitivities.” (5, Kenya). Beyond physical aspects lies a deeper belief that the variety in
perspectives that are found within a diverse organization brings various benefits:
“we always need constantly new ideas to encourage innovation. We need those differences.
People who see things from different perspectives. People who are ignoring certain things but
bring a […] whole new level of value in another. [We need differences] to train each other. [We
need differences] to keep ourselves accountable as well, by having the diversity.” (Farwiza,
Indonesia)
This idea is supported by an FCL who “think[s] there’s a huge benefit [in having] both [male
and female] perspectives” (5, Kenya). Likewise, the notion that different groups of people
have different perspectives has been the main reason for Flávia (Brazil) “to include younger
people [who have] new ideas and a different way [of] see[ing] the world.” The diversity in
discipline throughout her organization that was highlighted by a Vietnamese participant
was also considered an asset regarding the ability to do conservation. These perspectives
resonate with the pleas of Manolis et al. (2009) and Green et al. (2015) that conservation
leaders should increase diversity in conservation by including underrepresented groups
and individuals with different backgrounds and perspectives, respectively, into the sector.
On a final note, contexts that are characterized by a high diversity (such as international
conservation communities) are less likely to be dominated by (gender) norms, which
makes instances of judgement of norm-deviating behavior less likely to occur. This was
experienced firsthand by a Vietnamese participant who felt more accepted during her
studies in England, as well as by Farwiza (Indonesia), who works among a diverse
community of NGOs with a shared goal of protecting the Leuser rainforest in Sumatra. Not
only does she believe that being part of this “broad group of people, these weirdos wanting
to protect Leuser” (Farwiza, Indonesia) makes it easier for her to blend in, reducing the
attention on what are considered her oddities in more local contexts, she also believes
that this diversity enhances acceptance and tolerance: “I do think that having that kind of
diversity forces us to learn about each other. And to learn about what is important for each
group that a person represents.” (Farwiza, Indonesia).
From this follows that diversity in conservation – both in an organizational and
international context – is related to better being able to do conservation, whether that is
through an increase in ability to carry out specific tasks, more innovation, or a lower
likelihood to be at the receiving end of struggles that are rooted in norm non-conformity.
In this regard, it can be argued that a more diverse conservation sector is better suited to
contribute to the achievement of (greater) conservation goals.
Lowering thresholds for future conservationists
Until now I have interpreted the acts of support conducted by female conservation leaders
as the provision of resources that facilitate the increase in agency and thus the
empowerment of those individuals that are targeted by this support. However, viewing
this empowerment through the eyes of the supported (as opposed to the FCLs) allows us
to shine light on the accessibility of the conservation sector. Take FCLs’ efforts to increase
gender diversity, for example. A widespread presence of women in conservation will boost
the self-confidence of a young girl with conservation ambitions, as she now feels that
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working in conservation is a realistic option for her. Consequently, her perceived threshold
to enter the sector has been lowered. Thus, FCLs’ actions that increase the power
within/agency of aspiring conservationists can just as well be considered efforts to lower
the threshold for them to do conservation. Multiple participants believe that their actions
contribute to a lower threshold to enter conservation: “I think people have definitely noticed
and they know that women interns are incredibly welcome [at our organization].” (5, Kenya).
Likewise, another Kenyan participant thinks that the embraced gender-neutral culture in
her organization makes it a more accessible organization to others, especially women.
Another method that increases conservation’s accessibility is the removal of financial
barriers for aspiring conservationists. In discussing the internship program of her
organization, one participant highlighted that “Kenyans all come for free, you know, we
sponsor them” (5, Kenya). A Filipino FCL holds a similar approach:
“[I]n order to encourage Filipinos to join or pursue that dream [of working in
conservation], we wanted to give them an opportunity to do it with us without
the volunteer donation, to be able to come and get trained in the field.” (18,
Philippines)
Such practices touch upon notions of social justice within conservation, but also on the
greater conservation goal. Iroro’s (Nigeria) dream of having a long-term research program
in order to be able to (financially) support Nigerian conservation students would increase
the chances of those students to enact their conservation ambitions. This greater access
for local conservationists is associated with enhanced representation and thus contributes
towards the decolonization of conservation. In addition, the training of Nigerian students
strengthens the conservation expertise within the country, which will contribute to the
achievement of conservation objectives.
Iroro is far from the only female conservation leader who strives to increase the capacities
of potential future conservationists for the sake of both the natural world and the
conservationists themselves. In addition to lowering thresholds and the removal of
potential barriers, equipping aspiring conservationists with the means to do conservation
is a second approach of female conservation leaders to clear the way into conservation,
especially for those who are likely to be excluded from doing conservation. As mentioned
earlier, these actions serve two purposes. They contribute to the empowerment of
marginalized individuals, thereby advancing the inclusivity of the conservation domain.
Secondly, a larger influx of conservationists facilitates the fulfillment of conservation goals
(and thus the conservation of biodiversity and the well-being of local communities).
I have identified two ways in which female conservation leaders equip prospective
conservationists with the means necessary to do conservation, namely capacity building
through the provision of opportunities (most notably internship positions or job
opportunities) and mentoring. I consider both methods to be a provision of resources that
facilitate the empowerment of those who want to do conservation, meaning that these
practices of FCLs are empowering in nature. This argument is supported by Camille
(Philippines), who believes that providing opportunities to youth to gain experience with
conservation work makes them “feel like they are empowered to do it”.
When it comes to the provision of opportunities that are aimed to enhance conservation
capacity, a significant proportion of the FCLs target individuals who are situated at the
lower end of axes of exclusion. This does not always have to be a deliberate choice.
Multiple FCLs contribute to others’ accumulation of conservation experience by means of
internships or traineeships. Pelf (Malaysia) “take[s] student interns” to give them the
opportunity to “let them do hands-on [work] on a lot of things”. For Yara (Brazil), it is not
only important to teach the trainees at her organization, she also tries to inspire them.
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Since internships are often part of a study, internship positions are oftentimes given to
young people by default. That is not to say that FCLs do not recognize the value of these
internships when it comes to challenging the power dynamics in conservation. Rachel
(Nigeria), who “think[s] there is never a time we don't have interns or volunteers at our
organization”, is well aware of the transformative potential of her internship program, as
“hav[ing] all these younger Nigerians learn conservation and be in conservation” is a stark
contrast to the Nigerian conservation context when she began her career: “it was 90%
White people when I'm talking about field based conservation. In fact, it was almost 95% to 97%
White people and then, you know, the few of us were Africans and Black folks.” (Rachel,
Nigeria).
Nevertheless, in many cases, FCLs do ensure the inclusion of marginalized people when
providing expertise building opportunities. The earlier shared examples of FCLs who waive
volunteer/internship fees for locals exemplify this. Young people are also amongst the
targeted groups. Some participants “believe that there's a lot of young people that are
interested in conservation. And what are better ways to inspire them than to bring them on
board and to have them gain that experience?” (14, Belize). Another FCLs even “help[s] the
young people […] to build their capacity” (7, Vietnam) on a national level, by means of a
national capacity building program that equips youth that want to be involved in
conservation with the required knowledge to do so. A similar initiative was co-created by
Rachel (Nigeria). The observed “lack of Indigenous Africans who were part of, you know, the
science and the conservation of primates and even doing field research and all of that” (Rachel,
Nigeria) was underlying the foundation of the African Primatological Society, an
organization that tries “to increase conservation leaders amongst Africans” (Rachel, Nigeria).
The emphasis on future conservation leaders is indicative of the long-term vision
commonly found in the practices of FCLs, as well as securing the inter-generational
succession within conservation. Finally, various FCLs enact Karina’s (Philippines) belief
that “that it is important that we definitely give platform to women to become leaders if they
want to be, 'cause I think that there's a lot of potential there that just isn't tapped” by giving
individual women specific opportunities and responsibilities such as giving shape to and
executing their own program or project within the organization they work at: “I have a
young lady that, we basically created an entire program in the institution. And from conception
to infancy, she's being there and I’ve given her the opportunity to grow, to feel that that's her
program” (19, Belize); “we also give the chance to staff if they have their own ideas […] to do
their own project” (13, Indonesia).
Capacity building at the individual level is not limited to the provision of opportunities, as
FCLs stimulate development within their organization by means of sharing their own
expertise with their staff. One participant “would like to influence people positively and
encourage also young students. That's why I guide a lot of students in their thesis or in other
things.” (13, Indonesia). Such initiatives are believed to contribute to the empowerment
of others – “It's just the moment they are trained, the moment they are given education and
knowledge […], they are able to feel empowered because they were trained by someone.”
(Camille, Philippines) – and the “hope [that] one day also they can even become conservation
leaders” (13, Indonesia).
A special and widespread form of individual guidance by FCLs is mentorship, earlier
identified as an important influential factor regarding the mitigation of struggles faced by
FCLs (see chapter 6). Comparable to other forms of support, FCLs have fulfilled the role
of receiver of mentor advice earlier in their life, whereas their gained experience and
leadership position nowadays allows them to be a mentor themselves to others. It is in
this process that we can observe the succession of conservation leaders, with FCLs being
facilitative pioneers who support future generations of conservationists. Although all being
referred to as mentorship, a myriad of practices was brought up by the participants
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regarding this subject. Iroro’s (Nigeria) mentorship sessions aim at “adding value to [the
team members’] lives” and revolve around the questions of “what do [our team members]
want to achieve? How can we help?”, whereas a Belizean FCL “tr[ies] to coach. I try to create
opportunities for growth, be it through courses, through travel opportunities.” (19, Belize).
Alternatively, mentorship is more motivational in nature - “we’re just encouraging [our
female staff] to not be comfortable with the role they’re in and just […] aim for the stars, so to
speak. So just encouraging them to go back to school if they want to.” (23, Kenya), while it
can also be rather hands-on and deal with guidance in doing fieldwork. Despite the
differences in approaches, the common denominator of all these practices is their
contribution towards the inclusivity of the conservation sector through equipping
marginalized individuals to access the field. Finally, while not a form mentorship per se,
one participant “tr[ies] to spread [the inspiration gained from international organizations] to
other staff and get them more involved sometimes in some of these same platforms” (14,
Belize). She believes that the involvement of other staff in international platforms ignites
their passion and dedication, which eventually “is transmitted to community members and
the many groups that we work with as well.” (14, Belize). This shows that their situatedness
between the international stage and the grassroots does not only give rise to struggles
rooted in contradicting norms, as demonstrated in section 4.2, but also allows FCLs to
channel support from one context to another.
Like mentor advice, the presence of emotional support was highly valued by FCLs when it
comes to dealing with the struggles they faced. As such, I have identified it as a significant
influential aspect in the mitigation of the consequences such struggles might form (chapter
6). In turn, FCLs try to be a source of support themselves for other women, both inside
and outside the context of their own organization. Cases of this form of support include
encouraging other women conservationists to speak up in meetings when they are cut off
by men, but also the support of the work of other female conservation leaders. Although
we have seen examples of the latter (e.g., the establishment of support networks among
FCLs, see 8.1.2), one participant feels that, at least in her environment, this is not yet the
case: “I think that that norm needs to change a little bit because, you know, we're all, we're
not competing. In fact, we should be embracing each other and supporting each other.” (14,
Belize). Emotional support is also highly relevant in the face of sexual harassment. For
one participant, “letting [my staff] know that [our organization] is a safe space to speak about
things that they experience” (23, Kenya) forms an important part of the support she provides
to (the women in) her team. The discovery that young female Vietnamese conservationists
– who had gained the expertise through the newly established national capacity building
program – soon became victims of sexual harassment, made a Vietnamese FCL create a
support network in the shape of a women empowerment program: “I cannot encourage
people and train them and telling them to work in conservation if the first thing that they get is
that they go out there and then be sexually harassed.” (7, Vietnam). The experiences of
young women who find themselves empowered enough to pursue a life in conservation,
only to become the victim of harassment underlines my earlier posed suggestion that,
while empowering in nature, the acts of support conducted by FCLs do not always result
in the completion of the empowerment process (i.e. the full ability of marginalized
individuals to make life choices). While the national capacity program equipped these
women with the required expertise and thus a greater possibility to choose a conservation
career, the struggle of sexual harassment severely limited that possibility, with multiple
women becoming discouraged to do conservation. However, the sensitivity of this
participant to the struggles faced by these young women (a topic that I will elaborate upon
soon after) stimulated the creation of an additional resource that facilitated women to
choose a life in conservation: the emotional support and protection against gender-based
violence provided by the women empowerment program.
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Supporting communities
Working at the grassroots puts FCLs in close proximity to local communities. Earlier, I
have demonstrated that this situatedness is associated with community members undoing
gender, which is rooted in the norm-deviating acts of FCLs. In addition to this, FCLs
actively support communities in other ways as well. These forms of support are
predominantly related to the socio-economic needs of the communities. Many female
conservation leaders stress the importance of integrating conservation objectives with the
ambition “to uplift lives at the same time” (12, Kenya). Comparable to how FCLs uplift lives
of aspiring conservationists by providing job opportunities, they contribute to the
livelihoods of community members by involving them in their organization, thereby making
conservation efforts a source of income for local communities. The earlier highlighted
realization that the conservation of hornbills brings about “a job opportunity to some people”
that made Ravin (Malaysia) establish her NGO in the first place, illustrates this mutual gain
of community-based conservation. While the livelihood-motivated engagement of local
communities with conservation work in general is no groundbreakingly new development,
it is particularly interesting to observe that women often form the center of attention in
the development of such livelihood-enhancing projects by FCLs. In identifying community
properties that can be included in her conservation-based community development
program, Yara (Brazil) “will give preference to properties where women can run these things”.
Similarly, Pelf (Malaysia) “developed [a] community women empowerment program” when
she started to notice that the women in the communities did not benefit from the efforts
of her organization. This was mainly due to the direct cause of the (in this case turtle)
conservation initiative. Since the men in the communities were the ones who poached
turtle eggs to sale and eat, they were also the ones who received compensation for eggs
that were not sold or eaten, leaving the women with no compensation. Both women –
independently from one another – accentuate the importance of these initiatives for the
empowerment of women, as this allows them “to make their money and have some kind of
independency” (Yara, Brazil). Aiming for a fair distribution of the beneficiaries that
communities receive from conservation efforts occurred more often, with one participant
even having developed a protocol to ensure a gender equity in community conservation
efforts.
Empowerment is not only achieved by the provision of direct economic opportunities. A
Kenyan participant tries to (financially) “encourage women [in the communities] who are […]
doing well in school to […] carry on and come back and get good jobs” because she realizes
that “women are not given that same opportunity to go to school” (23, Kenya) in the
patriarchal communities where she works. In doing so, she undoes the norm that women
should get married instead of receiving education. The fact that other female conservation
leaders “have meetings with the village [to] ask them to allocate more of their village budget
support females to study” (13, Indonesia) and have “policies [that] the majority of the students
that we support through secondary school are girls” (12, Kenya) tell us that this first instance
is not a single occasion and that these acts are grounded in the belief that “the more
educated girls there are, the better the future is” (12, Kenya), which is backed up by a
substantial body of literature (Herz et al., 2004).
On a similar note, a Belizean participant tries to create change for women in the maledominated communities by “encourag[ing] as much female leaders as much as I can” and
“giving them that empowerment, that capacity building [so] that they can make a difference
despite the challenges that they face within their own respective communities.” (14, Belize),
which she thinks “help[s] a lot for the women to kind of speak up and be more engaged” within
their own communities. It is through these practices that female conservation leaders
stimulate other women to use their agency to break with the prevalent gender norms. In
other words: they are being motivated to undo gender. This more deliberate approach can
be considered an extension of the earlier described phenomenon, in which female
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community members were motivated by the FCLs’ norm-challenging practices to undo
gender. It is evident that both phenomena carry a transformative potential when it comes
to re-shaping gender norms.
The transformative intentions of FCLs are also well-reflected in their engagement of
women in their conservation practices. In various cases, FCLs actively tried to include
women from local communities – which is not a given – to make sure the needs of the
entire community were captured. A Belizean participant said that “in the rural communities
in Belize, you still have to be expressively clear that you want both women and men in the
meeting” (19, Belize), while Fransisca (Indonesia) stresses the “the need to address [the
women] separately and carefully, giving them the opportunity to speak out. Otherwise, we will
only have the voice of men.” These efforts fit well within the process of working towards a
more inclusive conservation field (which I consider to be broader than only conservation
organizations to include local communities as well), as well as re-negotiating norms on
gender interactions at the community level.
In contrast to equality- and diversity-driven acts of enhancing the inclusivity within the
own organization, an increased engagement of female community members is not likely
to contribute to the formation of a new generation of conservationists (at least in the
traditional sense of the word). Nevertheless, the inclusion of women might contribute to
the sustainability of conservation work. Once the needs of the entire community are
captured, conservation initiatives can be designed in such a way that they align with the
needs of every individual of the community. This will reduce the likelihood of clashing
objectives, thus facilitating the execution of conservation practices. Moreover, the socioeconomic opportunities that women might receive once they are actively engaged is likely
to stimulate them to keep a positive attitude towards the presence and interferences of
the conservation organization.

8.3.2.3

Drivers behind support

So why do female conservation leaders what they do? Why is support such an important
element in their leadership approach? What motivates their acts of support? These
questions have already partly been answered in other sections of this dissertation. For
one, actions that promote equality, representation and thus diversity in conservation are
rooted in notions of social justice. Many female conservation leaders enact the belief that
conservation should be an inclusive sector in which (young) women and people of color
should have the same possibilities to enter as those who do not live at the lower end of
exclusionary axes. Very much related to that lie the beliefs that (local) people should be
well represented within the grassroots organization that work in their home areas – a
perspective that is increasingly relevant in light of the decolonizing conservation debate
(see e.g. Adams and Mulligan (2002) for the links between (neo)colonization and
conservation) – and that intra-organizational diversity (on e.g. gender, race, age, and
discipline) is guaranteed. For some FCLs, this latter perspective is associated with an
increased ability to do conservation and achieve conservation objectives. Finally, bringing
young individuals on board of the conservation movement and stimulating them to remain
in the sector contributes to the creation of a new generation of conservationists, which is
believed to be critical for the fulfillment of initially set targets.
However, the support provided by FCLs can not only be attributed to personal beliefs,
values and the organizational performance. A second category of motivations behind acts
of support can be found in the empathic ability of female conservation leaders. Take the
widespread feelings of need to uplift the lives of local community members, for example.
The act of caring for community members is partly driven by the outlook of better
conservation outcomes when the relationships between their organization and the
communities are well-developed, as this would probably generate more support amongst
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community members (recall the value FCLs place on trust-based relationships with other
actors in section 8.1). However, this rather own interest-focused attitude does not explain
the whole story. Many female conservation leaders raised issues that communities
currently face, as well as their intention to tackle these, for the sake of the community.
Such issues are mainly socio-economic in nature and include (interrelated) problems as
drug use, unemployment, lack of proper healthcare and malnourishment. The sensitivity
towards these issues reflects a clear sense of empathy, considered by Goetz et al. (2010)
to be an essential component of compassion. Interestingly, in the observation of such
challenges, female conservation leaders tend to focus on the position of women within
these issues and the connections these issues have with the environment. Farwiza
(Indonesia) and Hotlin (Indonesia) respectively noticed “how environmental degradation
affects these women and their farming life. They are very dependent on access to water and
they're very dependent on [...] avoidance of natural disasters” and how climate changeinduced water scarcity is associated with women becoming the subject of domestic
violence, as the lack of water “made her husband get angry because they used to have plenty
of water in the house.” Alternatively, some FCLs recognize the impact of socio-economic
struggles can have on the environment:
“[W]e can see a direct line, you know, with having to marry early so they have
to […] support their families, and then sometimes they go to do illegal things.
[…] And we can see also a link to being more destructive to the environment.”
(13, Indonesia)
In addition to the sensitivity towards the needs of local communities, the empathic ability
of female conservation leaders becomes apparent in their observations of others falling
victim to discriminatory acts. Examples include instances of sexual harassment,
condescension, sexist comments, tokenism, lack of representation, exclusion, lack of
support, and safety issues, all noticed in vastly different actors and contexts, ranging from
close colleagues and local communities to government bodies and society at the national
level. Since this research focuses on the lived experiences of female conservation leaders,
it is redundant to describe all sorts of struggles FCLs believe other marginalized people
face. However, it is worth shining light on how FCLs connect their own struggles with those
of others. Few of them brought up their own struggles as an isolated issue. Instead, they
placed their struggles within the broader context of the people who (are likely to) have
been subjugated to similar experiences: “I see myself and many other young women who
aren't given a chance because they're the wrong gender” (5, Kenya); “I would say if you
interview like Southeast Asian women, or you know, women in Asia who work in conservation,
[…] people probably would be sharing quite a very similar story.” (7, Vietnam); “and I know
that it's not just me who has experienced this, but maybe every other Filipino woman” (18,
Philippines); “sexism is not something that just women in leadership experience, but women
across conservation as a whole.” (23, Kenya); “one of the things that fells me and so many
other women in my field as I have come to discover, because we're now having a lot of open
and honest conversations is self doubt” (25, Belize). Even when certain struggles were not
applicable to their own lives, they managed to bring up instances of people who did
experience those struggles, predominantly women: “I've noticed other women not get[ing]
spoken to so easily because they don't have a doctorate in our industry.” (5, Kenya); “it hasn't
happened to me, but I have spoken to other females in conservation that have said that
sometimes they're not even supported by other females in leadership positions.” (14, Belize);
“I have watched like regular Samburu women face more challenges than I do” (Resson, Kenya);
“I know a lot of other […] women in conservation who maybe have less of that confidence [than
me] and so they really do struggle with going through.” (3, Malaysia). Such comments breathe
a certain realization that in these cases, they consider themselves to be the exceptions to
a broader structural problem in which women are oppressed by men. The additions of
remarks such as “this is the reality that every woman faces, regardless of their profession”
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(Farwiza, Indonesia) and “I do feel and I do acknowledge that women are still marginalized in
the big picture of conservation” (18, Philippines) to the descriptions of their own struggles,
underline this general feeling of themselves being part of broader issues.
The accounts shared in the previous paragraph indicate that female conservation leaders
recognize gender as an axis of exclusion in the struggles of other individuals just as they
do in the struggles that they face themselves. Moreover, the issues of racism and ageism
that they observe in the lives of others correspond to how race/ethnicity and age are
critical in shaping struggles in their own lives. Based on this correspondence, I suggest
that the prospect of facing the same sorts of struggles makes female conservation leaders
identify most strongly with those who are in the same boat. The fact that one participant
is “in this kind of group of easily being targeted [in acts of sexual harassment] […] because I’m
young and I’m female” (7, Vietnam) helps her to better understand what struggles young
women go through. Similarly, despite her higher age and leadership role, a Kenyan
participant “still face[s] a lot of sexism” (23, Kenya), which not only helped her to relate to
the challenges the younger girls in her organization face, but it also was the reason that
she started to support them. Thus, the similarities between the social categories of the
female conservation leaders and of those who are supported by FCLs are no coincidence.
In fact, it is because of the axes of exclusion that shape the struggles in their own lives
that FCLs focus their empowering efforts of support on individuals who are situated in
similar social categories. Having experienced these struggles themselves, FCLs wield the
agency that comes with their leadership position to try to prevent individuals in similar
social categories from undergoing the same negative experiences. In short, the focus of
FCLs on supporting – and thus empowering – people who are similarly positioned along
axes of exclusion derives (for a significant part) from their own experiences. This brings
us to a third line of drivers behind the acts of support: the personal experiences of FCLs.
One participant’s attention to make equity a core value of her community initiatives is
“100% [rooted in that I am] fighting for my own equity as well all the time” (5, Kenya).
Comparably, Farwiza’s (Indonesia) “desire to re-balance [gender inequality at the grassroots
level]” is motivated by the fact that she “happen[s] to be a woman who has gone through the
kind of atrocities that a male perhaps would [have] never been through and does not
understand.” Moreover, the experiences she underwent as a woman in conservation made
her more conscious of the issues faced by women on the grassroots and how conservation
decisions impact those. Whereas Farwiza approached the struggles that have shaped her
actions as the sum of various individual occasions, there have also been instances in which
a singular negative experience has made FCLs “energized around like female equality” (12,
Kenya). This suggests that a single struggle has the potential to trigger transformative
change within the conservation sector via a change in leadership approach. This
phenomenon is also clearly reflected in Resson’s (Kenya) shift in leadership style following
her observations of other people falling victim to exclusionary practices:
“[W]atching that exclusion has really influenced my pursuit of conservation
leadership that values diversity, that prioritizes inclusion, empathy, well-being,
rather than scientific expertise. And so those things have really influenced my
view of what conservation should be, who should be involved. And that includes
women, that includes, you know, races, that includes it includes everything,
children. So I feel like that it has been a very, those experiences have been
very, very seminal for me.”
Since their leadership position gives female conservation leaders a relatively large voice
within their organization, a change in their leadership approach might have serious
implications for lives of the people within their organizations, as well as those of
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prospective conservationists and involved community members. This makes examples
such as Resson’s all the more relevant and significant.
For others, never having had training and guidance opportunities that they retrospectively
believe to be of useful for their careers and lives plays a significant role in the provision of
such guidance to those conservationists who come after them: “They just need resources
and they just need mentor and guidance, which I also felt when I was young. […] I really want
to give them the guidance that I did not have before.” (Camille, Philippines); “I take these
student interns because I want to give them the training that I never had.” (Pelf, Malaysia);
“as an undergraduate student, I remember feeling very frustrated about not finding opportunities
to I guess explore my field at the time […]. So, I can definitely see myself in students who are
struggling to get opportunities.” (Iroro, Nigeria); “I didn't have someone to look at and to work
with […]. So having said that, right now, yes, I mean it's one of my passions. Training.” (Rachel,
Nigeria). For some, the relation between the experiences of certain struggles and the
intentions to prevent others from encountering similar struggles was concentrated on a
single axis of exclusion. For instance, Flávia (Brazil) works on creating an environment in
which an advanced degree is no requirement to be taken seriously, which had been the
case for her. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the influence that comes with a leadership
position is not the only way to bring about change within conservation. Frustrated by the
struggles she has to face in jumping through the hoops of donors in order to obtain
funding, Karina (Philippines) has crafted a strategy to induce change for the benefit of
both her own and other organizations who face similar injustices:
“[I]f I ever give up [my organization], […] the next move for me would be to
move into donors. Like I would like to work in the funding. I would like to do a
flip 'cause like there's just so much that needs to change, 'cause it's so
problematic for us on the ground.” (Karina, Philippines)
In addition to preventing others from going through the challenges they had to face
themselves, the lived experiences of female conservation leaders form a driver for support
in a second, slightly similar way, which is best captured by a Brazilian participant: “giving
back all of the opportunities that I got when I was younger” (16, Brazil). Not only are FCLs
aware of the support and opportunities they have received on the road towards where
they are now (which are not seldom relevant in the face of dealing with struggles, chapter
6), many of them also feel the need to return these favors to those who are in the position
that they had been in earlier phases of their lives. A Malaysian FCL “had this opportunity [to
do conservation]. My family was supportive, I know so many out there who, especially in Asia,
who couldn't because they couldn't afford it, or their family didn't support them” (3, Malaysia),
which incentivizes her to be a source of inspiration for them. Realizing that she has been
fortunate growing up in a family with strong female role models (i.e., her mother and
grandmother), another participant “want[s] to support young women because sometimes they
don't have strong female role models and they don't have anybody there saying, ‘yes you can.
You can do it’.” (25, Belize). Through this process of giving back what they have received,
FCLs keep alive those support systems that can play a major role in shaping whether or
not people manage to pursue their conservation dream.

8.4 (Un)doing gender in conservation and leadership
In the discussions of the lived experiences of female conservation leaders, the concept of
norm (non-)conformity has emerged as a central theme. So far, I have briefly shown that
the lives of FCLs encompass a complex combination of both adhering to and challenging
sociocultural norms, especially in light of struggles. I have also shone light on the
transformative potential of the disobedience of norms, such as the inspiration the
unconventional lifestyle of FCLs can provide to e.g. young girls, which stimulates them to
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follow this norm-breaking example. In this section, I will go deeper into how FCLs live their
lives, as well as influence the lives of others, in relation to sociocultural norms. In doing
so, I will provide a better insight in the intertwinement of doing and undoing gender,
leadership, and conservation. The section revolves around the central argument that
female conservation leaders simultaneously do and undo gender in order to be able to do
conservation. Not only does this hold for the (non-)adherence to prevailing societal norms,
it also applies to leadership approaches. Feminine leadership approaches are wielded to
achieve conservation objectives, which makes compassionate conservation leadership an
addition to the suite of post-heroic leadership approaches. Before I move to the
interrelatedness of (un)doing gender, leadership and conservation, I first revisit the
presence of norms in the lives of FCLs and how they (fail to) steer their decisions. After
that, I will elaborate on the various leadership approaches raised in this research, together
with how they relate to communal gender stereotypes.

8.4.1

Undoing gender in conservation

By now it has become evident that norm-deviation is a common phenomenon among
female conservation leaders. In section 4.2 I have demonstrated how this norm-deviation
becomes apparent in the struggles that FCLs face, e.g., in the confrontations with
prevailing norms. Moreover, FCLs are often very aware of their status as “being the odd
one out” (Farwiza, Indonesia), whether that is doing ‘masculine’ work (e.g. physically
challenging fieldwork) as a woman, “want[ing] to stay three straight weeks inside the forest,
inside wildlands […] in the midst of wild animals”, (Rachel, Nigeria), not following the cultural
expectation of having “to cook [and] clean” but “want[ing] to go into the forest […] to rough it
out” (Ravinder, Malaysia), “not wearing a headscarf” (Farwiza, Indonesia), or “not really
follow[ing] what my relatives, my cousins, my friends tell me to do [career-wise]” (Camille,
Philippines). Finally, the disparity between what is expected of women (FCLs in this case)
and their actual behavior is visible in the surprised reactions in the environment of FCLs:
“[conservation] is seen more typically as a male dominated industry. So a lot of people are
always surprised that I've been able to do some of the physical things that we achieve.” (5,
Kenya). Correspondingly, another FCL recalled how male local community members were
“astounded that, you know, I jumped in the water with sharks. I handle sharks. So […] almost
like I've become an honorary man.” (25, Belize).
Earlier I have demonstrated how norm defiance has the ability to ignite change at the
community level, through a process I labeled passive support (i.e. the support found in
the inspiring acts of FCLs, who are regarded as an example that can be followed). Various
anecdotes support this assertion (see 8.3.2.1). In a similar way, when Fransisca
(Indonesia) was hired (as the first woman in the organization), her then-director “[got]
more confident to hire more women and then since then, we hire more women”, which again
suggests that the presence of a woman in a non-conventional space can change the status
quo. Yet, I have also cautioned that enacting masculine norms (i.e. undoing gender)
reinforces them as ‘the correct way to do’ e.g. leadership and/or conservation, which
would imply that FCLs’ mere act of not conforming to prevailing norms is insufficient in reshaping them. Therefore, in determining the role of FCLs in re-shaping norms, other,
additional approaches need to be included. One such approach has already been
introduced in the first half of this research (in light of responses to struggles): starting a
conversation. Such conversations – which also occur in isolation of concrete struggles –
can directly be aimed at re-shaping those norms that are perceived as problematic. Iroro’s
(Nigeria) attempts to stimulate both her team members and local communities to think
beyond the boundaries of gender roles illustrate this rather constructive approach. Another
FCL strives to let younger girls know that if they “are choosing a path that isn't conventional,
that's OK. If you don't have any children or you don't want any children, that's OK. Like we
weren't […] just placed on this planet to be reproductive machines.” (3, Malaysia). In a more
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specific context, when Yara (Brazil) addressed gendered interactions in local communities
that subjugated women, this was not always met with much enthusiasm: “All the men got
so angry. They said, you don't come here from Sao Paulo bringing your modern ideas of men
and women.”
A second form of conversations that are associated with the negotiation of (problematic)
norms are those that raise awareness on issues that are faced by FCLs and the relevance
of norms in shaping them, thereby addressing norm negotiation more implicitly. Various
participants pointed towards the need for and the importance of addressing these issues
to others, whether that is in the domestic context, the context of the local community or
the organization, or even broader. One participant not only brings (gender-)problematic
behavior to the attention of her husband, but she also “talk[s] about gender a lot in our team
meetings and, you know, culturally, how it is in Samburu” (12, Kenya). Because of the societal
perception that women and youth are in less powerful positions, Karina (Philippines) and
her colleagues intentionally “boast that we’re women-led and youth-centered” as a strategy
to change dialogue about these issues. Struggles at the intersection of gender and race
are a focal point in Resson’s (Kenya) attempts to “get more people aware of these issues
that are being faced [by Black female conservationists]”. One of the initiatives she (together
with numerous African women conservationists) was involved in dealt with shining light
on “racial microaggressions in the [conservation] workplace”, something that was very much
part of her own life as well. Not only was this initiative aimed at the wider public, but it
also contained a strong supportive element for those
“women in Kenya and across the continent who are still feeling very unsafe about having these
conversations, who are still suffering very much because of the power relations in their spaces
and don't know that it's now OK to talk about this stuff.” (Resson, Kenya)
Conversations as the ones outlined above can provide support to those in similar situations
through the idea that they are not the only one who are facing struggles. One participant
discovered that self-doubt is not a struggle that only complicates her (working) life, but
that of “so many other women in my field”, which is something she realized “because we’re
now having a lot of open and honest conversations [with each other]” (25, Belize).
In pursuit of challenging restricting gender roles, Iroro (Nigeria) has been playing with the
idea “to document what we do in the field as a movie, as a documentary, and show
[communities]: look, I'm having fun in the forest, I am not suffering.” In similar fashion,
Resson (Kenya) launched a program that is “about decolonizing conservation and changing
the conservation narrative. And of course that then involves gender issues, it involves race
issues, […] and all of these other things.” (Resson, Kenya). Through this conversational
program, Resson strives to re-shape (or undo) the intersecting norms on gender, race,
and conservation in order to make conservation a more just and inclusive space for
everyone. As such, it is a prime example of compassionate conservation leadership 8. She
is not the only person who uses a collective approach in enhancing the attention for such
issues. Whenever she is invited to speak about her work on e.g. talk shows, a Belizean
participant deliberately tries to do so together with other female conservation leaders, to
“talk about some of these challenges, but as female leaders within these organizations.” (14,
Belize).
Other norms that FCLs aim to transform are those that deal with conservation and
conservation NGOs. A Malaysian participant tries to get rid of the negative portrayal of
NGOs in her country by emphasizing the scientific foundation of her organization, thus
making use of the relatively powerful status of academia. Another FCL challenges the
Not surprisingly, it was Resson who introduced me to the term ‘compassionate conservation leadership’.
However, in this research I use a broader conceptualization of the term than the one used by her.
8
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ecology-centric portrayal of conservation by “try[ing] to raise more awareness about that
there are so many different things you can do for conservation rather than just fieldwork” (7,
Vietnam). Another example form conservationists in Belize, who “are trying to change that
norm” (14, Belize) that conservation is not as important as other fields of work.
While not necessarily a prerequisite (as every individual can start a conversation about
the problematic character of specific norms and express the desire to change them), the
leadership position that FCLs hold facilitates the ability to negotiate norms. Resson, for
instance, would probably not be able to launch her program, had she not been a positional
(formal) leader. It is also through the employment of new staff that conventionality (e.g.
‘conservation should only be done by White men’) can be challenged. Similarly, the acts
of support that relate to the removal of barriers for marginalized individuals and/or
equipping them with the means required to do conservation, which both contribute to the
negotiation of norms on e.g. gender and race in the context of conservation, are more
feasible to conduct when in a – relatively powerful – leadership position. Furthermore, as
decision makers, FCLs have been able to provide socio-economic opportunities to women
in communities, which enabled them to break with traditional gender norms (i.e. making
money instead of only caring for the family). In addition to awareness raising and acts of
support (of both future conservationists and community members), FCLs wield the power
that their leadership brings in yet another way to stimulate others to undo gender: by
placing staff in non-conventional roles. Fransisca (Indonesia): “People tend to think women
[belong in] for example in admin and finance. People used to think that that's the position for
woman. But even for the field work, for the field work restoration team, we have a woman.”
Similar norm-defying philosophies are present in Flávia’s (Brazil) organization, where “[a]
lot of women work in the field, a lot of men are working in the office.” The organization of one
participant has “an education officer who’s male and that typically is being a female role in
other projects” (5, Kenya), while somewhere else in Kenya, an FCL “tr[ies] to […], as much
as possible, find roles for women” (12, Kenya), which resulted in the position of radio
operator being given to a woman. Both women share similar ambitions when it comes to
engaging women from local communities in more ‘masculine’ roles: “[this work] is a nontraditional project for women to do. […] we’re pushing that boundary anyway, so it's pretty cool
that we have any women who are active and very good.” (5, Kenya). Nevertheless, such
efforts are not always met with praise. The installment of local women as wildlife scouts
created resistance from the men, as well as jealousy:
“[W]e've got a few issues where our scouts, because they’re earning income,
the husband starts to kind of get jealous and […] they basically demand that
income of them, of the scouts. So because the scouts are getting more
powerful, the husbands feel kind of threatened. And also […] they have multiple
wives, so the other wives also get jealous and it's created kind of difficult
situations for some of our scouts.” (12, Kenya)
I argue that all the approaches to undoing gender and – to a lesser extent – undoing race
that I outlined above benefit conservation. After all, these initiatives aim to re-shape
norms in such a way that they pose less obstacles for aspiring conservationists. The
consequential larger influx of conservationists bodes well for the sector, as a bigger (and
more diverse) group of people is more likely to be capable of achieving more than a small,
homogeneous pool of conservationists.

8.4.2

Doing gender in conservation

Although the quotes and anecdotes cited above create the impression that undoing gender
is the only path to better conservation results, FCLs do not always undo gender or
stimulate others to undo gender. In several situations there is no choice but to conform to
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norms. To guarantee of the safety of their staff members, for instance, FCLs are sometimes
still forced to refrain from assigning certain tasks to women:
“There's just a few things where we would probably still go for a chap do
something. Going off late at night, you know, in the dark with male farmers to
track elephants or bring back a truck. There's a security situation there, so
probably we would send a male project officer.” (5, Kenya)
In other instances, prevailing norms and conceptions on gender roles seem simply too
widespread and strong to be changed by the actions of a single individual and her
organization. An example of this is provided by Hotlin’s (Indonesia) organization –
characterized by a strong healthcare component – that is dominated by women, which she
believes corresponds to broader societal norms: “I think in general more, the health work is
more dominated by women. Even in Borneo, […] I think in general more nurses and doctors are
women.” (Hotlin, Indonesia). Paradoxically, by bringing norm-conforming female
healthcare works into the conservation realm, Hotlin and her team manage to undo gender
in the local communities (as many female community members started to engage in
conservation). This paradox of simultaneously doing and undoing gender can also be
observed in Pelf’s (Malaysia) decision to only take female interns. Even if she wanted to
take both male and female interns, the Malaysian norm that “we don't put the girls and the
boys under one roof” forces her to make a choice. Since she prefers to take girls (a choice
partly rooted in her beliefs about women’s abilities), her internship program contributes
more to the re-balance of skewed gender ratios in conservation than when the sharedaccommodation-prohibiting norm was not in place (which would allow her to e.g. equally
share the internship positions between male and female students).
Oftentimes FCLs adhere to norms because it benefits them personally, their conservation
work or both. We have seen this in the hiding femininity and the reliance on normconforming individuals as strategies to avoid exclusion (see chapter 7), a struggle that not
only impacts the wellbeing of the subject, but also impedes conservation practices.
(Deliberately) adopting (local) customs when engaging with a group of people is another
example of how norm-conformity can be beneficial. During her visits to the Islamic local
communities, the non-Islamic Fransisca (Indonesia) “wear[s] a veil just to make them feel
comfortable with me. And then after that, they feel comfortable. Then, I can talk a lot with
them.” Farina (Malaysia) and her team also “make sure that we respect the rules, […]
whenever we go to the field” to prevent incidents that can affect both her and her work from
happening. Another participant “think[s] being married definitely is an advantage” (13,
Indonesia) as this makes her more relatable to local women, which could facilitate the
engagement with them. Similarly, when an FCL started “interacting and infiltrating [her]self
into [the communities’] traditions and their customs, and all of that” (14, Belize), she
increasingly was perceived as an insider, which I have argued earlier to be advantageous
in light of struggles. Relatability can play a role in the assignment of people to normconforming tasks as well, as it is one of the reasons why Pelf (Malaysia) accepts only
female interns: “I don't want to accept male interns because then there will always be a barrier
between the male interns and the aunties [i.e. the women in the communities]”. Similar
reasoning was found in Kenya: “we have a situation where we have a women's enterprise
center where forty women are working with. A lot of them are dealing with abuse and medical
issues and it would not be appropriate to have a male project officer.” (5, Kenya).
In addition to pragmatic, empowering, justice- or performance-related motivations,
explanations for why female conservation leaders choose to (encourage others to) undo
gender can also be found in the personal beliefs they hold about the traits and roles of
women. Various participants prefer to hire female applicants because – according to them
– women “work harder and want to see goals achieved” (25, Belize). Moreover, Fransisca’s
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(Indonesia) efforts to include more women in conservation are tied with the prevailing
gender roles in her country. As mothers, Indonesian women usually fulfill a caring and
educational role in households. Since “they want to make sure that their kids live properly”
(Fransisca, Indonesia), informing local women about the impact of damaged ecosystems for the
livelihoods of their children will motivate them to engage in biodiversity conservation.
Furthermore, their educational role allows them to transfer knowledge about the
importance of conserving healthy ecosystems onto their children, engaging a new
generation in conservation. This relation between long-term perspectives and motherhood
has already been highlighted as a reason for why some FCLs believe women “make much
better conservationists” (Karina, Philippines) and can be (and has been) employed as an
argument for the inclusion of women in conservation (i.e. undoing gender in conservation).
If we examine these lines of through a norm conformity lens, we notice a paradox. The
belief that women are good, if not better conservationists than men, and the enactment
of this belief that disrupts the male hegemony in conservation (i.e. facilitating women to
enter the sector), are rooted in rather stereotypical perceptions of women as caring
mothers.
Other views held by FCLs about the relations between feminine traits and advantages for
women in conservation suggest a similar paradox. The female-characteristic traits that
FCLs believe make women (including themselves) suitable for conservation – and thus
facilitate their entry into the field – all relate to rather communal portrayals of women. In
other words: doing gender (i.e. wielding stereotypical feminine traits) helps to undo
gender (challenge the gender balance of the conservation sector) 9. FCLs consider women
among others to be gentle, patient, approachable, not shy of displaying emotions, caring,
compromising, compassionate, empathic, and inclusive. All of these qualities are deemed
helpful in the conduction of (various aspects of) conservation work. In Ravin’s (Malaysia)
words: “[these traits] are where I draw strength from being a woman.” Interestingly, many of
the raised qualities correspond with their behavior as conservation leaders, most notably
those acts that aim to empower and support other individuals (which are rooted in among
others compassion, empathy, collectiveness, and inclusivity).
In highlighting these qualities, FCLs not rarely juxtaposed them with what they consider
to be masculine traits, underlining the perceived differences between men and women:
“[Women] don't have to be like men because we have our own strength. We shouldn't compare
with other men because you know, physically and mentally, we are different from them.”
(Farina, Malaysia). This assumed difference is for instance reflected in one participant’s
views on gendered motivations to become a conservationist:
“I do get that like in general maybe conservation traits like compassion and
empathy and protection and nurturing are more feminine traits than masculine.
And I guess that's why a lot of women are generally drawn to conservation.
Whereas maybe like, I guess from my observation, men who are in
conservation are initially in conservation because of maybe the hardcore
science.” (18, Philippines)
Similarly, Pelf (Malaysia) emphasizes the added value of female conservationists, as “in
the business of conservation, a lot of the things that we do don't just come from [the head], it
comes from [the heart]”, thereby affirming the views of compassion and empathy as
feminine and rationality as masculine. The views of men as science-driven, rational beings
resonate with the rational mindset that some FCLs adopt in order to be taken seriously.

This approach shows many similarities with the paradoxical reliance on a norm-conforming person to avoid or
prevent struggles.
9
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This indicates that, at least for some, presenting themselves as rational and science-based
individuals is a conscious effort of FCLs to undo gender (be perceived as masculine).
Many of the traits raised by FCLs align with the stereotypical communal portrayal of
women. More strikingly even is the concrete juxtaposition of rational men and
compassionate women, which suggests elements of gender essentialism in the perceptions
of FCLs. As gender essentialism is associated with limited possibilities of change (Grosz,
1995), it is the more remarkable that (the actions of) FCLs contribute to the re-negotiation
of gender norms.

8.4.3

Gender and leadership styles

As leadership styles are far from free of gendered perceptions (see e.g. research on the
effectiveness of masculine and feminine leadership styles (Van Engen & Willemsen,
2004)), it is worth examining how the masculinity-femininity duality comes to the fore in
the leadership approaches of FCLs. Doing so reveals that the paradox of (un)doing gender,
highlighted in the previous sections in the context of doing conservation, can be extended
to doing leadership as well. As I will demonstrate in this final section of this research,
female conservation leaders apply a suite of leadership styles that is generally perceived
as feminine to challenge gender norms in conservation (most notably by means of
supporting marginalized individuals, see section 8.3). It is this gender paradox that forms
the last main characteristic of compassionate conservation leadership and helps to place
CCL in the broader context of the gender-infused notions of heroic and post-heroic
leadership. However, before I tie together the concepts of (un)doing gender,
compassionate conservation leadership and (post-)heroic leadership, I will first revisit the
contrast between masculine and feminine leadership approaches, as brought forward by
FCLs.

Emotionality in leadership
The agentic-communal dichotomy introduced in social role theory has been applied to
leadership styles as well, resulting in widely shared notions on masculine and feminine
leadership styles (Eagly & Karau, 2002). One of the most salient differences between these
perceptions is the masculine rationality versus feminine emotionality (Marshall, 1993), a
contrast recognized by various FCLs as well. When Farwiza (Indonesia) started as a
conservation leader, she “had this conception in my head that you know, as a leader of an
organization you need always to be tough. You cannot show fear. You cannot cry. You cannot
show vulnerability.”. However, despite having the knowledge that “[a] lot of people would say
[…] a female leader would be too emotional, and that's not good for the organization”, she
gradually started to realize
“that when you're doing your work, especially in a sector like the environment
and doing charity work, your passion plays a massive role on how you take this
work forward. And passion is emotion. You cannot pretend that, you know, you
leave your emotion at home. You leave your baggage at home. At the end of
the day, you bring your whole self into the work that you do.”
Farina (Malaysia) is also “not shy [of] being emotional because it connects me better with my
community”, as is another leader: “I'm very vulnerable to my team. I don't mind. I mean I’ll
cry in front of them if I need to.” (12, Kenya). These examples show that while gendered
notions on leadership are woven through the lives of FCLs, they do not necessarily restrict
them in following an approach that fits their personality and interests. However, for some,
this is not the case. One participant feels that there is no room for emotionality and
weakness in her leadership style, “[w]hich is not right 'cause, of course, we all have
weaknesses and bad days and all sorts of things. And you know, even getting emotional about
terrible things that are happening, like elephants being shot [is] not going to be welcomed.” (5,
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Kenya). These feelings are much in line with the ‘hiding femininity’ strategy to avoid or
prevent (further) struggles from occurring (see chapter 7).

Compassionate leadership
Besides emotionality, other leadership styles and traits that align with the notion of
femininity are found in the doings of FCLs as well. These include the rather communal
concepts of care, empathy, and compassion. Given that various FCLs associate these
concepts with the personalities of women – thereby following stereotypical gender roles –
, it comes as not much of a surprise that acts of care and compassion form a significant
component of their perceptions of their own approaches to leadership. Care relates to
emotional care, as seen in Ravin’s (Malaysia) interactions with her team members –
“Sometimes they come over at 7 at night and we end up talking until 12 at night. You know just
talking out our feelings, being truthful, being honest.” – and the initiative of another leader to
start a wellbeing program for her organization “[j]ust to offer like counseling services for our
staff if they need it. But also to have like, kind of wellbeing champions within the team, who are
kind of looking out for the rest of the team.” (12, Kenya). On the other hand, the fact that
Iroro (Nigeria) sometimes goes great distances to ensure a constant supply of food in the
field (even with Christmas) is another illustration of how FCLs take care of the needs of
their personnel. The downside of such care is having to carry the burden of responsibility
for one’s team, which was raised as a struggle in 4.3.
In their discussion of empathy and compassion in relation to conservation leadership,
participants explained how these traits are present in the ways they do leadership, as well
as why they believe a compassionate mindset works in doing conservation leadership.
Regarding the former, compassion and empathy are expressed in “interacting with staff,
sometimes going on patrols with the rangers, having some time to go out in the field, talking to
people on a one on one, asking how they're doing” (14, Belize), “hear[ing] out the situation
[and] try[ing] to listen” (19, Belize), “understanding when [the people I work with] have
challenges” (23, Kenya), “[understanding] who are the people I’m working with” (Hotlin,
Indonesia), and “really conscientious decision-making” (Resson, Kenya). Underlying these
approaches are beliefs that “the more you empathize with them, the more you're able to work
more closely together, like connect at the deeper level.” (Pelf, Malaysia). One development
regarding compassion in leadership is worth pointing out. Comparable to Farwiza’s
(Indonesia) shift from a masculine, emotion-free to a more feminine, vulnerable approach
to leadership, Resson (Kenya) experienced a transformation from being a competencebased to a compassion-based leader, which she believes is gender-infused. Since she
worked in a male-dominated and male-led environment before she acquired her current
leadership position in a female-led organization, Resson (Kenya) has been able to identify
key differences regarding leadership:
“For the years that I worked in male led organizations, the emphasis was
almost always on skill, academic qualifications, and basically proving your
competence. And so I spent a very long time of all that time, not only trying to
develop all of these things, [but also] the way that I trained everybody else.”
Not only did she acknowledge the impact of this approach on the wellbeing of others, she
also perceives this leadership style to be tied to other issues in conservation:
“I was just so busy trying to get the job done and get the job done well and
receive accolades for that. I was part during that time of, I don't know what to
call this, furthering the cause of the militarization of conservation in Kenya and
Africa, very inadvertently.” (Resson, Kenya)
In other words, doing conservation leadership has consequences for ways of doing
conservation, as in this case doing masculine conservation leaderships shapes a militarized
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approach to doing conservation. On the other hand, such issues are – according to Resson
– much less significant in the “woman spearheaded idea […] of doing compassionate
conservation leadership”:
“Having switched over now [to a female-led organization], the idea of
compassionate conservation leadership puts less emphasis on competence and
puts more emphasis on empathy, on wellbeing, on really conscientious
decision-making. […] now we spend a lot of time in conversation about what
[our decisions] mean [for the wellbeing of others].”

Empowering leadership
Many of the acts of support that have been conducted by FCLs require a certain amount
of power to make decisions. A leadership position brings such influencing power.
Therefore, these acts can be considered indicative of an empowering leadership approach.
Various FCLs are aware of the empowering ability of their leadership position and wield
this position to “create an enabling environment for people to feel comfortable, to be themselves
and for them to thrive, to find their best self in the work that they do” (Farwiza, Indonesia),
“create an environment where they feel that they've created something, where it's yours” (19,
Belize), and “give them room to grow” (Rachel, Nigeria). This enabling space is believed to
“bring out your best qualities, your creativity” (12, Kenya), which in turn contributes to the
achievement of a state of empowerment. In section 8.3.2 I have shared a myriad of
practices through which FCLs wield the decision-making power that comes with formal
leadership to facilitate the empowerment of both members of their own team and of local
communities. Although oftentimes these practices were not concretely referred to as
empowering leadership, some FCLs did explicitly highlight the empowerment angle when
describing their own leadership styles. One participant prefers to “inspir[e] people and
empower them to do their work rather than holding their hand and telling them what to do” (7,
Vietnam). Alternatively, a Malaysian FCL has “groomed [her team] to be strong, confident
women” (3, Malaysia). Empowering leadership is also reflected in the provision of
opportunities to the team to stimulate their development – “I will find you opportunities. I
will boost you professionally. I will introduce you to people. Just everything. I’ll involve you in
the decision-making.” (25, Belize) – and in encouragement: “I push my team out, so they
can do their best.” (Yara, Brazil); “I love to encourage people to becoming better” (Fransisca,
Indonesia).
While they cannot directly be regarded as a form of compassion, many of the empowering
actions of FCLs are rooted in feelings of empathy and compassion. Therefore, I consider
empowering leadership (in this particular context of FCLs) as an extension of
compassionate leadership. In support of this argument, Resson (Kenya) is convinced that
compassionate conservation “has really allowed the people around me to grow probably a
whole lot more.” This intertwinement shows that there is not a single leadership style
characteristic for FCLs and is therefore an argument for viewing CCL as a suite of
leadership styles as opposed to one single approach.
Comparable to acts of support, leadership styles are also prone to being shaped by lived
experiences. The earlier recalled transformation of Resson’s (Kenya) leadership style from
a masculine, science- and competence-driven approach towards a style that is guided by
compassion and inclusivity has been driven by the exclusionary practices to which she has
fallen herself, but even more so by the observations of the exclusion of other marginalized
people. Likewise, the struggles that have been part of the lived experiences of Farwiza
(Indonesia), especially those in the earlier stages of her life as a conservation leader, have
been seminal in sculpting her approach to leadership:
“So this experience influenced me as a leader in ways that I understand how
difficult it is for me and therefore trying to make it less difficult for others. To
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open the doors and keep it open. […] I want to be able to openly and be
authentically myself and let the others know that they can too.” (Farwiza,
Indonesia)

Collective leadership
Finally, the last approach to leadership that was (in one form or another) spread amongst
FCLs is what I call collective leadership. Here, collective is understood in two different but
interrelated ways: leadership that reflects and enacts the importance of the collective and
relationships and the rejection of top-down hierarchical decision making. As for the former,
this translates into regularly engaging with staff, establishing good relationships with team
members, and striving to make the organization a collective entity. Given the close ties of
many of the organizations involved in this research with local communities, this includes
the involvement of local people in conservation. In the discussion of how FCLs provide
socio-economic opportunities to communities and how they engage female community
members we can see how this involvement can take shape. The importance of the
collective is reflected in the attitude of one participant towards community engagement:
“it’s very important for me to be able to work with, not just the fisherman but their family, so
that their partners and their family knows […] I'm there to work with all of them and not just the
guy.” (25, Belize).
Shifting towards the organizational level, multiple FCLs have “a kind of open-door policy as
it were, in the sense that people are allowed to just speak up” (Iroro, Nigeria), let their team
know that their “door is always open for anyone that wants to talk or discuss anything” (14,
Belize) and that “the staff […] can feel free to communicate directly with me” (Fransisca,
Indonesia), and “try to tell my team, you know, to be open and call if there's any issue that
they have” (23, Kenya). These quotes reflect the interrelatedness of collective and
compassionate leadership, since the desire to create a collective organization in which
good relationships are forged requires leaders to lend an ear and care about the needs of
the staff.
From these examples of the creation of a safe space for people to speak their mind follows
the importance of communication, which is central in the link between collective and
compassionate leadership. While being a good communicator in general is perceived as a
valuable trait for a leader (“communication tends to be the unfortunate death or success of
something” (19, Belize)), the majority of the participants who touched upon the topic of
communication emphasized the role of listening in the way they do leadership. The
approach of Fransisca (Indonesia) of “always try[ing] to […] not force my point of view, but
trying to listen to people also, trying to learn from them” resonates with what other
participants do or think they ought to do: “[as a conservationist] you communicate with
people” (Pelf, Malaysia); “[I try] to listen more than actually speaking” (16, Brazil), “I try to
listen and figure out where we are” (19, Belize); “my style of leadership is, before I think, I need
to listen” (Hotlin, Indonesia); “I’m a good listener” (12, Kenya).
The second interpretation of collective leadership deals with embracing a bottom-up form
of decision-making, much in line with post-heroic styles of leadership (Fairhurst & Grant,
2010). This form of leading is widely spread amongst female conservation leaders and is
being referred to as, among others, “democratic” (13, Indonesia; 19, Belize), “us[ing] the
bottom-up approach rather than the top-down approach” (14, Belize) and “very consultative”
(18, Philippines), the latter being reflected in acts of “get[ing] other people’s opinions on
things" (18, Philippines) and collective decision-making. The preference for collective
decision-making is also strongly present in the organization of Farwiza (Indonesia), whose
formal leadership position does not automatically lead to unilateral management:
“It felt like, even if I serve as the chair, it's still an organization created on the
basis of consensus. We take decisions together; we decide everything together.
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[…] I hardly make any executive decisions. Neither do the other board
members, and that's something that I like.”
The choice for collective approaches to leadership also come to the fore in FCLs’ dismissal
of the idea of a single individual who holds all influencing power, or a heroic leader. One
Filipino participant comments that “it doesn't matter that I have this title as an executive
director. Like we all help each other out and I support our other team members as well.”
Likewise, Flávia (Brazil) “doesn't believe in one person in the leadership [position]” and Karina
(Philippines) “think[s] a lot of people think that, you know, our organization is sometimes a one
woman show because I'm the most visible. But actually, [there are] no decisions that I make
on my own ever.” Some even “don't like using the word leader” (7, Vietnam) or “try to not so
much see myself as a leader” (13, Indonesia) because of its heroic associations. Others
disapprove heroic leadership because of its focus on individuality: “for me it's important that
it's the organization and the team that composes the organization that moves forward to reaching
our goals and not any individual.” (25, Belize). Similarly, Resson (Kenya) embraces postheroic leadership in her pursuit to become “somebody who values the idea of collective
decision-making that benefits the whole rather than one person just advancing their ideas and
their cause”.
The fact that the local communities are a natural part of the conservation process for many
of these grassroots organizations requires FCLs to involve them in order to achieve
complete bottom-up decision making: “the approach that [the communities] like is being
consulted, is having them feel like they're part of that big decision.” (14, Belize). In some
instances, Farina (Malaysia) adopts a hand-off approach when dealing with local
communities, “because […] we want the community […] to take ownership of the [work]”. This
mindset was shared among other leaders: “our work comes from communities, is for
communities and goes to communities.” (Karina, Philippines); “basically everything that we do,
[…], it has to be led by the community anyway.” (12, Kenya). Similarly, Pelf (Malaysia)
approaches community members as “a project partner, not staff” to showcase egalitarian
intentions: “if I were a local villager, I wouldn't want somebody proud, you know somebody who
knew it all, coming into my village and telling me what to do.” (Pelf, Malaysia).
The embracement of bottom-up leadership seems to be rooted in some of the values that
have been at the core of this research, such as notions of collectiveness and inclusivity in
conservation: “[w]e want all the people to be part of this journey to save the dolphins, it’s not
only my personal journey. It’s like it should be of the local people, the organization and the
government, so everybody.” (13, Indonesia); “conservation should really be something that
people do in their space. And everybody should be involved.” (Resson, Kenya). Moreover,
another FCL relates bottom-up leadership to the establishment of “smoother relationship[s]”
(14, Belize), a concept earlier raised as being beneficial in doing conservation. Finally, one
particular post-heroic approach to leadership reveals how bottom-up leadership relates to
collectiveness and empowerment:
“[S]urround yourself by incredibly good and competent people who are far
better than you. And enable them, facilitate them. And you be the orchestrator
and the guider and everything. And make sure they function well as a team and
then get out of their way.” (25, Belize)
With this approach this participant takes collective leadership beyond democratic and
consultative processes of decision-making. Instead, she wields her leadership power to
shape an enabling environment in which team members can develop their capacity, thus
taking up a post-heroic facilitating role.
On a final note, a collective leadership approach can be distilled from how some FCLs refer
to their organization. For example, they “have set up [our organization] in a way where we
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operate like a family unit” (3, Malaysia), “say that we are family” (7, Vietnam), or feel they
are “working with your friends, basically” (18, Philippines). Such references suggest the
presence of tight relationships, which reveals the relational elements in the ways FCLs do
leadership. Additionally, the approach of an organization as a close-knit entity with wellestablished (personal) relationships is associated with notions of care (and womanhood):
“I feel like it's a family environment we've created. We're looking after one another and taking
care of one another and that probably comes from being a woman.” (19, Belize).
When bringing together the concepts of family, relationships, care and even womanhood
from the previous paragraph, it is hard to disregard the communal visions that seem to
infuse the collective leadership approach held by female conservation leaders. Moreover,
the discussion of the various leadership styles of FCLs demonstrates that none of these
styles can be considered separate from each other. In fact, they are intricately linked and
revolve around the (communal) concepts of relationships, collectiveness, compassion, and
empowerment, all of which form core elements of compassionate conservation leadership
(CCL), a term I introduced earlier to refer to the broader leadership approach in which
female conservation leaders simultaneously do and undo gender in relation to struggles
and conservation. As the leadership styles that fall within the broader approach of CCL are
communality-infused, I argue that CCL can be considered a form of stereotypical ‘feminine’
leadership, meaning that FCLs do gender when doing conservation leadership. The
apparent association between doing CCL and doing femininity and its strong bottom-up
character seem to be convincing arguments to categorize CCL as a form of post-heroic
leadership, a leadership approach often associated with doing femininity as well (Fletcher,
2004). However, doing so would obscure perhaps the most intriguing aspect of CCL: its
(un)doing gender paradox. Although the CCL-related leadership styles of FCLs might be
perceived as acts of doing gender, it is precisely these acts that make them undo gender
in conservation. Firstly, the fact that various women across the globe, all working
according to CCL principles, have established themselves as conservation leaders, is
already a sign that FCLs challenge gender norms in conservation. Secondly, the supporting
and empowering acts of FCLs that arise from compassion facilitate the entrance of
marginalized individuals, most notably women, into the male-dominated field of
conservation. Finally, and more hypothetically, a number of FCLs believe that the practices
that are rooted in CCL contribute to better being able to do conservation. If these
approaches were to lead to better conservation outcomes, this would likely result in a
paradigm shift in conservation, with not only women, but the entire sector (including men)
embracing the ‘feminine’ approaches of CCL. This accomplishment of sameness between
men and women in doing conservation leadership would render gender irrelevant, which
Deutsch (2007) considers to be a central element of undoing gender. Existing literature
on conservation leadership has begun to identify a number of aspects that I consider
essential for CCL as important for effective conservation leadership, such as interpersonal
skills (Dietz et al., 2004; Englefield et al., 2019; Straka et al., 2018), and building
coalitions and partnerships (Bruyere, 2015; Dietz et al., 2004; Manolis et al., 2009; Straka
et al., 2018). These are all (tentative) indications that this shift has actually started to
take place.
In short, the complex interactions between doing and undoing gender in conservation –
which I earlier highlighted in the context of direct responses to experienced struggles –
can also be found in the way FCLs do leadership, more specifically in compassionate
conservation leadership.
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9 Conclusion
This research sought to address the interaction between sociocultural norms on gender,
leadership and conservation and the struggles and practices of female grassroots
conservation leaders. As such, this study has contributed to the existing knowledge
concerning conservation leadership by highlighting the relevancy of examining the lived
experiences of conservation leaders. By doing so I have showed how leadership styles are
not only a matter of displaying specific skills and behaviors. Rather, approaches to
leadership are also shaped by a myriad of beliefs and experiences. Furthermore, this study
has expanded the understanding of the concepts of doing and undoing gender, as well as
broadened the field of feminist political ecology. For the latter, interpreting the interactions
female conservation leaders have with their surroundings as environmental relations
allowed me to demonstrate that gender is not only a crucial factor in shaping the exclusion
and neglect of women in local communities, but also in the context of conservation
organizations. The accounts of the various participants of this study show that gendered
knowledge (e.g., on conservation leadership), gendered inequality and the exclusion of
women as actors of environmental change – all central concepts within FPE – are prevalent
in the context of grassroots conservation organizations.
By means of conclusion, I will revisit the most significant findings with regard to the
interactions between norms, struggles and the practices of FCLs. Firstly, it is evident that
struggles form a significant part of the lived experiences of female conservation leaders.
More specifically, FCLs encounter a variety of struggles that are all exclusionary in nature.
Although these struggles are related to norms on gender, leadership and conservation,
this research suggests that norms alone do not fully account for the presence of struggles
in the lives of the FCLs. Instead, I have argued that the struggles experienced by female
leaders in conservation are rooted in the power differences that are shaped by certain
intersecting exclusionary axes (e.g. gender, race/ethnicity, but also sector), sociocultural
norms, and the rather unique traits of conservation as a field of work. As such, power
differences, norms and the position of conservation leader are interpreted as interacting
structures that govern the lives of FCLs by means of shaping struggles that contribute to
the exclusion of these women from the field of conservation. The interaction between these
structures did become apparent in the ways sociocultural norms maintain power
inequalities by means of disciplining norm defying FCLs through struggles, in the fact that
the most relevant norms are heavily infused by social categories such as gender and in
how certain exclusionary axes exacerbate the challenges that come with the position of
conservation leader.
Besides the structures described above, there are a myriad of concepts, notions and
phenomena that are believed to be associated with both the frequency and the impact of
struggles. Moreover, some social contexts appear to be more struggle-laden than others,
with most struggles reported to have occurred in settings that included government
officials (which supports the identification of sector as an exclusionary axis). These
influential aspects therefore form an additional layer to the interactions between norms
and struggles. Whereas many of these aspects stand on their own, some of them (i.e.,
receiving support, the needs of other people and relationships) turned out to be highly
relevant in how FCLs approach conservation leadership. Based on the central role these
concepts play in both shaping the struggles experienced by FCLs as well as their leadership
approaches, I have proposed that FCLs’ lived experiences form an important driver for the
way they do leadership.
This research also suggests that it is not only the struggles themselves that exclude FCLs
from the conservation field, but also the personal and social impacts these struggles have
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on the female leaders. As I have shown, the encounter with various struggles can give rise
to feelings of discouragement and/or to damaged relationships. Such consequences might
obstruct the ability of FCLs to do conservation according to their own beliefs and desires
(i.e., reduce their navigation space). While not the case with those who took part in this
study, I have argued that such restrictions might lead FCLs (or aspiring conservationists)
to a point where they feel so restricted in doing their work that they decide to quit (i.e.,
are excluded from) conservation.
Although this study stressed the importance of structures such as norms and power
differences in governing the lives of FCLs, I found that FCLs’ use of their agency is equally
– if not more – significant in light of the struggles faced by them and other marginalized
groups of people. I have demonstrated how direct and deliberate responses to struggles
faced were met with both agentic and communal responses, suggesting that female
conservation leaders display complex acts of doing and undoing gender. In some cases,
these acts revealed a paradox, as adhering to certain norms was considered the best or
only way for female conservationists to hold their seat at the male-dominated table of
conservation.
The paradox of doing and undoing gender becomes even more apparent in the way FCLs
do leadership, which I interpret as the most significant way in which FCLs wield their
agency to re-shape the structures that give rise to struggles and thus restrict them in
doing conservation. It is in this leadership approach, which I have labelled compassionate
conservation leadership (CCL) that the concepts of support, relationships, exclusion, and
doing gender, as well as the needs of others, meet each other. Rather than a single
leadership style, I have conceptualized CCL as a suite of post-heroic leadership styles in
which relationships, long-term thinking, empowerment and (un)doing gender hold a
central position. Comparable to how FCLs directly respond to the struggles they encounter
in their lives, I suggest that in case of FCLs, doing leadership comprises acts of both doing
and undoing gender and, to a lesser extent, undoing race/ethnicity in conservation. In
addition, various notions, beliefs and concepts were understood to be of importance for
how FCLs do conservation leadership. This becomes apparent in the enactment of postheroic leadership styles that have been called relational, bottom-up or collective in the
literature. The main paradox here is that while virtually all these styles (and the beliefs on
which they are built) are stereotypically considered to be feminine, they did allow FCLs to
both hold their own position within conservation, thereby challenging the norm of
conservation being a place for only men. In other words, doing gender is a necessity to
eventually undo gender in the long run. Moreover, as compassionate conservation leaders,
FCLs wield their leadership position to enable marginalized individuals to enter the
conservation field. Again, these acts are (predominantly) rooted in notions of compassion
and care, which are socially ascribed to women. Yet, they allow others, most notably
(young) women (of color) to undo gender (and race) in the context of conservation.
I hypothesized these empowering practices of FCLs to be informed by their own
experiences (both positive and negative), as well as their emphatic ability of recognizing
– and even identifying with – the struggles of others (especially those who are placed in
similar social categories), but also by the outlook of enhanced conservation effectiveness.
In short, through acts of compassionate conservation leadership, FCLs negotiate
problematic norms on gender, leadership and conservation to contribute to a more just
and inclusive conservation sector.
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9.1 Recommendations for practice and further research
Since the intersection of gender, conservation and leadership has been severely
underexposed so far, there are plenty of directions to embark on for future research.
Firstly, conservation leadership scholars could draw from this research to further explore
gender dynamics in the context of conservation leadership. The most prominent question
that could be addressed in this regard is whether (elements of) compassionate
conservation leadership can be found amongst male conservation leaders as well.
Alternatively, future research could attend to investigating the presence of CCL within
different types of conservation organizations. After all, this study’s focus on communitybased organizations at the grassroots level cannot provide us any clue about the
importance of concepts such as collectiveness, succession and empowerment at e.g.
international conservation NGOs or market-based conservation organizations.
The literature on gender, conservation and empowerment can also be further enriched
with studies such as this one. As this research only captured the voices of those who used
their leadership position to (deliberately) empower others (the ‘empowering’), it might
also be worthwhile to shift the scope towards those who are at the receiving end of such
empowering practices, or the ‘empowered’. Questions such as ‘to what extent do the
actions that have been outlined in this research actually contribute to them having a
greater choice over their live decisions?’ would be worth finding answers for. Finally, as I
have demonstrated that the core principles of feminist political ecology can be applied to
other forms of environmental relations than those that have so far been conventional, this
study encourages FPE scholars to look beyond the oft-studied context of local
communities.
On a final note, I would like to highlight that this study joins an increasing body of literature
in underlining the importance of addressing issues of discrimination, inclusivity, diversity,
and justice within conservation. I highly recommend conservation practitioners in general
and conservation leaders in particular to follow the examples set by the female grassroots
conservation leaders who participated in this study in bringing about much-needed change
in the conservation sector.
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